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EICO Makes t Possible 
Uncompromising engineering -for value does it! 

You save up to 50% with Eico Kits and Wired Equipment. 

NEW 

c, ® Cortinastereo 

MIN OM. 
111 

THE VERDICT IS IN.High fidelity authorities agree: 
Cortina's engineering excellence, 100% capability, and 
compact dramatic esthetics all add up to Total 
Stereo Performance at lowest cost. 
A Silicon Solid -State 70 -Watt Stereo Amplifier for $99.95 kit, 
$139.95 wired, including cabinet. Cortina 3070 
A Solid -State FM Stereo Tuner for $99.95 kit, $139.95 wired, 
including cabinet. Cortina 3200. 
A 70 -Watt Solid -State FM Stereo Receiver for $169.95 kit, $259.95 wired, 
including cabinet. Cortina 3570. 
NEW Silicon Solid State 150 -Watt Stereo Amplifier designed for audio 
perfectionists. Less than 0.1% harmonic distortion, IM distortion. 
Less than 0.6% at full output. Controls and inputs for every music 
source. $149.95 kit, $225.00 wired including cabinet. Cortina 3150.. 
NEW70 -Watt Solid State AM/ FM Stereo Receiver for $189.95 kit, 
$279.95 wired including cabinet. Cortina 3770. 

an w 
Akis ° 

NEW 

app IMO NW 

Eicocraft 
III 

The newest excitement in kits. 
100% solid -state and professional. 

Fun to build and use. Expandable, interconnectable. Great as "jiffy" projects 
and as introductions to electronics. No technical experience needed. Finest parts, pre -drilled etched printed circuit boards, step -by -step instructions. 
EC -100 Electronic Siren $4.95, EC -101 Electronic Burglar Alarm $6.95, EICOCÑAfl EC -102 Electronic Fire Alarm $6.95, EC -200 Electronic Intercom $5.95 -° -- 
EC -300 Audio Power Amplifier $5.95, EC -400 Electronic Metronome $3.95, 
EC -500 Tremolo $9.95, EC -600 Electronic Light Flasher $3.95, 
EC -700 Electronic "Mystifier" $4.95, EC -800 Photo Cell Nite Lite $4.95, 
EC -900 Power Supply $8.95, EC -1000 Code Oscillator $2.50, 
EC -1100 FM Wireless Mike $9.95, EC -1200 AM Wireless Mike $9.95, 
EC -1300 Electronic VOX $8.95, EC -1400 Solid State FM Radio $9.95, 
EC -1500 Solid State AM Radio $8.95, EC -1600 Electronic Bongos $7.95 

Color n' Sound 
Add a new dimension to your 
music system. Introducing 
the first inexpensive solid -state 
electronic system which 
provides true synchronization 
of color with sound. Watch 
the music you love spring 
to life as a vibrant, ever 
shifting interplay of colors. 

Simply connect to speaker leads of your 
Hi -Fi system (or radio). Kit can be assembled 

in several hours - no technical knowledge or 
experience necessary. Kit $49.95, Wired $79.95. 

6 EXCITING NEW PROJECTS 
EC -1700 Ham /CB Vox $8.95, 
EC -1800 Electronic "TOX" $8.95, 
EC -1900 "Treasure Finder" $9.95, 
EC -2000 Electronic Organ $9.95, 
EC -2100 Electronic "Eye" $9.95, 

EC -2200 "Magic Switch" $9.95 

Automotive 
EICO 888- Car /Boat 
Engine Analyzer. 
For all 6V/ 12V 
systems; 4, 6, 8 -cyl. 
engines. 
Now you can keep 
your car or boat 
engine in tip -top shape 
with this solid- state, portable, self -powered universal 
engine analyzer. Completely tests your total 
ignition /electrical system. 
Complete with a Tune -up & Trouble- shooting Manual. 
Model 888; $49.95 kit, $69.95 wired. 

Test Equipment' 
oo best buys to choose from. 

- "The Professionals" 
?. -laboratory precision at lowest cost. 

Model 460 Wideband Direct -Coupled 
91' ;:. - 5" Oscilloscope. DC -4.5mc 

1 

for color and B &W TV service r and lab use. Push -pull DC vertical . ` ....=.-.26....., amp., bal. or unbal. input. Automatic -e `' sync limiter and amp. 
$99.95 kit, $149.95 wired. 

Model 232 Peak -to -Peak VTVM. A must for color or B &W TV and industrial use. 
7 non -skip ranges on all 4 functions. With exclusive Uni -Probe.® 
$34.95 kit, $49.95 wired. 

Circle 8 on reader service card 

FREE 1969 CATALOG 
EICO Electronic Instrument Co., Inc. 
283 Malta Street, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11207 

Send me FREE catalog describing the full EICO 
line of 200 best buys, and name of nearest dealer. 

Name 

Address 

City 

State Zip 
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F.(.(.LICENSE 
COMMERCIAL OPERATOR 

is part of the Grantham 

A. S. E. E. 
(Associate in Science in Electronics Engineering) 

DEGREE CURRICULUM 
In today's world of electronics employment, an 
FCC license is important - sometimes essential - 
but it's not enough! Without further education, 
you can't make it to the top. Get your FCC license 
without fail, but don't stop there. To prepare for 
the best jobs, continue your electronics education 
and get your Associate Degree in Electronics. 

This is good common sense for those who want 
to make more money in electronics. It also makes 
sense to prepare for your FCC license with the 
School that gives degree credit for your license 
training - and with the School that can then take 
you from the FCC license level to the Degree level. 

The first two semesters of the Grantham degree 
curriculum prepare you for the first class FCC 
license and radar endorsement. These two se- 
mesters, in addition to other parts of the Grantham 

This booklet 

FREE/# 

This free booklet 
explains what an, 
FCC license and 
ASEE degree can 1 
do for your future. 

degree curriculum, are available by corres- 
pondence'` at very reasonable tuition. The 
ASEE Degree can be earned by correspondence 
with a minimum of two weeks in residence. 

Accreditation, and G.I. Bill Approval 

Grantham School of Engineering is accredited 
by the Accrediting Commission of the National 
Home Study Council, and is approved for both 
correspondence and resident training under the 
G.I. Bill. Mail the coupon, or simply write or 
telephone for your free copy of our Associate 
Degree Bulletin which gives complete details 
of our educational program. 

GRANTHAM SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING 

'Semesters 1, 2, and 3 of the Grantham electronics cur- 
riculum are available also in resident classes at our Wash- 
ington, D.C. school. 

Grantham School of Engineering 
Established in 1951 

JULY 1969 

1505 N. Western Ave. 

Hollywood, Calif. 90027 

Telephone: 

(213) 469 -7878 

I Grantham School of Engineering RE- 7-69 

I 1505 N. Western Ave., Hollywood, Calif. 90027 
Please mail me your free catalog, which explains how 
Grantham training can prepare me for my FCC License 
and Associate Degree in electronics. I understand no 
salesman will call. 

Name Age 

Address 

City State Zip 

IL- 

1 
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NEW &TIMELY 
Volume 40 Number 7 RADIO -ELECTRONICS July 1969 

POWERFUL PHASED -ARRAY RADAR 

Engineer Ray Lanctot adjusts 

One of the hundreds of 
energy -fed elements forming 
this one -tenth -scale radar pro- 
totype is adjusted by engineer 
Ray Lanctot. The system, 
under construction for the Air 
Force by Hughes Aircraft Co., 
uses a phased array, which 
sweeps the radar beam elec- 
tronically instead of with a 
mechanical antenna. 

NEW TINT CONTROL 

AT ELECTRONICS SHOW 

NEW YORK -A new cir- 
cuit that takes the guesswork 
from color tint adjusting was 

introduced at the Consumer 
Electronics Show last month 
by Hayakawa Electric Co. of 
Japan. 

Instead of trying to judge 
flesh tones. the viewer pushes 

a knob and merges two verti- 
cal stripes into a single bar. 
The procedure, visually simi- 
lar to the Westinghouse afc 
adjustment, eliminates phase 

errors between the set's color 
oscillator and the color -burst 
signal. Models with the color - 
phase adjustment have addi- 
tional burst -gate and phase 
detectors. 

A patent on the control 
was granted in Japan and has 

been applied for in other 
countries. Introduction of the 
models in the US may depend 
on its acceptance at the elec- 
tronics show here. 

one of the many energy feeds. 

TRANSISTOR DEVICE 

HAS ATOMIC POWER 

MIAMI, FLA. -A transis- 
torlike device with a built -in 
radioactive power supply has 

been developed at Danecho 
R &D Labs by Daniel Speers, 

director of research. Named 
the "electristor" by its inven- 
tor, the device has been used 

in circuits for detection, oscil- 
lation and amplification. 

The electristor consists of 
three dime -size wafers of 
strontium 90, a semiconduc- 
tor material (n- or p -type) 
and antimony. The radioac- 

(continued on page 12) 

LOOKING AHEAD 
By DAVID LACHENBRUCH 

CONTRIBUTING EDITOR 

Doubtful X -ray testers 
Another type of "X -ray detector" is being frowned 

upon by public health officials. This is the do- it- yourself 
kind offered to the public in drugstores and supermarkets. 
Sold in a variety of forms under several brand names, 
these testers usually are designed to be taped or attached 
to the TV set, left there for a specified period, then sent 
back to the tester's manufacturer or agent for analysis. 
The consumer eventually receives in the mail a notifica- 
tion of whether his set is emitting rays. 

Although most of these gadgets contain materials 
which can adequately reflect the presence of X -rays, and 
even measure them, none is large enough to measure more 
than a tiny portion of the TV set (generally the center 
of the screen). Since X -ray emission is more likely to 

occur at the sides, top or bottom of the set than at the 
picture -tube face, these detectors just don't do the job, ac- 

cording to many public health officials. Their sale in New 
York City, in fact, has been banned. 

Versatile tape cartridges 
The stereo tape cartridge player and the cassette 

recorder are continuing to take on one another's char- 
acteristics. A major Japanese producer of cassettes -TDK 
-will soon introduce a continuous -loop cassette which 
need not be turned over or rewound. It plays for 30 

minutes, then repeats itself. (The same cassette could play 
for 60 minutes on a special player with movable heads, 
which switch from Track A to Track B.) 

Meanwhile, it's understood that Motorola has de- 

veloped an automobile eight -track cartridge player with 
recording ability for those who wish to dictate notes or 
memos while driving. Sony and others already are mar- 
keting eight -track cartridge recorder -players for non -auto 
uses. 

(continued on page 4) 

RCA IS TRAINING 400 
AS TV SERVICE TECHS 

NEWARK, N. J. -Four 
hundred men. formerly of the 
urban hard -core unemployed, 
are attending regular classes 
and laboratory sessions at 
four RCA training centers 
preparing for careers as TV 
service technicians. 

The training is part of the 
"Four Cities" program. oper- 
ated by the RCA Service Co. 
under a $2.5 million contract 
with the Department of La- 
bor, to train 400 of the 
nation's jobless as TV repair- 
men. RCA is contributing 
more than $1 million above 
the Government's cost. 

Newark, with 80 trainees, 
is one of four cities with 
RCA centers participating in 
the 18 -month program that 
includes courses in basic edu- 
cation and social develop- 
ment, in addition to intensive 
vocational instruction. Gradu- 
ates of the program will be 

placed with RCA service 
branches or other companies. 
The other centers are in 
Camden, N. J., also with 80 

trainees, and Chicago and 
Los Angeles with 120 each. 

The Newark trainees 
range in age from 18 to 50 
with an average of 24 years. 
Before entering the program, 
75% were unemployed. Of 
the total students 82% are 

(continued on page 14) 

IN THIS ISSUE 

Demands for home and in- 
dustrial security have cre- 
ated a boom in new 
electronic security devices. 
Sensitive ultrasonic and 

radar detectors are coming 
down in price for the home 
consumer market. Turn to 
page 33 for the facts. 

Z 
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Radio -Electronics 
July 1969 Over 60 Years of Electronics Publishing 

SPECIAL FEATURES 

Build Solid -State TV Camera for $100 . 23 .. Gary Davis Jr. 

Set tip 1101n on'n closed- rireriit TV system 

Lowdown On Intruder & Fire Alarms . 33 . Larry Steckler 

What's iicw, what's happening, lohnt's best 

TELEVISION 

Kwik -Fix'" Troubleshooting Charts 37 
Inside the vertical multiribrator /output 

In The Shop S8 

Service Clinic 89 

Equipment Report 93 
Knight -Kit KG -646 VOM 

Forest Belt 

Jack Darr 

Jack Darr 

Warren Roy 

AUDIO -HIGH -FIDELITY 

New For You 32 Chester H. Lawrence 

Garrard SL95 Automatic Turntable 

Power IC's For Hi -Fi 52 D. V. Jones 

Hi-fi is getting smaller all the tinii 

Programmed -Fix Car Tape Players . 61 Larry Allen 

Electronic Bongos 

BUILD SOME OF THESE 

42 Jack Jaques 

Five tones of solid -state bongo 

Receipe For An IC Preamp 
Build a, "custom tailored" unit 

44 John Teeling 

20 SCR Circuits For Experimenters 55 R. M. Marston 

Sec what you can do with SCR's 

GENERAL ELECTRONICS 

Looking Ahead 
Cririrut 110opedings with future overtones 

How IC's Work 
Making components on a chip 

2 David Lachenbruch 

58 Bob Hibberd 

Need real protection? Find out uhat's 
available to secure your home against 
theft and fire. There's a proper alarm 
system for everyone. see page 33 

Custom stereo preamp is easy to make 
when you've got the right recipe. 
Here's the plans and the ingred ents. 
You do the mixing. see of ge 44 

Bugged by cartridge tape? Here's a step - 
by -step programmed study that tel you 
what to do, how to do it and wtre. It's 
even fun to read. see pa ;e 61 

DEPARTMENTS 

CB Troubleshooter's Casebook 76 New Literature 85 Reader Service 78 

Correspondence 16 New Products 81 Technotes 77 

New & Timely 2 Noteworthy Circuit 95 Try This One 94 
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Radio -Electronics is is 'exed in 
Applied Science & Tectinology 
Index (formerly Industrial 
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New &Timely 
'HOT -LINE' PHONE 
SENDS VOICE & DATA 

NEW YORK- "One second 
Bob." "... 11001001000 l ..." 
"What's that time again ?" 
"...00110010. . . ." 

This mixture of voice and 
data was recently demon- 
strated between the New 
York City and San Juan, 
Puerto Rico. offices of RCA 
Global Communications Inc. 
RCA has opened a satellite - 
telephone "hot line" between 

the two locations that permits 
simultaneous transmission and 
reception of voice and data. 

The shortest pause by 
chief engineer Philip Schnei- 
der (photo) caused a flood of 
inaudible data transmission - 
in this case, activating a 

paper -fed teleprinter. The cus- 
tomer using the service sup- 
plies the data terminals or 
facsimile gear. while RCA 
provides the multiplexing and 
other equipment to separate 
voice and data. 

When a caller picks up a 
hot -line phone, the receiving 
unit rings instantly. RCA ex- 
pects to expand the service to 
Europe as satellite facilities 
grow. 

NEXT MONTH 

They work! Don't miss the 
inside story on new stereo 
IC FM headphones. 

DO -IT- YOURSELF MESSAGE BOARD SAVES CASH 
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. - 

Hard work by engineering 
students and the cooperation 
of several manufacturers have 
provided University of New 
Mexico sports fans with a 
first -class electronic message 
board. 

"We scrounged around 
and put the sign together with 
a budget of $ 1500," said Joe 
F. Colvin II, president of the 
student EE society, whose 
members designed and built 
the board. Parts and labor put 
an estimated $60,000 value on 
the board. 

A solid -state power -supply 
kit for the 900 bulbs was 
donated by Westinghouse and 
IBM chipped in 400 relays. 
The 18 -foot sign has 36 spaces 
that can display any letter or 
numeral. 

SATELLITE DETECTS 

10 -MHZ EARTH PULSES 

Irregular pulses of rf en- 
ergy in the 10 -MHz region 
are being beamed into space 
from an area near the south 
geomagnetic pole. The source 
of the sporadic bursts. over 
an area between New Zea- 
land and Antarctica. was de- 
tected by an orbiting radio 
astronomy satellite. NASA 
scientist Robert Stone, who 
reported the satellite record- 
ings, indicated the rf pulses 
may originate in a region of 
the earth's atmosphere be- 
neath the radiation belts that 
encircle the planet. Dr. Stone 
suggested the intense beams 
of energy may be generated 
as charged particles trapped 
in the radiation belts enter 
the atmosphere. 

ALL -IC COLOR TV 

JAPAN -A 16 -inch color 
TV portable made entirely 
with hybrid and monolithic 
IC's was revealed by the Kan - 
sai Electronic Development 
Center. Three of the 22 IC's 
in the set are used in an all - 
channel tuner. The prototype 
took 3 years to develop, but is 

still not ready for production. 
(continued on page 6) 

LOOKING AHEAD 
(continued from page 2) 

Automatic tint control 
A new circuit said to eliminate the need for read- 

justing the tint control, even when changing channels, 
will be incorporated in some new -model Magnavox color 
sets. This "automatic tint control" (ATC), combined with 
automatic frequency control and automatic chroma con- 
trol, is designed to end all viewer adjustment of the 
color picture, even for correction of deficiencies origi- 
nating at the TV station. 

The ;ITC circuit operates on the principle that a 
pleasing color picture is one in which flesh tones are 
realistic. On an ATC- equipped receiver, the viewer adjusts 
a "preference control" until he is satisfied with flesh tones 
in the picture. After this basic adjustment, all flesh tones 
register in accordance with this preference, even when 
cameras, programs or channels are changed. The control 
need not be adjusted each time the set is turned on. 

ATC is a four -transistor circuit which addresses it- 
self to the color spectrum in the vicinity of flesh (orange) 
color. This area encompasses the adjacent hues of red, 
some purples and some yellow. When a color is received 
in this spectrum area, it is automatically changed to orange 
flesh color. This eliminates the possibility of yellowish, 
greenish or purplish faces, and keeps flesh tones con- 
sistent, regardless of errors in the received signal. 

Colors outside this segment of the spectrum are not 
affected. Although there are some color shifts of objects 
in the area surrounding the orange portion of the spec- 
trum, this is virtually unnoticeable. 

(continued on page 12) 
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Radar Sentry Alarm 
supervises security from every angle. 

Radar Sentry Alarm covers every angle. 
It works on the same principle used by 
the U.S. government to protect our bor- 
ders. Microwaves beamed by an installa- 
tion of modular units are foolproof. 
Any human movement, even the slight- 
est gesture, sets off the alarm. And what 
an alarm! An ear -splitting blast that 
would frighten anything. You can't 
beat it. 

And there's no way to escape detection 
...whether the intruder comes in from 
the wall, window, door or ceiling. Even 
if he shuts off the power, the alarm 
sounds. 
This is the newest and completely 
proven system that everyone's talking 
about. 
Take any of the set -ups pictured here. 

The smallest is our model 301: its re- 
mote detector unit covers up to 5,000 
square feet. Can set off an alarm that's 
heard half a mile away. Add up to 3 
antennas for a coverage of up to 15,000 
square feet. Model 5006 modular unit 
is 6 units in one. It will cover up to 
90,000 square feet. The big one on the 
right, 5010, will give customized cover- 
age of up to 150,000 square feet. 

Take any of these solid state numbers, 
add Dialtronic automatic telephone 
dialer, programmed to phone the police 
or direct -hook -up or, in case of fire, the 
fire department. Or add the special 
Radar Sentry Alarm holdup and prowl- 
er alarm. It can be used in combina- 
tion with any of these set -ups, plus the 
telephone alarm, without the thief's 
knowledge. 

There's no hiding place. These units are 
considered the best burglar traps in the 
world. Solid state circuitry gives effec- 
tive performance, means a minimum of 
false alarms and reliable operation. And 
the heart of the electronic system is 
printed on one single Frnted circuit 
module. To replace, just pu 1 out the old 
one, plug in the new one, no lapse in 
security. 

Design your own inviolable customized 
system with Radar Sentry Alarm and 
accessories. You won't be able to find 
a more versatile, more adhptable sys- 
tem...nor one that is more tamper- 
proof against burglars. 

Get the full story on Radar Sentry. 
Alarms. Write now for ou: iew booklet 
covering all the facts. 

RADAR DEVICES MFG. CORP. 
22003 Harper Avenue 
St. Clair Shores, Michigan 48080 

Send me the alarming details. 

Also send me booklet outlining availltle 
dealerships. 

Name 

Address 

City State Zip 

l 

L ! 
Circle 10 on render service card 
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New &Timely 

SOLID -STATE DIODE 
CAN CUT TV X -RAYS 

CLEVELAND OHIO-A sol- 
id -state replacement for high - 
voltage regulator tubes in 
color TV sets has been intro- 
duced as a cure for harmful 
x -ray radiation. 

According to the devel- 
oper. the instrument division 
of Victoreen Leece Neville, 
Inc.. one major set manu- 
facturer has already incorpo- 
rated the new diode into its 
1970 models. Kits will be 
made available to modify 
various makes of sets already 
in homes. 

Prime function of the 
diode is to limit high voltages 
in color sets to below 25 kV. 
Regulation of the diode is 1 

kV from (I.1 to 1.2 mA at 
25 kV. Maximum operating 
current is 3 mA. Excessive 
or misadjusted high voltage 

is a leading cause of x -rays. 
Since the diode cannot emit 
radiation, its substitution for 
potentially hazardous vac- 
uum -tube regulators elimi- 
nates an x -ray source. Also, 
since the diode permanently 
sets the h -v level, controls 
that can be misadjusted dur- 
ing servicing are no longer 
needed. 

Should the diode fail, 
Victoreen points out. the vol- 
tage on the picture tube 
would be lowered instead of 
increasing, as with conven- 
tional regulator failure. 

The cathode body of the 
device is clamped to chassis 
ground, while the anode is 
tied to a single lead wire. 

A recent disclosure of ex- 
cessive radiation from color 
sets has prompted demands for 
tighter standards. 

NEW THERMAL BATTERY 

TOKYO -A new ther- 
mal battery with a storage 
life of five years or more is 
being marketed commercially 
in Japan by the Matsushita 
Electric Industrial Co. A spe- 
cial thermite heat source and 
hermetic sealing are used to 
reduce gases produced when 
the battery is electrically ig- 
nited. The new battery burns 
to 400 °C. generating 38 volts. 
and is slightly larger than a 
regular flashlight cell. 

APOLLO TO USE SEQUENTIAL TV 

NEW YORK -Color TV 
broadcasts expected from 
space this summer by Apollo 
astronauts will originate from 
a tiny field -sequential camera 
similar to the one used for 
the first color TV broadcast 
in 1940. 

The field -sequential sys- 
tem, developed by Dr. Peter 
Goldmark of CBS Labs. was 
rejected by the FCC in favor 
of RCA's dot -sequential sys- 
tem. 

Because of its simplicity, 
the special Apollo TV cam- 
era requires one -third as 
many components as a stan- 
dard color camera. Color in- 
formation is transmitted as 
color filters on a spinning disk 

pass in front of a CRT. 
Earth -based stations will pick 
up the sequential red, blue 
and green signals and convert 
them for transmission around 
the world. 

The CBS system, which 
relies on the human eye's per- 
sistence of vision to complete 
a color picture. is still being 
used in medicine and indus- 
try. A miniature 20- pound 
unit (photo), similar to the 
one used on Apollo flights, 
has been developed by CBS 
Labs to probe the interior of 
the human body to detect 
cancer and other disorders. 
The spinning disk is enclosed 
under the camera hood. 

(continued on page 12) 
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Dialtronic 
Automatic 
Telephone 
Communicator 
Model DT -1000 

Radar Sentry Alarm 
announces a new powerful 
way to stop crime ... "Dialtronic" 
Radar Sentry Alarm announces a 
new powerful way to fight crime. 
Imagine a security system that 
automatically and silently delivers 
any emergency message for which 
it is programmed. Dialtronic adds 
a new dimension to your security 
needs. Advanced concepts in tech - 
nology and design bring you a new 
level of security. Providing un- 
limited application, the Dialtronic 
uses solid state circuitry to bring 
help immediately. Use it with 
existing alarm systems or any other 
sensing device. Dialtronic is the 
ideal personal protection for any- 
one who is vulnerable to intruders. 
Dialtronic will perform with never 
a lapse in security . . . You are 
assured of highly reliable pro- 
tection. 

Also used to protect premises while 
they are being occupied, the Radar 
Dialtronic gives push button pro- 
tection to businesses and home 
owners alike. This system is trig- 
gered by a hidden push button or 
portable transmitter. Once set into 
action, it automatically dials the 
phone -delivering any pre- 
recorded message for which it is 
programmed without the would - 
be-thiefs' knowledge. In effect, the 
Dialtronic gives you a direct line to 
police, fire departments, in -plant 
security, key personnel ... whoever 
you designate. 
Dialtronic's built -in programmer 
lets you magnetically store "error 
free" messages on cassette type 
tape cartridges. Stored informa- 
tion is instantly available to notify 
proper officials, delivering correct 
message in each case. 

The Crimebusters r.> 
Want You! ... Now! 

... To make the biggest profits of your career - 
filling ready -made demand for the dramatic new 
RADAR SENTRY ALARM systems. Get started 
NOW as dealer or distributor -step into five - 
figure income at once, with unlimited potential 
and wide -open opportunity to grow as you go! 
MAIL COUPON AT ONCE! 

Advantages of Dialtroni:o 
Telephone Communicator 

Eliminates costly leased tele- 
phone lines. 
Simultaneously stores up to ten 
separate messages on magnetic 
tape. 
Automatically dials the right 
people and delivers the correct 
message in each case. 
Battery operated !optional) 
Rechargeable "Nic /Cad" bat- 
teries with built -in charger. 
Converts existing local alarm to 
central station system. Easily 
and quickly installed. 
Silent "on premises hold up 
alarm with the ability to get the 
facts out" instantly. 
Can be used with optional wire- 
less control. 
Home prowler alarm, fire alarm, 
emergency alarm for invalids. 
Can be programmed for any 
emergency. 

r 
RADAR DEVICES MFG. CORP. 
22003 Harper Avenue 
St. Clair Shores, Michigan 48080 

p Send me the alarming details. 

Also send me booklet outlining avail a.)le 
dealerships. 

Name 

Address 

City State Zip 

i 
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firsts 
make learning 
Electronics at home 
fast and fascinating 
give you priceless 
confidence. 

Some NRI firsts in training equipment 

lbo fiiìst to give you Color Television training 
equipment engineered specifically for education - 
built to fit NRI instructional material, not a do -it- 
yourself hobby kit. The end product is a superb 
Color TV receiver that will give you and your family 
years of pleasure. You "open up and explore" the 
functions of each color circuit as you build. 

8 

a. 

11,Sí to give you transmission lines and 
antenna systems that include experiments not 
otherwise attempted outside of college physics 
laboratories. The experience gained with this kind 
of Communications training equipment is matched 
only by months - sometimes years - of on- the -job 
experience. 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS 
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b.. 

NRI's "discovery" method is the result of over 
half a century of leadership simplifying 
and dramatizing training at home 
The FIRSTS described below are typical of NRI's half century of leadership in Electronics home 
training. When you enroll as an NRI student, you can be sure of gaining the in- demand technical 
knowledge and the priceless confidence of "hands -on" experience sought by employers in 

Communications, Television -Radio Servicing and Industrial and Military Electronics. Everything about 
NRI training is designed for your education ... from the much -copied, educator -acclaimed 
Achievement Kit sent the day you enroll, to "bite- size" well -illustrated, easy to read texts programmed 
with designed- for -learning training equipment. 

YOU GET YOUR FCC LICENSE OR YOUR MONEY BACK 
There is no end of opportunity for the trained man in Electronics. You can earn $6 or more an hour in 
spare time, have a business of your own or qualify quickly for career positions in business, industry, 
government. And if you enroll for any of five NRI courses in Communications, NRI prepares you 
for your FCC License exams. You must pass or NRI refunds your tuition in full. No school offers a 

more liberal money -back agreement. The full story about NRI leadership in Electronics training is in 
the new NRI Catalog. Mail postage -free card today. No salesman is going to call. 
NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE, Washington, D.C. 20016 

APPROVED UNDER NEW GI BILL If you have served since January 31, 1955, 
or are in service, check GI line on postage -free card. 

designed from chassis up for your education 

f òIilòSt 
to give you true -to -life experiences as a 

communications technician. Every fascinating step 
you take in NRI Communications training, including 
circuit analysis of your own 25 -watt, phone /cw 
transmitter, is engineered to help you prove theory 
and later apply it on the job. Studio equipment 
operation and troubleshooting become a matter of 
easily remembered logic. 

JULY 1969 

I 'iisI, to give you completely specialized 
training kits engineered for business, industrial and 
military Electronics. Shown above is your own train- 
ing center in solid state motor control and analog 
computer servo -mechanisms. Telemetering circuits, 
solid -state multi- vibrators, and problem - solving 
digital computer circuits are also included iin your 
course. 

11 
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MAT SWITCHES 
and Chime /Mat Kits 

TAPESWITCH 
PRESS -AT- ANY -POINT 

RIBBON SWITCHES 
(8 oz. to 40 oz. sensitivity) 

ROAD SWITCHES 
(Traffic Control, Etc.) 

L 

FOOT SWITCHES 
(Flat, Rugged) 

r 

(End cover 
removed) 

SAFETY EDGE SWITCHES 
(For Doors, Gates, Machines) 

L 

CONTROFLEX° 
SEALED LINEAR AND 
AREA SWITCHES FOR: 
ALARMS, CONTROLS, 

SAFETY, AUTOMATION 
Millions of cycles of 
reliable operation. 

CATALOG AND TECH BULLETINS ON REQUEST 

TAPESWITCH CORPORATION OF AMERICA 
320 BROAD HOLLOW RD., FARMINGDALE, N.Y. 11735 (516) 6946312 

Circle 13 on reader service can! 

Do TV 
service calls 

leave you 
weak 
in the 
knees? 

We can put the spring back in your step 
FREE 

illustrated 
brochure 

YEATS 
Appliance Dolly L. 
Sales Company 1301 W. Fond du Lac Avenue., Milwaukee, 

Circle 14 on reader service card 

Please send me informative brochure on YEATS 
labor savers - no obligation. 

Name 

Firm 

Address 

City 

State Zip 

J 
Wis. 53205 

New &Timely 
(continued from page 6) 

tive strontium 90 is partially 
shielded from the middle 
semiconductor layer by a 

thin -film radiation screen. 
When particles from the 

strontium 90 strike the semi- 

conductor, electrons are re- 
leased, which flow from the 
top antimony layer to the 
semiconductor wafer when 
the two are joined. 

Although it is now only a 
laboratory device, the com- 
pany predicts field -effect tran- 
sistor and IC applications. 
Electristors using stronium 
90 would theoretically power 
a portable radio for about 40 
years. 

So far, however, outputs 
of the test devices have been 
in the milliwatt range and 
frequency -capabilities are 
low. Size (photo) is another 
problem, due to the shielding. 

LOOKING AHEAD 
(continued from page 2) 

Cable TV growth 
The growth of cable TV (CATV) systems acceler- 

ated in 1968, in spite of new restrictions imposed by 
the FCC. According to a survey by the trade newsletter 
Television Digest, 3,600,000 American homes received 
their television by cable as of January 1, 1969, up from 
2,800,000 one year earlier. 

As this year started, there were 2260 CATV systems 
in operation, an increase of 260 during 1968. By Feb. 
10, date of the survey, 2301 were in operation. Some 
46 of these had more than 10,000 subscribers each. The 
largest, in San Diego, served 35,429 subscribers. Of all 
the systems, 29 offer subscribers more than 12 channels 
each, 1558 have six to 12 channels, 512 have five, 62 
fewer than five (140 didn't report the number of chan- 
nels). 

Anti -X -ray device 
When color TV receivers emit X -rays, the fault al- 

most always lies with excessively high voltage or a faults' 
shunt regulator tube, or both. Six television receiver man- 
ufacturers have been testing a new voltage -regulating 
diode which should remedy this situation and eliminate 
the cause of perhaps 90% of the cases of excessive radia- 
tion. At least one manufacturer is expected to incorporate 
the diode in sets this fall. 

The diode, manufactured by Victoreen Leece Neville, 
Inc., is claimed to be the first to positively regulate volt- 
ages of the magnitude of 25 kV at low current levels. 
The solid -state diode replaces the vacuum -tube shunt 
regulator and associated circuitry, and its manufacturer 
claims it eliminates the possibility of the voltage "creeping 
up" or surging due to component failure. 

The same firm will offer service technicians an X -rav 
fighting arsenal. The principal weapon is a new radiation 
meter calibrated especially for color sets. It provides in- 
stant go -no go readings when held against the various 
surfaces of a set. The instrument will cost $440. 

(continued on page 14) 
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There's 
a reward 

on 
their heads. 

RC,' 
JULY 1969 

FREE: 
The Copymate Dry Copier, wí-.h 2) 
sheets of copymate paper, with 
your purchase of the RCA WR- 5:A 
Stereo FM Signal Simulator cr 
WO -91C oscilloscope! 

The WR -52A Stereo 
FM Signal Simulator 
only $248.00 

The WO -91C 5 -Inch 
Dual Band Oscilloscope 
Only $269.00 

Now you can own one of the fastest, most accurate 
trouble- shooters in the East (West, North and 
South), and receive, absolutely free, the new 
all- electric Copymate! 

Copymate is the portable dry copier that copies 
anything -...checks, invoices, schematics, photos, 
your children's drawings and school work - 
without liquids, chemicals or sprays! 

The Copymate, with paper,has a retail value of 
$31.94, but you can get it free ... Here's how. 

Buy the WR -52A or WO -91 C between April 15 

and July 15. Mail us your warranty card and the 
blue label on the outside of the carton no later 
than July 31st and we'll ship the Copymate to you 
at once, freight prepaid! 

Good deal? You know it is. 
Mail your card and label to: RCA Electronic 

Components, Test Equipment Headquarters, Bldg. 
17 -2, Harrison, N.J. 07029. 

*Optional distributor resale price. 

Circle 15 n, reader .service card 
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MATV DISTRIBUTION 
AMPLIFIER KITS 

for Color /B &W TV 

For the TV serviceman who has avoided amplified 
distribution systems as too involved, Mosley has 
developed four simple and easily installed MATV 
Distribution Amplifier Kits for VHF Color /B &W TV. 
Each kit contains all the components necessary for 
a two -outlet amplified system, designed for easy 
expansion with additional outlets. Four models for 
four widely -used types of lead -in: two coax, two 
twin -lead. Instructions offer suggestions for system 
planning and simple block diagrams with coax loss 
factors already figured. Write Dept. 180A for details. 

Morey rizo 4610 N. Lindbergh Blvd., 
COIL Bridgeton Missouri 63042 

Circle 16 on reader service card EIGHT 
NSTRUMENTS IN ONE 

Out -of- Circuit Transistor Analyzer 
Dynamic In- Circuit Transistor & Radio Tester 

1 

Signal Generator 
Signal Tracer Voltmeter Milliammeter 
Battery Tester 
Diode Checker 

Li rf e , Transistor Analyzer Model 212 
--dr Factory Wired & Tested - 519.50 

Easy -to- Assemble Kit - ;13.50 
YOU DON'T NEED A BENCH FULL OF EQUIPMENT TO TEST 1RANSISTOR RADIOS! All the 
facilities you need to check the transistors themselves - and the radios or other cir- 
cuits in which they are used - have been ingeniously engineered into the compact, 
6-inch high case of the Model 212. It's the transistor radio troubleshooter with all the 
features found only in more expensive units. Find defective transistors and circuit 
troubles speedily with a single, streamlined instrument instead of an elaborate 
hookup. 
Features: 
Checks all transistor types - high or low' 
power. Checks DC current gain (beta) to 
200 in 3 ranges. Checks leakage. Uni- 
versa! test socket accepts different base 
configurations. Identifies unknown tran- 
sistors as NPN or PNP. 

Dynamic test for all transistors as signal 
amplifiers (oscillator check), in or out of 
circuit. Develops test signal for AF, IF, 
or RF circuits. Signal traces all circuits. 
Checks condition of diodes. Measures 
battery or other transistor- circuit power - 
supply voltages on 12 -volt scale. No ex- 
ternal power source needed. Measures 
circuit drain or other DC currents to 80 
milliamperes. Supplied with three exter- 
nal leads for in- circuit testing and a 
pair of test leads for measuring voltage 
and current. Comes complete with 
instruction manual and transistor listing. 

EMC, 625 Broadway, New York 12, N.Y. 

Send me FREE catalog of the complete 
value -packed EMC line, and name of 
local distributor. 

NAME RE -7 

ADDRESS 

CITY 7ONE-.STATE_ 

EMC 
ELECTRONIC MEASUREMENTS CORP. 

625 Broadway, New York 12, New York 

Export: Pan -Mar Corp., 1270 B'way. N.Y. 1 

New & Timely 
(continued from page 2) 

black. 15% Spanish Ameri- 
can and 3 %ó white. About 
28% have served in the 
armed forces and l4!'ó have 
some previous electronics 
background. All become 
RCA employees upon enter- 
ing the program and earn 
S2 per hour for the duration 
of their respective training 
periods of from 6 to 18 
months, depending on the 
Trainee's individual rate of 
progress. In the photo. in- 
structor Archie Banks (right) 
demonstrates a color dot -bar 
generator during a laboratory 
class at the RCA Newark 
Training Center. 

The training is geared to- 
ward developing highly com- 
petent color TV technicians. 

R-E 

COMING NEXT MONTH 
Build- 200 -MHz Digital 

Counter 
Capacitors -Which Tepe 
to Use? 

How to Use Triggered 
Scopes 

Build a Universal l'« r. 
Supply 

Solid -State Your Car 
Gauges 

Mow IC's Work -fart 3 

LOOKING AHEAD 
(continued from page 12) 

When a technician discovers a set radiating beyond 
the recommended limit of 0.5 milliroentgen per hour at 
5 centimeters (as read directly on the instrument), he 
can either lower the high voltage to the proper setting or 
install the regulator diode. The diode will be available 
with associated components in a variety of retrofit kits 
for all major color TV makes and models. 

New Government radiation standards will go into 
effect next Jan. 1. Although they still haven't been final- 
ized, they may well require some type of fail -safe, high - 
\oltage, bold -clown device in future sets. So far, the 
Victoreen is the only such device to be publicly an- 
nounced. 

TV set a life -saver 
The Weather Bureau laboratory at Norman, Okla., 

is evaluating a tornado warning system this summer 
\ lmse only piece of equipment is a common household 
product -a television set. Developed by an electronics ex- 
perimenter and amateur climatologist, Newton Weller of 
\\ cst Des Moines, Iowa, the system already has provided 
Iowans (who used it on the basis of instructions printed 
in a Des Moines newspaper) with accurate tornado 
warnings. 

\\Teller's system is based on his theory that all torna- 
does are accompanied by large bursts of electrical energy 
at a frequency close to that of television's channel 2. 
After 12 years of experimentation, he says his method 
can give a set owner 20 to 30 minutes warning that a 
tornado is in the vicinity. If an area tornado alert has 
been issued or if storm clouds gather, he advises the fol- 
lowing procedure: (1) Turn the set to channel 13 (at 
the opposite end of the hand from the channel 2 fre- 
quency of 55 MHz, and therefore unaffected by the 
tornado's electrical charge), and turn down the brightness 
control until the screen is Clark. (2) Switch to channel 
2 without readjusting brightness. If the entire screen 
lights up, it indicates a nearby tornado. Broad horizontal 
white bands warn of a severe electrical storm. R -E 
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DELTAWill 

tell you everything! 
including schematics! 

Complete Specs 

MARK TEN° SCE 
CAPACITIVE DISCHARGE IGNITION SYSTEM 
Now discover for yourself the dramatic improvement in performance of yc.r 
car, camper, jeep, truck, boat -any vehicle! Delta's remarkable elec_roo c 
achievement saves on gas, promotes better acceleration, gives your cat that 
zip you've always wanted. Find out why even Detroit has finally come and - d. 
In five years of proven reliability, Delta's Mark Ten has set new recor_s f 
ignition benefits. No re- wiring! Works on literally any type of gasoline e ig 

Dramatic Increase in Performance and A Points and Plugs Last 3 to 10 Tines 
in Fast Acceleration Longer 
Promotes More Complete Combustion Up to 20% Mileage Increase 

(saves gas) 

KIT FORM $ 95 
12V ONLY 

MODEL 3000 FET VOM ONLY 

$7495 
ppd 

Delta now offers a compact, versatile, and extremely sen- 
sitive VOM which combines FETs and ICs for extreme 
accuracy. Compact (61/2"W x 8 "H x 31/2"D), portable. Wt. 
33/4 lbs. 

IN KIT FORM: Feedback network with pre -selected com- 
ponents to eliminate all final calibration. Ready to use 
when assembled! 

NEW DELTA FEATURES: 

Mirror scale 200 A D'Arsonval meter 
A Integrated circuit (IC) operational amplifier 

for extreme accuracy 
FET input stage with current regulator 

A Two stage transistor current regulator and 
Zener diode on OHMS for absolute stability 
and accuracy 
Voltage clippers for protection of input 
stage 

L 

Only $5995 
ppd. 

ASSEMBLED $4495 ONLY 

Fully temperature compensated for low low 
zero drift 
Ten turns ZERO and OHMS adjust 
potentiometers 
Epoxy glass circuit boards and metal case 
Enclosed switches 
Uses readily available type AA cells 
Uses standard test leads for maximum 
flexibility and ease of measurement 

A 10 Megohms input impedance 

DELTA: Please send me 

I am enclosing $ for items checked. 
Mark Ten SCR ( Kit Assembled) 

Model 3000 FET VOM (0 Kit Assembled) 

Computach (Kit only) 

Please ship immediately. 

Name 

Address 

City 'State Zip 

*My car is (Model) (Year) 

literature immediately. 
1 

J 

JULY 1969 

comrunni 

ppd. 

Delta, pioneers in CD ignition who pro- 
duced the fabulous MARK TEN , now offer 
a precise computer -tachometer which obso- 
letes any type tachometer on the market 
today! You achieve unbelievable accuracy 
in RPM readings due to the advanced, 
solid -state electronic matched components 
used in the computer, coupled with the 
finest precision meter in the world. Works 
on all 2, 3, 4, and 6 cylinder 2 cycle and 
with 4 -6 -8 cylinder -4 cycle 12 volt engines, 

Write today for complete 
literature packet 

A 0 -8000 RPM range 

A Perfect linearity - zero ,ar 
A Adjustable set pointer 

Wide angle needle sweep 
Translucent illuminated díar 

Chrome plated die -cast h3usiig 
All -angle ball & socket mounting 

A Use it with ANY ignition s stem 
Meter: 3118" dia. X 3%" Beef 

A Calibration kit included, io est eqpt. 
needed. 

*An exclusive computer- 
tachometer for precise 
RPM measurement in 
easy -to -build Kit form! ppd. 

KIT FORM ONLY 
DP 

9e J 

ax 

DELTA PRODUCTS, inc. 
P.O. BOX 1147 GRANO JUNCTION, COLORADO 150 

Circle 18 on reader service card 
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Who'll be first? 

It could be us. We're getting there 
...working our way up...because 
we put quality first. We're already 
the leading independent tube 
manufacturer serving independent 
servicemen. 

You see, ever since Raytheon 
produced the first receiving tube, 
we've made tubes to just one speci- 
fication: our own highest quality 
standards. Every tube must pass 
rigorous electrical and mechanical 
checks before we sell it to you. 

That's why you rarely -if ever - 
get a call -back because of Raytheon 
receiving tubes. It's also why we've 
sold more than 500 million tubes. 
And why Raytheon is universally 
regarded as the No. 1 supplier of 
reliable receiving tubes. 

ting quality first, we could become 
the largest supplier! Especially if 
you keep on backing us by asking 
for "Raytheon quality" receiving 
tubes. 

Why not? You earn greater cus- 
tomer satisfaction...make more 
profit per tube.Ask your distributor 
about the current Raytheon pro- 
motion. 

Raytheon Company, Receiving 
Tube Operation, Fourth Avenue, 
Burlington, Massachusetts 01803. 

Remember to ask 
Who knows? If we keep on put- "WHAT ELSE NEEDS FIXING ?'! 

Circle 19 on reader service card 

C orrespondence 

DOT -BAR MODS 

I just finished building your "Begin-. 
ner's Dot -Bar Generator" (January 
1969 R -E) . I made a few modifica- 
tions and substitutions which may be 
of interest to others planning to build 
the generator. 

First, Olson TR -134 transistors at 
two for 990 work fine for Q I -Q10. 
That's half the price of the 2N2219. 
A Motorola HEP -50 was used for 
Q11. 

For Si, I used a 4 -pole 5- position 
rotary switch and wired the additional 
sections to replace S2 and on -off 
switch S3, as shown below. 

On 

OIO 

4 

3 

2 C12, 

SI-c 
REPLACES 
S2) 

R19 I 4 

+9V 

SI -d 
(REPLACES S3Ì A 

TO PC- BOARD 

This eliminates the necessity of 
switching S2 when selecting dots. 

I also found it necessary to insert a 
25,000 -ohm pot in series with the out- 
put to control the intensity of the 
lines. They were so bright they tended 
to lose their edge definition. 

Finally, I included gun -killer switch- 
es in the cabinet: this is a necessary 
item for convergence setups and not 
all sets have them. 

Total cost of the unit was around 
$15 -about half the cost of a service 
call for a convergence setup. 

JAMES G. KR1Z 
Parma, Ohio 

COLLECTOR'S CORNER 

I'd like to inform your readers that 
I have issues of RADIO- ELECTRONICS 
from the 1950's and 60's. I also have 
many issues of electronics magazines 
that have ceased publication. 

DONALD SCHUTZ 
Box 722 

Patchogue, N.Y. 
(continued on page 22) 
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N E W P 71 VG 
HOME ENTERTAINMENT 

DISTRIBUTION WIRING SYSTEM 

FOR DO- IT- YOURSELFERS 
440,40444,. 

4itt 
a,,., 

HWK -75 75 ohm 
HWK -300 300 ohm 

Everything needed to wire 
your home for multiple set re- 
ception - in easy -to- handle kit form. 

For Color TV- UHF/VHF Black & White TV FM /FM Stereo 

Turn your whole house into a home entertainment center. Operate up to four 
sets, or be able to move your entertainment equipment from room to room. 
Kit includes all necessary parts, fittings and instructions. 

fpD{1HEWDREDq THE FINNEY 
FINCO COMPANY 

w,. 
EN 

Q 
34 W. qN0 FM ANT 

Interstate Street, Dept. RE -7 

Bedford, Ohio 44146 

Please send free brochure 20.520 on FINCO HOME TV 

DISTRIBUTION KIT. 

Name 

Address 

City State lip 

Circle 20 on reader service card 
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Finally, a course for less than $100 that will 
train you as a professional TV repairman. 
In fact, with the first two texts, you can re- 
pair 70 percent of all TV troubles. 

And you need no previous experience 
to take this complete and practical train- 
ing program. 

The course consists of 6 texts to bring 
you along quickly and easily. 936 pages of 

concise, easy -to- follow instruction, plus 329 

detailed illustrations. You also receive a 

dictionary of TV terms geared directly to 

course material so you'll understand even 
the most technical terms. 

Whether you now know a vacuum tube 
from a resistor, you can be doing trouble- 
shooting on color sets in a matter of months. 

Instruction is simple, very easy to grasp. 
Photos show you what a TV screen looks 
like when everything is normal, and what 
it looks like when trouble fouls it up. The 

18 

texts tell you how to remedy the problem, 
and why that remedy is best. 

Quizzes are spotted throughout the texts 
so you can check your progress. At the end 
of the course, you take a final examination. 
Then you get the coveted ICS diploma, 
plus membership in the ICS Institute of TV 
Servicing. 

Cost Less Than $100 

You could pay up to $600 and still not get 
professionally approved TV training. The 
ICS TV Servicing /Repair Course costs you 
only $99. And it's approved by the National 
Electronic Associations. (The first time a 
self- taught training program has been ap- 
proved by the NEA.) 

Get all the facts. Free. Mail the reply card 
on the attached flap or return the coupon. 
Learn how you can become a professional 
TV repairman -and find out about the 
bonus offer -an invaluable portfolio of 24 
late -model schematics. Do it now. 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS 
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IN JUST A 
FEW MONTHS 
YOU CAN BE 
EARNING $200 
PER WEEK 
AS A 
TV REPAIRMAN 
Act Today! 

JULY 1969 

Approved by National Electronic Associations for 
Use in their national apprenticeship program. 

'Cs 'International Correspondence Schools 
Division of Int x 

ICS, Scranton, Penna. 18515 

Yes, I'm interested in the new ICS TV Servicing /Repair Basic Train- 

ing Package. Send me the free brochure giving details. 

Name 

Address 

City 

State Zip 
Circle 2I on reader service card 
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NOW- 
CHECK 
TRANSISTORS 

IN OR OUT OF CIRCUIT .. . 

Flick function 
switch to left 
to check all 
regular tran- 
sistors. 

Flick function 
switch to right 
to check any 
FET. 

Model TF151 

all regular transistors plus the new field effect transistors. 
You won't be stopped when you run into the new FETs that are wired 
into the latest hi -fi, newest TV receivers and nearly every other new device 
coming on the market. For the very first time, you can check them all, 
in or out of circuit. The TF151 works every time using tried and proven 
signal injection techniques. New, improved tests on special RF transistors 
and the latest high power transistors, mean that the TF151 is the only 
up -to -date transistor tester on the market. A new, exclusive setup book 
in rear compartment guides you to every test for over 12,000 transistors 
and FETs. The book is not needed for general service troubleshooting. 
Regular transistors are checked for beta gain and Icbo leakage. FETs 
are checked for transconductance and Igss leakage. only 

Your distributor just got this new tester in stock. 
See him, it obsoletes all others. 

$12950 

NO ' .... ,ACTURfR OF ELfCTRON /C MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT 

426 SOUTH WESTGATE DRIVE. ADDISON. ILLINOIS 60101 

Circle 22 on reader service card 

CORRESPONDENCE 
(continued from page 16) 

CERTIFICATION VS. REALITY 

1 have read with interest various 
viewpoints in your magazine concern- 
ing certification of technicians. There 
has been a lot of drum beating or liter- 
ary noise with only a very small amount 
of reason tempered with reality. 

Most people engaged in a profes- 
sion, trade or skill are favorably in- 
clined toward an upg-ading or im- 
provement in their trade. However, 
reality indicates that to he effective 
there must be a way to control who 
practices or engages in that particular 
regulated field. Licensing by t!-.e gov- 
ernment or a government -approved 
agency or group is one method. but 
legislatures generally include a grand- 
father provision and. if not. the courts 
do when a new field is licensed. 

The idea of re- examination as ex- 
pressed in the February 1969 R -E is 

fine in some respects, but impractical. 
First of all, there are too many 

fields and types of technicians. In a 

recent Sunday paper, one company 
advertized for seven kinds of elec- 
tronic techs. with a total of 15 elec- 
tronic techs wanted. This is only a 

portion of the different, diversified, 
unrelated specialties the expanding 
field of electronics has. It is not diffi- 
cult to assume that TV techs may 
share to a great extent the fate of the 
grid scratchers of the All American 
Five. It is impractical to cover all 
specialties. 

Second, the examining and retest- 
ing as stated in that issue is much too 
far divorced from reality. The AMA, 
bar associations, CPA boards etc.. do 
not require what is proposed for the 
TV and other techs. That in itself 
nulifies any hoped -for gain. and in the 
light of hard reality. it becomes an 
absurdity. Basics do not change. The 
degree of current proficiency is deter- 
mined by the employer. 

Third and last, 1 have no knowledge 
of the NEA, but any improvement 
must logically originate in a national 
organization for the technician. Even 
a mail order license or magazine sub- 
scription is a more acceptable alter- 
nate than the authoritarian organiza- 
tion proposed. To those concerned with 
incompetency. I say that I have never 
met an incompetent with a first -class 
FCC license. 

JOHN A. WALKER 
Clearwater. Fla. 

Thanks for your comments, John. 
The certification issue, now under dis- 
cussion in a number of state legisla- 
tures, may eventually he resolved 
through Federal standards. R -E 
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R51 FOCUS 
\ R60 BEAM 

Build 

All- Transistor 

TV Camera 

for $100 

T2 FI 

INCREASING INTEREST IN HOME VIDEO TAPE RECORDERS, 
ham TV and closed- circuit television has created a demand 
for a low -cost, compact, solid- state, TV camera. Such a 
camera is described here. If you have a well stocked scrap 
box you can build it for less than $100. If you've got to 
buy all the parts your cost might run to $175. 

This camera was developed on the permise that an 
advanced ham or experimenter could build it with off - 
the -shelf parts and a minimum of hard -to- locate parts. 
The camera has both rf and video signal outputs so it can 
be connected directly to the antenna terminals oil any TV 
receiver, or with a video line amplifier can crive a video 
tape recorder, ham TV transmitter or video monitor. 

The camera uses 16 transistors and II dudes. The 
yoke and focus coil are readily available. The ones I used 
came from Denson Electronics, P.O. Box 85, Rockville, 
Conn. Total cost was $34.50. They can also he obtained 
from GDC Electronics, 74 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y. 
for $33.60. 

To insure good linearit. I recommend .D.rrchasing 
a commercially wound 
yoke. I have built yokes 
myself, but have discov- 
ered that without the 
proper mechari. al gear 
you run into linearity 
problems. 

Q6 05 CIO Q 7 

RI5 / 012 08 
C3 

C 2 Mechanical Layout 

The complete camera 
Q10 is mounted in a Bud mini - 

box No. CU -21 H, 12 "x 
7 "x4 ". Most olf the cir- 
cuits are not extemely 
critical, however. the vid- 
eo amplifier should be 
mounted in a small alu- 
minum box within the 
camera cabinet itself. Lay- 
out is not critical with the 
exception of two general 
rules. Locate the power 

1 C 17 
transformers as far away 

L2 from the yoke as possible. 
Also locate the horizontal 
output stage. especially 

the horizontal fl Kick coil. .r% ay from the video amplifier. 
Drill the tripod mounting hole at the balance point. My 
camera after completion weighs 7 lb. 

R56 TARGET C34 

JULY 1969 

C40 013 C19 

by GARY DAVIS JR. 

Set up a TV studio at home. 

Solid -state design. 

Rf and video outputs connect 

to antenna terminals or amplifier 

The Vidicon Tube 

Before we discuss the camera circuitry itself, let's 
briefly examine the operation of a vidicon imaa_e pickup 
tube. The tube contains a signal plate of a conducting 
metallic film, so thin that it is transparent. One side of this 
plate is coated with a thin layer of photo -conductive ma- 
terial, such as amorphous selenium. The optical image is 
focused on the opposite side of the signal plate. The 
photo -conductive material is scanned with an electron 
beam originating at the vidicon cathode. 

The scanning beam deposits just enough electrons on 
each spot that it touches to reduce the potential of that 
side to the cathode potential. However. during the interval 
between successive scans. a charge leaks through the 
photo -conductive material in proportion to the illumina- 
tion to which this part of the photo -conductive material 
is subjected. The charge deposited on any particular spot 
of the photo -conductive material the next time it is 
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scanned, is enough to replace those electrons that have 
been lost by leakage since the last passage of the beam. 

The total current of the electron beam and the ca- 
pacitance of the photo -conductive material is in series 
with the external load resistance. Therefore the current 
through the load resistance, 56,000 ohms here, and hence 
the output voltage reproduces the variation in the light 
intensity of the successive portions of the optical image 
being scanned. The electron beam is electromagnetically 
deflected vertically and horixontally by the yoke current. 
Axial grids accelerate and decelerate the beam. The fo- 
cusing coil provides an axial magnetic field that causes all 
electrons to focus at a common point on the photo- 
conductive surface. 

Vidicon tubes are available from GBC Electronics, 
74 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y., ATV Research. Box 396, 
So. Sioux City, Nebr. and also Denson Electronics Corp. 
Many vidicons suitable for closed circuit TV and ham TV 
are priced from $30.00 to $40.00. The tube we used is a 

1" 7038 Grade B. Another, higher sensitivity tube that is 

a direct replacement for the 7038 is the 7735A. It can be 
purchased for $37.95 from GBC Electronics. 

The video amplifier 

The output of the vidicon is taken off the 56,000 -ohm 

Solid -state camera is put to the test. Here you can see the 
picture it delivered to a portable TV when it was set up to 
photograph a typical issue of Radio -Electronics. 

vidicon load resistor and applied to a high impedance 
Darlington input stage. This represents an input impedance 
approximately equal to the Beta- of the first two stages. 
Bandwidth is obtained by using negative feedback from 
the fourth to the second stage, and high frequency com- 
pensation is in the emitter circuits of the third and fourth 
stages. 

The values of emitter bypass capacitors were selected 
to bypass the higher frequencies, but offer more reactance 
to the lower frequencies. Therefore, by inserting lower 
frequency degeneration, we raise amplitude with in- 
creasing frequency, overcoming high -frequency losses 
from shunt capacitance at the high impedance input. 

Transistor QI I serves as an emitter follower output 
stage. Video output is taken from this stage, and is ap- 
proximately 0.2 volt at the ouptut jack. This same point 
also drives the rf oscillator. The entire video amplifier 
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PARTS LIST 

RESISTORS -1/2-watt 10% 
unless noted 

RI, R14-5,600 ohms 
R2 -4,300 ohms, 5% 
R3- 33,000 ohms 
R4, R10, R32- 56,000 ohms 
R5, R6 -1.500 ohms 
R7, R21, R22, R45-47 ohms 
R8, R15, R30 -500 ohms, 2 

watts, wirewound linear 
pot 

R9, RI I, R28, R37, R40- 
2,200 ohms 

R12 -1.200 ohms 
R13, R33. R4I, R50, R53, 

R54, R55- 100,000 ohms 
R16. R65 -150 ohms, 5% 
R17. R47- 10,000 ohms 
R18, R24, R25 -6,800 ohms 
R19-22,000 ohms 

CAPACITORS 
C1 -0.02 µF, 200V ceramic 
C2, C4, C44 -0.5 µF, 10V 

ceramic 
C3 -5 F, 150V electrolytic 
C5 -.0082 F. 100V tubular 
C6 -0.03 µF, 100V tubular 

5% 
C7 -50 F, 25V electrolytic 
C8 -5 µF, 10V electrolytic 
C9- 0.02 F. 100V ceramic 
CI0 -.0047 F. 50V ceramic 
CI1- 2.7 -30 pF, 50V trim- 

mer 
C12, C13-5 pF. 50V ceramic 
C14-25 µF. 25V electrolytic 
C15, C17. C18, C21, C22, 

C31 -0.1 µF, 200V tubu- 
lar 

C16, C26 -0.47 F, 50V 
ceramic 

C19, C20 -50 µF, 25V elec- 
trolytic 

TRANSFORMERS 
TI- Thordarson 26R32 

INDUCTORS 
L1-4T No. 20, 1/a" dia, 3/8" 

long 

SEMICONDUCTORS 
DI, D2, D3, D4, D5, D6, D7 

-GE-504 
D8, D9, D10, D11-1N60 
Q1, Q2, Q6. Q7. Q8, Q9, 

Q10, Qll, Q12, Q13- 
2N3638 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Mini -box (Bud 2I11A) 
Mini -box (Bud 3002A) 
Lens & Mount (see text) 
Fuse holder and lA fuse 
Toggle switch, spst 
Line cord 
Terminal strips 
Vidicon (see text) 

R20, R56, R60- 500,000 
ohms, 1/2 watt, linear pot 

R23, R44- 82.000 ohms 
R26. R61 -1,000 ohms 
R27, R42, R46 -220 ohms 
R29, R62, R43 -680 ohms 
R31 -15,000 ohms 
R34 -1 megohm 
R35 -2.2 megohms 
R36 -330 ohms. 5% 
R38- 470,000 ohms 
R39, R63 -100 ohms, 5% 
R48- 33.000 ohms 
R49 -3,300 ohms 
R51- 100,000 ohms, 1/2 watt, 

linear pot 
R52- 222,000 ohms 
R57 -8.200 ohms 
R58, R59- 270,000 ohms 
R64 -150 ohms, 2 watts, 5% 

C23 -50 F. 50V electrolytic 
C24, C25 -0.001 µF, 50V 

ceramic 
C27 -0.04 F. 600V tubular 
C28 -100 µF, 25V electrolytic 
C29, C30 -.0039 µF, 300V 

ceramic 
C32 -0.1 F. 400V tubular 
C33, C34, C35 -50µF, 450V 

electrolytic 
C36. C37 -100 µF, 25V elec- 

trolytic 
C39 -0.1 µF, 400V tubular 
C40 -20 1 F, 450V electro- 

lytic 
C41 -0.5 µF, 300V tubular 
C43 -10 µF, 150V electro- 

lytic 
C45 -0.15 µF, 100V tubular 

T2-Thordarson 26F68 

L2-22 mH (Miller 986) 

Q3- 2N2926 (see text) green 
dot 

Q4, Q5. Q14, Q15, Q16- 
SA599 

Vidicon socket (see text) 
JI, J2 -video and rf output 

jacks 
Yoke assembly (see text) 
Focus coil (see text) 
Shielded cable 
Miscellaneous hardware 

has a frequency response of approximately 4.75 MHz. A 
general tip to observe in the video amplifier is good shield- 
ing to prevent hum and rf pickup. The input signal from 
the vidicon target ring should be run through shielded 
cable. R33, C3 and R32 should be located inside the 
metal video amplifier box. 

Q12 and its associated components form a vhf rf 
oscillator, tunable from channels 2 through 6. Composite 
sync is added to the video at the input to the oscillator. 
Although the oscillator output is very low, it will trans- 
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mit a picture to a TV receiver about 50 ft. away with a 
short whip antenna connected to the rf output. 

A 60 -Hz sine wave is taken from the vidicon filament 
transformer through R9 and clipped to form a square 
wave by diodes D8 and D9. Capacitor C21 differentiates 
the square wave so that a positive -going pulse saturates the 
normally cutoff Q3. A negative -going 20 -volt pulse is 

This side view provides details for mounting most of the parts. 

Use photo and one above with the labeled 
yours. 

photo to build 

obtained at the collector side of R11. This pulse forward 
biases diode D10 which charges C22. After the pulse leaves 
R11, D 10 is reverse biased and therefore C22 must dis- 
charge through the relatively high resistance of Q4. The 
resulting action generates a sawtooth waveform, which is 
applied to Q5. 

Transistor Q5 acts as an emitter follower with its 
high input impedance preventing sawtooth generator load- 
ing. Transistor Q5 then in turn drives Q6, the vertical 
output. Resistor R15, Q6's emitter load resistor also serves 
as the height control. The yoke is coupled via C23 which 
provides ac coupling to the yoke and prevents decentering 
of the beam. Negative feedback in the form of yoke 
correction current is obtained from R16 and fed back to 
R12 which forward biases Q4. 

Transistor Q4 then serves as a constant current dis- 
charge for linearity correction and permits using a smaller 
coupling capacitor for C23. Current correction for tem- 
perature changes in the yoke windings are also included 
in the negative feedback loop. The vertical yoke induc- 
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tance at 1000 Hz should be 54 mH with a dc resistance of 
163 ohms. 

Vertical blanking consiSts of Q1 and its associated 
components. A negative -going pulse is taken from the 
vertical scan circuit at R11 and fed via C18 to the nor- 
mally cutoff Q1. When the pulse arrives, Q1 saturates 
providing a positive -going 9 -volt pulse at the collector. This 
pulse blanks the vidicon cathode through C16 during the 
vertical retrace interval. At the same time, a negative - 
going vertical sync pulse is taken from R2 and fed through 
R4 to the video output. Capacitors C17 and C15 stretch 
the vertical blanking and sync pulses. Resistor R4 controls 
the ratio of vertical sync to horizontal sync at the output. 

Transistors Q13 and Q14 along with their associated 
components form a collector coupled astable multivibra- 
tor whose frequency is controlled by R20. A square wave 
output at the horizontal line rate (15,750 Hz) is obtained 
at the collector of Q14, and in turn is fed to emitter fol- 
lower Q15, which serves as a buffer stage and horizontal 
driver. 

Transistor Q16, the horizontal output stage, is nor- 
mally held in saturation by R28. The square wave from 
Q 15, differentiated by C27, brings Q l 6 out of saturation. 
Through flyback action from L2 this pulse is raised to 
approximately 40 volts peak to peak at the collector of 
Q16 and applied to the horizontal yoke through C43. Be- 
cause the inductive reactance of the horizontal yoke at 
15,750 Hz, the yoke requires a pulse waveform of this type 
to produce a sawtooth of current through its windings. The 
horizontal sync pulse is taken off through C31 and R31. 
C30 also sends this same pulse to the vidicon to provide 
horizontal blanking during horizontal retrace. Diode D11 
serves as a conventional damper while C29 forms a yoke 
ringing capacitor. The horizontal yoke inductance at 
1000 Hz should be 8 mH with a dc resistance of 26 ohms. 

Transistor Q2 serves as focus current regulator. Cur- 
rent regulation is provided by establishing the bias for Q2 
from the positive end of the focus coil. Any voltage varia- 
tion caused by temperature changes of the focus coil will 
either move the bias for Q2 toward saturation or cutoff 
and thereby control Q2's collector to emitter current which 
is in series with the focus coil. 

The low- voltage supply consists of a simple bridge 
rectifier system and voltage dividers with capacitance fil- 
tering. Each frequency and signal processing section of 
the camera is operated at a different supply voltage to 
prevent interaction between sections which could result 
in poor interlace. The high voltage supply consists of a 
voltage doubler circuit to provide adequate supply volt- 
ages to operate the vidicon from the 125 -volt transformer. 

Almost any 16 -mm camera lens equipped with a 
mounting flange will work on the camera. However, a 
larger lens will deliver a much better picture. I used a 
48 -mm television lens. It is desirable to choose a lens 
that will stop down to F:1.9. Lenses of all types are avail- 
able from ATV Research, Denson Electronics, and GBC 
electronics. 

During the original camera development, we tried 
approximately 50 to 75 of the following transistors with 
excellent results while checking circuit stability. The 
2N3638 may be replaced by the GE Universal replace- 
ment transistor GE22 or 2N4125. The Beta range when 
substituting for the 2N3638 should be around 50 to 70 
HH.E 

When substituting for the 2N2926, a high Beta tran- 
sistor must be used, around 300 HFE. The 2N2926 I 
used has a green dot on the top, which indicates an H,:E 
range (according to GE) of 235 to 470. If a high Beta 
transistor is not used, Q3 will not completely saturate 

(continued on page 92) 
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The prize you get 
depends on how many tubes you buy. 

Every time you buy 20 Sylvania receiving tubes 
from your distributor, he gives you a certificate 
called a "Bright Buck," which works like a trading 
stamp. When you've collected enough Bright Bucks, 
you turn them in for prizes. 

You can choose any prize, or any number of 
prizes from the catalog we send you. As long as 
you've got enough Bright Bucks Naturally, the 

more Bright Bucks you have, the more (or the big- 
ger) prizes you get. 

It's a good deal because you can't lose, and there 
are no chances to take. So when you buy tubes, 
just make sure they're Sylvania.. 

It's not exactly getting something for nothing. 
But it's close. 

SYLVkNIA 
GENERAL TELEPHONE &ELECTRONICS 

Circle 23 on reader service card 
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How to get into 

One of the hottest money- making 
fields in electronics today- 
servicing two -way radios! 

DULANEY COMMUNICATIONS SERVtCt 
. , 13 EAST 15' ST. , 

WAY RADO 

HE'S FLYING HIGH. Before he got his CIE training and FCC License, Ld Dulaney.s only professional skill sas as a com- 
mercial pilot engaged in crop dusting. Today he has his own two -way radio company, with seven full -time employees. "1 am 
much better off financially, and really enjoy my work," he says. Read here how you can break into this profitable field. 

More than 5 million two -way transmitters have skyrocketed 
the demand for service men and field, system, and R &D engi- 
neers. Topnotch licensed experts can earn $12,000 a year 

or more. You can be your own boss, build your own com- 
pany. And you don't need a college education to break in. 

HOW WOULD YOU LIKE to start col- 
lecting your share of the big 

money being made in electronics today'? 
To start earning $5 to $7 an hour... 
$200 to $300 a week... $10,000 to 
$15,000 a year'? 

Your best bet today, especially if you 
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don't have a college education, is prob- 
ably in the field of two -way radio. 

Two -way radio is booming. Today 
there are more than fire million two - 
way transmitters for police cars, fire de- 
partment vehicles, taxis, trucks, boats, 
planes, etc. and Citizen's Band uses- 

and the number is still growing at the rate 
of 80,000 new transmitters per month. 

This wildfire boom presents a solid 
gold opportunity for trained two -way 
radio service experts. Many of them are 
earning $5,000 to $10,000 a year more 
than the average radio -TV repair man. 

Why You'll Earn Top Pay 

One reason is that the United States 
Government doesn't permit anyone to 
service two -way radio systems unless he 
is licensed by the Federal Communica- 
tions Commission. And there simply 
aren't enough licensed electronics ex- 
perts to go around. 

RADIO- ELECTRONICS 
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Another reason two -way radio men 
earn so much more than radio -TV serv- 
ice men is that they are needed more 
often and more desperately. A home 
radio or television set may need repair 
only once every year or two, and there's 
no real emergency when it does. But a 
two -way radio user must keep those 
transmitters operating at all times, and 
must have their frequency modulation 
and plate power input checked at regu- 
lar intervals by licensed personnel to 
meet FCC requirements. 

This means that the available licensed 
experts can "write their own ticket" 
when it comes to earnings. Some work 
by the hour and usually charge at least 
$5.00 per hour, $7.50 on evenings and 
Sundays, plus travel expenses. A more 
common arrangement is to be paid a 
monthly retainer fee by each customer. 
Although rates vary widely, this fixed 
charge might be $20 a month for the 
hase station and $7.50 for each mobile 
station. A survey showed that one man 
can easily maintain at least 100 stations, 
averaging 15 base stations and 85 mo- 
biles. This would add up to at least 
$12,000 a year. 

Be Your Own Boss 

There are other advantages too. You can 
become your own boss -work entirely 
by yourself or gradually build your own 
fully staffed service company. Instead 
of being chained to a workbench, 
machine, or desk all day, you'll move 
around, see lots of action, rub shoulders 
with important police and fire officials 
and business executives who depend on 
two -way radio for their daily operations. 
You may even be tapped for a big job 
working for one of the two -way radio 
manufacturers in field service, factory 
quality control, or laboratory research 
and development. 

How To Get Started 

How do you break into the ranks of the 
big -money earners in two -way radio? 
This is probably the best way: 
1. Without quitting your present job, 

learn enough about electronics fun- 
damentals to pass the Government 
FCC Exam and get your Commer- 
cial FCC License. 

2. Then get a job in a two -way radio 
service shop and "learn the ropes" of 
the business. 

3. As soon as you've earned a reputa- 
tion as an expert, there are several 
ways you can go. You can move out 
and start signing up and servicing 
your own customers. You might be- 
come a franchised service represen- 
tative of a big manufacturer and then 
start getting into two -way radio sales, 
where one sales contract might net 
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you $5,000. Or you may even be in- 
vited to move up into a high -prestige 
salaried job with one of the major 
manufacturers either in the plant or 
out in the field. 
The first step- mastering the funda- 

mentals of Electronics in your spare time 
and getting your FCC License -can be 
easier than you think. 

Cleveland Institute of Electronics has 
been successfully teaching electronics 
by mail for over thirty years. Right at 
home, in your spare time, you learn 
electronics step by step. Our AUTO-PRO- 
GRAMMED® lessons and coaching by 
expert instructors make everything clear 
and easy, even for men who thought 
they were "poor learners." You'll learn 
not only the fundamentals that apply to 
all electronics design and servicing, but 
also the specific procedures for install- 
ing, troubleshooting, and maintaining 
two -way mobile equipment. 

Get Your FCC License ... 
or Your Money Back! 

By the time you've finished your CIE 
course, you'll be able to pass the FCC 
License Exam with ease. Better than 
nine out of ten CIE -trained men pass 
the FCC Exam the first time they try, 
even though two out of three non -CIE 
men fail. This startling record of achieve- 

ment makes possible the fam-ou;. CIE 
warranty: you'll pass the FCC exam 
upon completion of your course or your 
tuition will be refunded in full. 

Ed Dulaney is an outstanding èxam- 
ple of the success possible through CIE 
training. Before he studied with CIE, 
Dulaney was a crop duster. Tocay he 
owns the Dulaney Communic.itions 
Service, with seven people working for 
him repairing and manufacturing two - 
way equipment. Says Dulaney: "I found 
the CIE training thorough and tre les- 
sons easy to understand. No question 
about it -the CIE course was the best in- 
vestment I ever made." 

Find out more about how to get ahead 
in all fields of electronics, including two - 
way radio. Mail the bound -in postpaid 
reply card for two FREE books. "How 
To Get A Commercial FCC License" 
and "How To Succeed In Electronics." 
If card has been removed, just mail the 
coupon below. 

ENROLL UNDER NEW G.1. B ILL 

All CIE courses are available outer 
the new G.I. Bill. If you served on 
active duty since January 31, 1955, 
OR are in service now, check box 
on reply card for G.I. Bill infor- 
mation. 

C I Cleveland Institute of Electronics 
1775 East 17th Street, Cleveland, Ohio 4' 4114 

A Leader in Electronics Training ...Since 1934 Accredited Member National Home Study Counc 

2 New 
CIE CAREER 

COURSES 

i BROADCAST (Radio & TV) 
ENGINEERING... now in- 
cludes Video Systems, Moni- 
tors, FM Stereo Multiplex, 
Color Transmitter Operation 
and CAN. 

2 ELECTRONICS ENGI- 
NEERING ...covers steady - 
state and transient network 
theory, solid -state physics 
and circuitry, pulse tech- 
niques, computer logic and 
mathematics through calcu- 
lus. A college -level course 
for men already working in 
Electronics. 

r 
Cleveland Institute of Electronics 
1776 East 17th Street, Cleveland, Ohio 44112 

Please send me without cost or obligation: 
Your 40 -page book "How To Succeed In Electra -ics" 

describing the job opportunities in Electronics t. :day. 
and how your courses can prepare me for them. 

' Your book on "How To Get A Commercial FC:', Li- 
cense." 

I am especially interested 

Electronics Technology 

Broadcast Engineering 

First Class FCC License 

in: 

Electronic Communications 

Industrial Electronic= 

Electronics Engineering 

Name 
(PLEASE PRINT) 

Address 

City 

State _ Zip Age 

Check here for G.I. Bill information. 

L 
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 Ftq, 
AUTOMATIC 

STAPLE GUNS 
CUT WIRE & CABLE 

INSTALLATION COSTS 
.. . without cutting into insulation! 
SAFE! Grooved Guide positions wire for 
proper staple envelopment! Grooved Driving 
Blade stops staple at right depth of penetration 
to prevent cutting into wire or cable insulation! 

No. T -18 -Fits wires up to 
3/16" in diameter. 

BELL, 
TELEPHONE, 

THERMOSTAT, 
INTERCOM, 
BURGLAR 

ALARM 
and other low 

voltage wiring. 

Uses T -18 
staples with 3/16" round crown 

in 3/8" leg length only. 

No. T -25 -Fits wires up to 
1/4" in diameter. 

Same basic construction 
and fastens same 
wires as No. T -18. 

Also used for 
RADIANT 

HEAT WIRE 

Uses T -25 staples 
with 1/4" round crown in 9/32 
3/8 ", 7/16" and 9/16" leg lengths.; 

T -18 and T -25 staples also available in Monel and 
beige, brown and ivory finish at extra cost. 

No. T -75 -Fits wires and cables 
up to 1/2" in diameter. 

RADIANT HEAT 
" CABLE, 

UF CABLE, 
WIRE CONDUIT j ' ßi4,0) COPPER TUBING 

I 
' or any non -metallic 

sheathed cable. 
Also used as 

DRIVE RINGS 
in stringing wires. 

Uses T -75 staples with 1/2" 
flat crown in 9/16 ", 5/8" and 

7/8" leg lengths. 

4-- n 
Arrow Automatic Staple Guns save 70% in time 
and effort on every type of wire or cable fasten- 
ing job. Arrow staples are specially designed with 
divergent -pointed legs for easier driving and 
rosin- coated for greater holding power! All -steel 
construction and high -carbon hardened steel 
working parts are your assurance of maximum 
long -life. service and trouble -free performance. 

Ask your Electrical Supply Dealer 
or write for further details. 

Saddle Brook. New Jersey 07863 
"Pioneers and Pacesetters 

For Almost A Half Century" 
Circle 25 c. n reader .service card 

NEW FOR YOU 
For manufacturer's literature, circle No. 26 on Reader Service Card. 

Garrard SL95 
Automatic Turntable 

In any record player, turntable 
or changer constant speed operation 
is a must. Common practice has re- 
sulted in most turntable makers using 
a synchronous motor to insure con- 
stant speed operation despite changes 
in line voltage. This works, as you 
know, because the synchronous mo- 
tor's speed is not voltage sensitive-. 
at least not unless there is a vast 
change. 

In changers it is not possible to 
use a synchronous motor as these 
units require rather high power dur- 
ing the change cycle -more power 
than the synchronous motor can de- 
liver. As a direct result the changer 
has traditionally been susceptible to 
wow caused by speed changes result- 
ing from line voltage variations. 

But the Garrard SL95 is differ- 
ent. It has a rather special motor 
which is a combination of synchro- 
nous and induction motor and it pro - 
vides the best of both. As a result 
you get enough power for the changer 
and a distinct lack of speed variations. 

We hooked the changer up to a 
metered, variable ac power supply. In 
our tests, with a strobe disk on a rec- 
ord on the changer, we varied ac line 
voltage between 70 and 130 volts. 
There was no visible change in the 
speed of the changer. In fact the only 
speed change we noted occurred when 
the voltage was dropped below 50 
volts. Then the changer simply 
stopped. 

Other features of the SL95 in- 
clude 3 -speed operation- 331/2, 45 
and 78 rpm. A selector knob indexes 
the arm set down point. 
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An adjustable weight permits adjust- 
ing tracking force in 1/4 -gram steps. 
There is also an anti -skating adjust- 
ment. 

Two spindles are provided -one 
for turntable type operation, the oth- 
er for record changer use. When used 
as a changer the center post does not 
drop the recorders. Instead an edge 
of the record "pusher" does the work. 

An arm -lift lever permits raising 
and lowering the stylus into the rec- 
ord grooves without making any hor- 
rible scratching sounds, protecting the 
records as well as your nerves. 

Overall impression is that the 
Garrard SL95 is a superior record 
cnanger from the viewpoints of both 
listening quality and mechanical op- 
eration. It certainly deserves more 
than a passing glance. 

The changer sells for $129.50. 
The plastic base is $5.95 additional. - 
Chester H. Lawrence R -E 
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INTRUDER 
ALARMS 

FIRE SMOKE BURGLARY 

by LARRY STE(:KLER 
Protection first means no regrets later - MANAGING ED TOR 

LIGHT A LIGHT TO STUP A 1111.1 I.. SOUNDS GREAT, SOUNDS 

cheap. But it doesn't s'ork very well. Ask any police chief. 
He'll tell you lights on are almost completely disregarded by 
the professional housebreaker. He'll phone your home first. 
When no one answers le's reasonably certain no one is there 
even if you do leave a light on. _ -le can make sure by coming 
up :o your door and ringing the bell. If you don't answer yo i 
aren't there. 

The only real protection is an alarm system that takes 
over when you aren't there. An alarm system that rings 
hells, flashes lights, and perhap even calls the police when 
someone enters your Louse anc you aren't home. 

There are several different ways to do this. They are de- 
tailed on the following pages. But here let's take a look at 
how the criminal thinks, what risks he will and won't take 
and how you can bes: safeguard your home and property. 

First. The everyday house 3reaker will not enter a hone 
where he knows people are present. This is simply a matter 
of what happens to h_m if he's caught. If you're not hone 
its burglary. If you are its theft. And the difference n 
penalties to him is quite severe. So if you can give the im- 
pression of somebody being at home you'll keep him oat. 

Unfortunately, this is hard to do as it is relatively easy 
for him to find out if you're really in or not. So it is still best 
to have a working alarm hoe) ced up. What you want that 
alarm to do k to scare the burglar away. You do this in one 
of two ways. Either hook up tie alarm system to ring some 
loud bells both inside and outside the house. There isn't a 
burglar alive that is likely to stay at work in a house with an 
alarm bell biasing away in his ears. At the least it will give 
him a major heart attack. 

JULY 1969 

Flashing lights all over the house will scare the burglar 
away too. Couple this in with the bells and you hale it made. 
By the way, to maintain good relations with your neighbors 
make arrangements for someone to turn off the alarm and 
reset it if it should trigger inadvertently while you are out. 

One other major form of protection you can giro your- 
self is to publicize the fact that you have an alarm system. 
Demonstrate it. show that it works and the word will spread. 
Put de:als in your windows. It works, because al.ain the 
average housebreaker can find a guy next door shoo doesn't 
have an alarm system to pick on. Why should he is:1 setting 
off your alarm if he can go next door anc not have to con- 
tend with one. 

Na matter what type system you choose, make sure it 
cant b: disabled by a power failure. If it can, all the burglar 
has to io is cut the power line coming into your house. And 
if you'.'e got an automatic telephone dialing system hooked 
in, dor.'t tell anyone. A quick clip of the phone lins puts it 
out of operation 

Now that you've got an alarm system. that does -et mean 
you don't have to take any precautions at all. Still !rake sure 
you've locked all the windows and doors oefo:e you go out. 
And be doubly certain you've hooked up the alarm, turned it 
on anc tested it to make sure it's working. 

The testing aspect is important. You must test an alarm 
system daily. Almost every system has some kind of test 
circuit that enab:es you to make sure it is actually operata- 
tive. Use that circuit at least once a day and every ime you 
set the system. If you don't you might nct have any protec- 
tion when you need it most. 
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IN'CRUDER 
ALARMS 

PHOTO -ELECTRIC BEAM 

That old light beam and photocell combination still 
make a strong defense against the burglar. No matter what 
type of system you use they all consist of two basic ele- 
ments-a light source and a photocell. The light from the 
source is focussed into a beam, projected across the area 
to be protected and detected by a photocell assembly. As 
long as light falls on the photocell, the alarm is held off. 
But if the beam is interrupted and no light reaches the 
photocell the alarm goes off. 

Modern systems go a few steps beyond this basic 
description. Some use ultraviolet light so the beam cannot 
be seen by the intruder. Others use a light source that is 
modulated so the intruder can't simply shine his flashlight 
on the photocell while he strolls into the protected area. 
Another vital reason for a modulated beam is so the system 
can be used in daylight. Without modulation, the system 
couldn't tell the difference between the proper light beam 
and light striking the photocell that came through a win- 
dow of a room. 

There are couple of tricks to getting the most out of a 
light -beam system. Obviously you don't want the alarm 
triggered every time a cat or a mouse breaks the beam, 
so the beam must be located at least 18- inches above the 
floor. Also if you have a severe protection requirement 
you might use a series of units, located one above the 
other, spaced about one foot apart. Again to get the most 
protection possible, this is not the kind of system that you 
can effectively install yourself. An expert estimate of your 
requirements is a must for this kind of system. (A com- 
plete listing of manufacturers is on page 70.) 

MICROWAVE- ULTRASONIC 

The newest and perhaps most convenient alarm sys- 
tems made today are the "radar" type alarms. These units 
operate by emitting a continuous stream of signals (mi- 
crowave or ultrasonic depending upon the particular type 
unit). These signals bounce around the protected area and 

return to the alarm unit. Once turned on any movement 
in the area upsets the pattern of these signal setting off 
the alarm. 

Advantages of such a system are numerous. The sys- 
tem can be easily installed -just set it up in the desired 
location and turn it on. It is portable. If you want to pro- 
tect a conference table during lunch, just set a unit down 
in the middle of the table and turn it on. I know from my 
own experience that you won't be able to get near that 
table without setting off the alarm. 

I'll never forget the first demonstration of these "ra- 
dar" systems that I ever witnessed. There was the alarm 
sitting on a table and right next to it was a magnum of 
prime imported champagne. The offer was, "get to touch 
the bottle without setting off the alarm and you can keep 
it." Needless to say a good effort was made to take that 
bottle home. No one did! 

Though I have stressed that this alarm can be easily 
installed, a professional installation is best and will insure 
maximum protection for your home or business. (Com- 
plete directory of manufacturers is on page 70.) 

ENTRANCE PROTECTION 

If you cover the normal entry routes -doors, windows 
and skylights, you'll have blocked the entry of all but the 
most dedicated criminal. Yet protecting doorways and 
windows is relatively easy. A contact switch that is closed 
when a window is moved or a door is opened works well. 
Foil tape across glass areas that sets off an alarm if the 
glass is broken is also excellent. 

One fairly new technique is to place a reed switch 
in the frame of the door or window and a magnet in the 
door itself. When the door is closed the magnet holds 
the switch open. Open the door and the switch closes set- 
ting off the alarm. 

One recent problem described to me was the protec- 
tion of wholesale milk trucks. The final system combined a 
radio- control system and switch mats. To leave or enter 
the truck the driver triggers his radio control transmitter 
which turns off the system long enough for him to get 
in or out. The rest of the time just one foot set on the mat 
sets off the alarm even when the driver is in the truck. 

The only thing to remember when using this type 
system is to set it up so that if a wire between any detec- 
tor and the alarm is cut, it sets off the alrm. If you don't, 
you'll have a system that is all too easily put out of com- 
mission by the prowler. 
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In the home, this type system can be costly to install 
unless each window is connected to an individual alarm. 
Otherwise wiring from all detectors must be run through 
the walls and ceilings to some central location. Of course, 
if you have an unused attic this job is simplified. Just run 
the wires from the individual doors and windows straight 
up through the ceiling and do all the interconnecting 
above. Also works if you have a basement. Use the same 
technique. (Complete directory of manufacturers is on 
page 70). 

CLOSED -CIRCUIT TV 

A most modern system for protecting against theft is 

the closed circuit television system (CCTV). Today it is 

common to find such a system in a department store. Here 
it is used to watch for shoplifters as well as dishonest sales 
clerks. The one big advantage of a CCTV system is that 
the prospective criminal can see the system -he can see the 
cameras scanning the floor. But he never knows for certain 
if someone is watching the monitor or not. As a result the 
system has a high deterrent value. The only potential dis- 
advantage is that you must have someone watching the 
video monitor at all times for it to be really effective. 

Couple a video tape recorder to a CCTV system and 
you make it even more useful. 

One new attachment for a CCTV system makes it 

even better. It's called a motion detector. With this device 
hooked up the video signal is fed into a computer. Should 
the picture change -when someone enters the protected 
area for example -an alarm sounds and a video tape 
recorder is turned on to record the events. 

Obviously costs will restrict CCTV systems to the 
larger establishment and prevent wide -scale use at home. 
Several new apartment houses now have a CCTV system 

which permits you in your apartment on say the 20th floor 
see who's at the door downstairs before you let him iin. 

In the photo you can see how a CCTV system plus 
tape is being used in a bank. The camera is located behind 
the teller where it can take the customers picture. At the 
remote monitoring point a permanent record can be made 
if necessary. A remote switch at the tellers foot can trigger 
the recorder. Later, black & white Polaroid photos from 
the screen can serve for identification. (Complete directory 
of manufacturers is on page 70.) 

FIRE DETECTION 

Protection against fire can be tied into any kind of 
alarm system. All it takes is the proper transducer. The 
most common type is a thermostatic unit that triggers 'the 
alarm when the temperature reaches a critical level. (lb- 
viously, the location of such units is critical. For they must 
not only be located where heat from a fire is likely to be- 
come noticed, but they must not be placed in a locat on 
that gets hot enough to set off the alarm under normal 
conditions. 

An even more desirable detector is the smoke detec- 
tor. It does not rely upon heat to set off the alarm. Instead 
it determines if there is any smoke in the air and if so 
triggers the warning system. This is a much more sensit ve 
device than the heat detector, but again only an expert 
can position it correctly for maximum effectiveness. And 
of course it cannot be used in industrial sites that h:Lve 
normally smoke ridden air. 

Several small fire alarms have been made and _re 
available. This family of device is usually self -contained 
and is a heat sensitive unit. When temperature reac -e, 
the critical point the alarm goes off. The disadvantage ecm- 
mon to these low -cost units is that the alarm itself is ratter 
limited in output volume. As a result you could sleep ri ;ht 
through it unless you hooked on some additional lc id 
alarm bell, siren or what have you. 
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INTRUDER 
ALARMS MISCELLANEOUS 

There are many other types of accessory items that 
complete the home protection area. One handy item is in 
photo A above. It's a special combination lock. Handy for 
when you want to run across the street, may not take a 
key with you, but still want to leave the door locked. 
This is an additional lock and is not intended to be used 
by itself under any circumstances. 

An apartment entrance security system is shown in 
photo B. With this system the apartment occupant dials 
a single digit on his standard phone to unlock the lobby 
door. Called enterphone, the system is made by General 
Telephone and is currently being installed in apartment 
houses and condominiums in the United States and Can- 
ada. To enter the building the visitor picks up the telephone 
handset and presses the button for the appropriate apart- 
ment. This activates a two -ring signal over the resident's 
phone. 

Remote control transmitter shown in photo C is a 
handy panic and remote alarm. It is used in conjunction 
with whatever alarm system you already have. Keep the 
remote unit by your bedside. If you hear an intruder down- 
stairs don't run for a baseball bat, push the button instead. 
It activates your alarm system and the resulting noise 
should scare the intruder off at no risk to yourself. 

Typical photoelectric system is made by Arrowhead 
and shown in photo D. Here you can see how such a 
system is effectively used to monitor and detect the use of 
a pair of swing doors. If the doors are opened the alarm 
goes off. In a similar fashion this same system can be 

used to protect any means of access to your home or 
business. 

Looks like a decorated speaker cabinet in photo F, 
doesn't it? But it isn't. That's an ultrasonic alarm system 
made by Walter Kidde for home use. With it turned on 
it is almost impossible for anyone to walk through the pro- 
tected area without setting off the alarm. And since the 
unit does look like a fine high- fidelity speaker system, the 
intruder won't know where to find the alarm. 

In photo E is another Kidde residential alarm system. 
This is the master control box. Key operation permits 
entry by authorized persons, yet makes it difficult for an 
intruder to turn off the alarm before the built -in time 
delay turns it on, and once the alarm goes off most burglars 
will depart. 

All in all, there is some kind of alarm for just about 
any specific application you can describe. The best alarm 
in any specific instance is a mixture of cost, efficiency, 
value of the property to be protected and remoteness of 
the house to be protected. 

If your home is really remote, an automatic telephone 
dialer may be a must. It will telephone the police, plus 
one or two other preprogrammed numbers. Then it plays 
back a prerecorded message telling the party who answers 
the phone what's happening. A typical recording might 
go like this. "This is a recorded message. There is a bur- 
glary in progress at 17 Grand Street." The equipment then 
hangs up and dials the next preprogrammed number. (A 
list of manufacturers is on page 70.) 
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R7 
R10 

C4 
PCi 

NEW ß -E EXCLUSIVE 

Kwîk-FixTM picture and waveform charts 

vertical 
multivibrator /ou 
triode -triode 

ut 

by Forest H. Belt & Associates 

SYMPTOM PIC 

SCREEN SYMPTOMS AS GUIDES 
WHERE TO CHECK FIRST 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORM DESCRIPTION 

Rolling can't 
be stopped. 
Off end of 
Hold control. 

Only slight 
sweep. May roll 
drastically. 
Very nonlinear. 

Pic short. 
Sweeps only few 
inches. Locks 
okay. 

Top stretched. 
Sync poor, 
or won't lock. 

Thin white 
line. 

Stretched 
'way out. 
Bunched at top. 

plate -pin -6 
grid -pin -7 

plate -pin -6 

cathode -pin -9 

Rolling lazily. 
Hold rolls either 
way. 
(May be outside 
stage.) 

Top stretched. 
Bottom slightly 
compressed. 

plate -pin -6 

grid -pin -7 

plate -pin -6 

plate -pin -6 

plate -pin -1 

not much help 

not much help 

plate -pin -6 

WF2 
WF3 
WF5 

All low 

grid -pin -7 

cathode -pin -9 

WF2 
WF3 
WF4 

All missing. 
Use 6.3 -Vac 
test. 

PART 

R1 

R4 
R9 
C4 
C5 
PCI 

WF1 

R6 

R5 

C3 

RIO 

WF2 

not much help 

See 
"V p-p zero" 
in Waveform 
Guile 

Cl 

Rc 

R1 

C; 

(NO PIC) 
Jitters. 

not much help not much help 

es 

an Easy-Reacrm feature by FOREST H. BELT & Associates 1969 

Use this guide to help you find which key voltage or 
waveform to check first. 
Study the screen and the action of the Hold control. 
Most helpful chins to fault are found at key test points 
indicated. 
Make voltage or waveform checks as indicated for screen 

symptoms. 
Use VOLTAGE GUIDE and WAVEFORM GUIDE to 
analyze results of tests. 
For quick check, test or substitute parts shown as most 
likely cause of symptom. 
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The Circuits 
THIS IS ONE OF THE TWO MOST POPULAR VERTICAL SWEEP 
stages. The other is a triode -pentode. Multivibrator is 
cross -coupled type. Free -run frequency is near 60 Hz, 
determined mainly by feedback network and V1-a grid - 
load components. Station vertical -sync pulses pull cycles 
into precise phase with video frames. Vertical -sweep en- 
ergy is coupled to the yoke from power -tube V1 -b by 
impedance- matcher Tl. Voltage at V1 -a plate sets am- 
plitude of signal sawtooth fed to V1 -b, and thus controls 
size. R10, R8, R3, and C6 determine linearity of output 
waveform. 

Signal Behavior 
Station sync comes through Cl. It's applied to grid 
of VI -b through C2. Negative- oriented sync pulse cuts 
off V1 -b momentarily, creating high positive voltage spike 
at plate (WF3). 

Spike collapses just as suddenly into windings of T1. 
Before voltage reaches "zero," natural sawtooth of the 
multivibrator takes over. Spike and sawtooth together 
make a trapezoid. One frame or 1/60 second after spike, 
along comes another sync pulse. It starts grid sharply 
negative again, and sharp positive spike in plate wave- 
form repeats. 

Not all energy from decay cycle of WF3 goes into 
yoke (WF4) . Some goes back through network C5 -R9- 
PC1-C4 to grid of V1 -a. Those feedback components 
and input load resistors RI and R4 control natural fre- 
quency of multivibrator. They shape waveform into 
characteristic sawtooth, too; spike is almost nonexistent 
in WF1. V1 -a amplifies sawtooth. 

You can't see the sync pulse that mixes with saw - 
tooth at plate of V1 -a. It's just there, timing front edge 
of each trapezoid. If sync is missing, you can tell by 
inability of Hold control to lock picture in. Some faults 
inside this stage can swamp out sync signal. 

Dc Distribution 
Plate- supply path for V 1 -a is through R5 and R2. The 
source of dc voltage is boost; short in C3 could kill 
raster, if R2 is set near zero ohms. R2 and R5 are both 

FROM 50V 
INTEGRATOR 

WF I 

C4 
.0068 

Cl 
.02 

I -7 
L 

PCI 

large, so quite a bit of voltage is dropped, even though 
plate current in V1 -a isn't large -less than 1 mA, usually. 
Grid of V1 -a has contact bias, developed across R4 and 
R1. Cathode is grounded. 

V1 -b connects to 260 volts of plate supply through 
primary winding of TI. Winding has such low resistance, 
there's little change in plate voltage no matter how cur- 
rent varies. Bias is developed mainly in cathode dc circuit, 
by current through R8 and R3. Tiny positive voltage on 
grid is due to gas or to ion bombardment of grid; some 
tubes don't have it. 

Schematic shows 50 volts dc on line coming from 
integrator. This voltage has almost no effect on bias at 
cathode- pin -9. 

Signal and Control Effects 
Tuning away from station doesn't change stage oper- 
ation. Sync is missing, but without video on screen you 
can't tell it. 

With or without signal, do voltages are drastically 
affected by settings of R1, R2, and -to some extent -R3. 
At grid -pin -7, for example, normal -48 volts can be 
turned down (with Hold control) to about -30 volts or 
up to about -65. Plate voltage also swings widely when 
Hold is changed. 

Setting of R2, Size control, has heavy bearing on 
voltage at plate -pin -6. Can be varied from low of 35 to 
high of 140. There is some change in grid voltage when 
Size control is turned. 

Changing setting of R3 hardly affects cathode bias. 
Variation is less than 10 %- little help in troubleshooting. 

Quick Troubleshooting 
Be sure fault is in multivibrator /output stages. Dis- 
connect sync coming from integrator. Hold control should 
roll picture loosely either way, but without lock. If it 
does, trouble may be outside stage. 

Two ways to troubleshoot quickly. First is by symp- 
tom, waveform, and dc analysis -as you do with speedi- 
guide. No matter what the symptom, adjust Hold, Size, 
and Linearity controls for as nearly normal picture as you 

continued on page 40 

C5 
.015 

90V 

C2 

R9 
82K 

- 48V 

Rl 
1 MEG 

6 

R4 
470 K 

VERT 
HOLD 

VI-a 

R2 
5 MEG 

R5 C3 
2.2MEG .1 

le- 

VERT 
SIZE 

400V 
BOOST 

R7 
1K 

iii 

R6 
2.2MEG 

RIO 
27K 

NW 

.3V 
2 

WF2 

WF3 WF4 

R8 
IK 

R3 VERT 
1K LIN 

1 C6 
60pF 
50V 
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DC VOLTAGES AS GUIDES 

Voltage change to zero very low low slightly low slightly high high 

Plate -pin -1 
Normal is about 250 
volts. Almost nothing 
affects it, since Ti 
primary is such low 
dc resistance. Not 
much help as a clue. 
Ti open 

Grid -pin -2 
Normal is zero or few 
tenths positive. Gas 
or ion bombardment is 
cause of positive 
reading. 
Not reliable for a clue. 

R2 open 
R5 open 
R6 V. low 
R6 short 
R9 short 
Cl short 
C2 open 
C3 short 
C4 open 
C5 open 
T1 open 

R5 high R5 high 
R6 low 
R9 low 
Cl leaky 

C3 leaky Cl oper 
C2 leak., 
C2 shot: 

Plate-pin-6 
Pote-pi volts. Is 
affected by Size and 
Hold Controls. Moves 
from 35 to 135, but is 
good clue. Set Hold 
and Size for as normal 
picture as possible. 

R2 open 
R2 short 
R5 open 
R9 short 
C3 short 

R3 open 
R5 high 
R6 short 
R7 open 
R8 open 
R9 high 
C2 open 
C3 V. leaky 
C4 open 
C5 open 
Ti open 

R1 short 
R5 high 
R6 v. low 
R7 open 
R10 low 
Cl Iky, short 
C2 Iky, short 
C3 leaky 

C3 leaky R6 low 
R8 high 

R1 ope- 
R4 cperr 
R2 st-ort 
Cl open 

Grid -pin -7 
Normal is -50 volts, 
when set is in sync. 
Varies from -30 to -65 
with Hold control. 
Good clue. Set Hold 
for as normal picture 
as possible. 

R2 open 
R2 short 
R3 open 
R5 open 
R6 short 
R8 open 
R9 short 
C2 open 
C3 short 
C4 open 
C5 open 

R6 V. low 
R7 open 
C2 open 
C4 open 
C5 open 
Ti open 

R1 short 
R5 high 
R9 low 
R10 low 
Cl short 

R6 low 
C3 leaky 

R8 high R1 oper 
R4 oper 
Cl open 
C2 leaky 

Cathode -pin -9 
Normal is 35 volts. Is 
quite stable, and var- 
ies only slightly with 
faults in other cir- 
cuits. Fair clue. 

Ti open 

- 

R1 short 
R2 open 
R5 hi, open 
R6 V. low 
R6 short 
R9 short 
C1 leaky 
C2 open 
C3 short 

R8 high 

- 

R3 open 
R7 ope 
R8 open 
C1 opei 
C2 Ikv. s -ort 

_. 

Use this guide to help you pinpoint the faulty hart. 
Measure each of the fire key voltages with a vii m. 
For each, move across to the column that describes the change 
you find. 
Notice which parts might cause that change. 

Finally. notice which parts are repeated in the combina:io- of 
changes you found. 
Test those parts individually for the fault described. 
NOTE: For more guides to narrow down the faulty part !tir- 
¡her, see waveform guide. 
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WAVEFORMS AS GUIDES 

WF1 Normal 100 V p -p 

Taken at grid-pin-7, WFI is close to natural waveshape generated by this multivibrator. 
Pip at top is residual from feedback circuit; is caused by spike in sweep voltage wave- 
form. Curve of sawtooth rise depends on linearity of output trapezoid. Ideal would be 

straight, but actual WF1 seldom is. SPECIAL: This is best checkpoint to evaluate feed- 
back circuit when 6.3 -Vac sine wave is fed into loose end of C5 (see Quick Trouble- 

/// 
shooting); waveform at far right is what signal should look like at WF1. 

V p-p low 

R6 low 
R9 low 
PC1 faulty 

V p -p high V p-p zero 

R1 open 
R4 open 
R2 open 
R3 open 
R5 open 
R6 short 
R7 open 
R8 open, hi 
R9 short 
C2 open 
C3 short 
C4 open 
C5 open 
T1 pri open 
PC1 open 

//// /..."-- ("--- (-- 

R9 low 

er----2(..-J/,,/ 

C5 leaky 

r--- r---- r...- 

C4 leaky Normal under 
6.3 Vac test 

R6 low 

Cl faulty 

o 

7(1( 
I 

WF2 Normal 120 V p -p 

Taken at grid -pin -2. This is same as plate waveform of VIA; C2 and R6 -R7 hardly change 
the shape at all. Downward spike is timed by sync pulse. Spike drives V1B into cutoff and 
creates high positive spike in WF3. When you measure any of these waveforms, be sure 
to include the spike; it's barely visible on some scopes unless you turn up Intensity. 
SPECIAL: Waveform at far right is normal WF2 with 6.3-Vac signal applied to loose end 
of C5 (Quick Troubleshooting). Amplitude indicates x10 gain in VIA. Weak signal might 
indicate open C2. 

V p-p low 

R5 high 
C2 Iky, short 
C3 leaky 

V p -p high 

RI0 high 

V p -p zero 

Same as in 
WF1 above. , , 

R10 high 

I I 

R6 low 

1 1 

R10 low 

777 
R10 V. low 

7\(( / f 
J 

Normal under 
6.3-Vac test 

R7 high 

R6 v. low 

continued from page 38 

can get. Set scope controls for three locked cycles of 
waveform. even if different from normal setting. Then go 

ahead with usual sperdi- ,guide procedures. So many parts 
can kill stage completely, rely on voltage guides for "thin 
white line" symptom. 

Another troubleshooting method: Disconnect capaci- 
tor C5 from plate of VI -h. That opens feedback circuit, so 

stage can't oscillate. Then feed 60 -Hz signal from 6.3 -volt 
tuhe -heater line directly to loose end of C5. Picture will 
look as in these photos, and blanking bar may creep. 

You can trace signal with scope and find faulty circuits. 
You're treating stage like two amplifiers. Waveform 
Guide shows what \ \'FI through \ 'F5 look like under 6.3- 
Vac testing. If set has series heater string, just couple line 
voltage to C5 through .00I-pF capacitor. 

You may prefer cut -and -try, going by symptoms. 
For oft- frequency operation (rolling) try C5, R9, PCI, 
C4, R4, R I . For size problems. where linearity isn't had, 
try R5. C3. R2. R6. If top is compressed, try R3, R8, C2, 
C6. If stretched, try RIO, R8. C2. If bottom is com- 
pressed. try R6. CI, C'_, ('6. R -E 
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WF3 Normal 500 V p -p 

Taken at plate -pin -1. This is output waveform fed into transformer T1 and to yoke. Trape- 
zoidal voltage waveform into inductive load (yoke) creates sawtooth current. Sawtooth 
magnetic field sweeps CRT beam linearly from top to bottom of screen. Some of this 
signal goes into feeduack network through C5. Integrator PC1 makes sawtooth dominate 
SPECIAL: Waveform at far right is output signal when you test stages with 6.3 -Vac signal 
fed to open end of C5. Voltage gain of output stage is about 7x; power gain is more. 

V p -p low 

R5 high 
R10 low 

V p-p high 

R10 high 
C2 leaky 

V p -p zero 

Same as in 
WF1 above. 

\ 
R10 low 

R8 high 

,, 
R6 low R6 V. low R7 open 

VtI 
Normal under 
6.3 -Vac test 

80 V p -p 

hot lead, top of TI secondary. Thick bar at top, with shadows above, caused 
energy coupled back by deflection coils. (You can see some of it irr 

has stopped. Notice "R7 open" above.) Shape depends on condition of 
test by substituting or merely by opening yoke lead (amplitude goes up 
SPECIAL: Waveform at far right is sawtooth shape developed when 6.3 -Vat: 

open end of C5 (see Quick Troubleshooting). Horizontal-sweep hash is 
I 

WF4 Normal 

Taken at yoke 
by horizontal -sweep 
WF3 if oscillator 
yoke: easy to 
without load). 
signal is fed to 
hardly visible. 

V p -p low 

R5 high 
C2 short. Iky 
C3 leaky 
Ti sec open 

V p-p high 

R10 high 

V p -p zero 

Same as in 
WF1 above. 
T1 faulty 

I I I 

R10 high 

l t 

R10 low R6 low 

SIM 
R6 v. low 

V w! 
Normal urder 
6.3 -Vac test 

WF5 Normal 2 V p -p 

Taken at cathode -pin -9. Round -bottom sawtooth is typical of waveshape across filter o- 
bypass capacitor. Cathode is bypassed by large C6, which accounts for low amplitude. 
When the capacitor develops a power factor or becomes open, waveform changes some. 
but major clue is higher amplitude (notice symptoms below). SPECIAL: High -amplitude 
clue is good with 6.3 -Vac test of stages, too (see Quick Troubleshooting). Normal wave- 
form then is sine wave at cathode -pin -9, about 2 V p -p. 

V p-p low V p -p high 

R5 high C2 leaky 
R6 low R6 faulty 

V p -p zero 

Same as in 
WF1 above. 

R8 high 

/ILL 
C6 poor 

/17, 
C6 open 

Use this guide and 
the fault possibilities 
With direct probe 
forms. Set the scope 
Note amplitude. If 

the vohages guide to help pin down 

or scope, check the five key wave - 
at V or at about 2 Hz . 

it's low or high, check parts under 

those columns. 
Note waveshape. If there's a change, check those ;:arts. 
NOTE: Only waveforms that help most with dia,t,'aos:: are 
included in this guide. 
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PERCUSSION INSTRUMENTS AND 
sounds such as bongos, drums, wood 
blocks, gongs are probably the oldest 
known to man. Yet they are a very 
desürable and almost necessary adjunct 
to most modern music. 

The richness, depth, and rhythm 
that these sounds add to almost any 
type of music must truly be heard to 
be appreciated. In the past it required 
several costly and bulky instruments 
to produce the sounds that can he 
generated by this one small portable 
unit. At present there are no com- 
mercial counterparts, so the builder 
is assured he has something novel and 
quite unique in electronic sound. 

This project makes an ideal add - 
on to the HEP Guitar Amplifier pre - 
sented in the November 1968 issue of 
RADIO- El. ECTRONICS or to any exist- 
ing amplifier system. Each of the five 

distinct tones produced by this unit 
is generated by individual twin -tee 
ringing oscillator circuits. (A ringing 
oscillator is not free -running, but can 
be triggered or shocked into a short 
burst of oscillation by any sort of 
transient.) Since the human body ac- 
cumulates a definite electric charge, 
the oscillators are triggered by merely 
touching the touch -plates with your 
fingers. Thus the instrument can be 
played in a manner very similar to 
actual bongos. 

Construction of the HEP Elec- 
tronic Bongo is fairly simple and 
straightforward. Cut a piece of '/s 
inch Masonite 10 x 5 inches and drill as 
shown in Fig. 1. (The large holes for 
the touch -plates can be easily cut with 
a I',' ír; -inch chassis punch.) Cut the 
circuit board 8' /a x 21/2 inches and 
drill a mounting hole in each corner. 

Now carefully mount R24, R26, R28, 
R30, and R32 so the adjusting slots 
are directly beneath the holes drilled 
in the Masonite for adjusting proce- 
cures. Refer to Fig. 2 and insert the 
push -in terminals and mount the tran- 
sistor sockets. Proceed with the point - 
to -point wiring as in Fig. 3 and 4. Clip 
the touch -plates into the holes in the 
Masonite and mount the other com- 
ponents as in Fig. 5. 

Interconnect the circuit board 
and the panel and attach the circuit 
board to the panel with the indicated 
hardware. Insert the completed unit 
into the metal chassis box, connect JI 
to the high- impedance input of your 
sound system and you are ready to 
play the electronic bongos. The cor- 
rect pitch for any one of the oscillator 
circuits can be easily adjusted by 
means of the adjustment holes. R -E 

Make Electronic Bongos 
by JACK JAQUES 

Portable instrument works with `charges' on your fingers 

RI 
SI 

--.-0snti---0"4"0 J 
+ CI 9V _ BATT 

20pF 

R13 
47K 

C9 
.005 

R2 
I00K 

R3 
100K 

R4 
100K 

R5 
100K 

R6 
100K 

R7 
22K 

i R8 
22K 

R9 
22K 

RIO RIIi 
22K 22K 

QI 0 Q2 Q3 Q4 05 

HEP54 HEP54 HEP54 HEP54 HEP54 

RI4 RI5 R16 RI7 RI8 RI9 R20 R21 R22 
47K 47K 47K 47K 47K 47K 47K 47K 47K 

--1 

C2 C3 C4* C5t C6tt 

T.OI T.02 T.03 T.04 T.08 

CIO CII C12 CI3** CI4** C15 C16 C17 C18t 
.005 .01 .01 .015 .015 .02 .02 .04 .04 

.__Ir _ ll __I( _ ll __It . lI .-If . ll-- 

(TOud i 
PLATE 

1 

R23 
10K 
R24 
25K 

R25 
10K 
R26 
25K 

*C4 * *C13,C14 t 5 ttCó 
1 

.021 

.02 .01 .01 005 .027. 05~ i.0( T T T iT T 

C7 
2µF R12 

470K 

R33 

IOK 

FOUTPUT in 
C8 
2µF 

Q6 
HEP54 

7.7 

JI 

Electronic bongo circuit 
uses five twin -tee ringing 
oscillator circuits that 
are triggered by touch- 
ing any of the touch 
plates with your fingers. 
Output of the unit can 
he amplified by the HEP 
Guitar Amplifier. 
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I/4 -- 4- 
PARTS LIST t_ 

1/4 
4 9178 

3/4 DRILL(8) 
0_ 1/4 DRILL 

3/8 DRILL 
1-1/4 1/8 DRILL (4) 

CSK 
i/8 DRILL(5) 

I /4 -ó 
1 

__ 

1/2 

3/4 
_t 

1/4 1 -- 1-11/16- 4* 1 -11/16 -I -11/16 i-4 -I -11/16 - 

- -1 -5/8 1 
NOTE' ALL DIMENSIONS IN INCHES. 

Fig. 1 -Use dimensions here to cut the mounting holes for the tonchplates and orh Tr 

components. Use ',/8" Alasonite. 

Resistors -all 1/4 -watt 10% unless 
noted 

R1, R23, R25, R27, R29, R31-10,000 
ohms 

R2, R3, R4, R5, R6-100,000 ohms 

R7, R8, R9, R10, R11-22,000 ohms 

R12-470,000 ohms 

R13, R14, R15, R16, R17, R18, RI9, 
R20, R21, R22-47,000 ohms 

R24, R26, R28, R30, R32-25,000 
ohms, miniature potentiometer 
(Mallory MTC253L4 or equiv.) 

R33- 10,000 ohms, linear potentiom- 
eter 

Capacitors -all ceramic unless noted 

C1 -20 1F, 12V, electrolytic 

C2, C11, C12 -0.01 µF. 100V 

C3, C15, C16 -0.02 F, 100V 

C4 -0.03 µF, 100V (see schematic 
note) 

C5, C17, C18 -0.04 F, 1000 V (see 
schematic note) 

C6 -0.08 UF, 100V (see schematic 
note) 

C7 -2 F, 10V, electrolytic 

C8 -2 F, 100VL mylar 

C9, C10 -0.005 µF, 100V 

C13, C14 -0.015 F, 1000V (see 
schematic note) 

Semiconductors 

Qi, Q2, Q3, Q4, 5, Q6 -HEP54 

Miscellaneous electronic parts 

BATT -9V mercury (Mallory TR146X 
or equiv.) 

J1-Phono jack 

Miscellaneous hardware 

Chassis Box -10" x 5" x 3" 

Touch - Plates (5) -1- 7/16" dia. (Wals- 
co 7320) 

Transistor Sockets (6) 

Circuit Board -21/2" x 83/4" 

Push -in Terminais (37) 

Battery Holder- (Keystone 79) 

Battery Clip- (Keystone 72) 

Panel -10" x 5" x 1/2" Masonite 

Mounting screws, spacers, nuts, hook- 
up wire, knob 

10 

3 - ;-- I-5/8 I-3/8 I 

0- 

I/B DRILL 
THRU. 

3/4 é 
1/4 CBORE 
1/16DP.(2) 

3/4.H f1/4 

-At' 
I/4 1 r 

3%4 I It'd 
t___ 1/2 DRILL - 

b 
1 -5/16 DRILL 

(5) 

5 

R4 . 

Ft91 

dtidA 
'CI4// c 11 ' 03` RI7 

- °1)C4) 
i 

R6 

R11 

Cláï' R22 

R31 (1;s. 

CI7 
C5 Ç6 

- CI +1L.-.{ R I - 

R28 R30 =132 

Fig. 2 (chore)- Mount components on a 8.3/4 .r je honni. Wire the compou.e:t 
hourd to the touch panel as shorn below. 
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Take 2 IC's ... add 
1 handful! components ... solder 

well ... enjoy... . 

Recipe For An IC Preamp 

PHONO/ 
TAPE CI 0.2 

RT 
47K 

RI 
820K 

C5 
001 

R3 R4 
51K 750K ._ 
C3 C4 

.0015 .0056 

TUNER MIKE 

Q Q Q C8 
0033 

- 
SI-c 

)1 1 

*-O 

--oIIo 
0 
o I 

120K 
R9 

II 

/ 

+VCC 

R7 
82K 

R8 
160K 

MPS657I 

C9 CIO 

TONE CONTROLS 

By JOHN TEELING 

1C15 

I 

I 
20 1.0 

I( C13 

RIO 
0.0033 

I 

I f--- 
T BASS TREBLE 

C6 SI -C -VEE 
I SOK C12 SÖK I .0015 o I o R17 

I S IK 
R5 
51K 

f 

C14 
R13 Ri4 RI5 =0.03 

C7 510R S.IK S.IK -_ 
917pF O , ( 

R20 
o BALANCE R19 250K 

70 SI-d,-e,-f 
I 

100K 
VOLUME I 

1 - I 

R6 PHON0o-o I I 

820K SI-b I ITO TONE CONTROL I 

TAPE-3-3/4 

I 
j 

CHANNELD 
R2 TAPE-7-1/2 I I 

I 
IK 

oMIKE I :R14 ¡R15 
C2 I I 

I15 I 

+ oTUNER 

i oAUx EMITTER 
PLAYBACK AMPLIFIER FOLLOWER I I BROADBAND AMPLIFIER 

10K 

RII 
5.1K R16 

CII,0.06 43K 

0.6 

Fig. 1-One 
44 

0.47 

C18 
0.001 

R22 C17 
1K IOOpF 

OUTPUT 
CHANNEL 1 

channel of the IC preamp is shown with dotted lines separating the four "recipe" parts that will he described. 

RADIO-ELECTRONICS 
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CI 

R 

R2 

;Fs C2 

(Q ) 

Fig. 2- a- Basic amplifier design selec- 
ted for best characteristics. b -High 
noise version. c- Unstable circuit. 

20 

VOLTAGE tO 
LEVEL 
IN de 

o 

-20J 
IO 100 1000 10000 

FREQUENCY IN Hz 

NAB EQUALIZATION CURVES FOR 3' ->QAND 71/2 /As 

Fig. 4 (above) -NAB tape playback 
equilization curves for 33/4 and 71/2 ips. 
Fig. 5 (right) -Switch -selected RC 
network for the amplifier in tape mode. 

(b) cc) 

Fig. 3 (upper right)- Components 
used for input impedance matching, in- 
put lag (C5) and for RIAA equilization. 

INPUT 
CI 
0.2 

T 
47K 

RI 

820K 

C5 
0001 

1 

'2MC1303P 

R5 
51K 

-ftAA 
_1.. C2 R2 R6 

_ 15 IK 820K 

C6 
0005 3 

4 

)1- 
C7 
910 pF 

71/2 

CI 
INPUT 002 

RT 
47K 

CB 
0.0033 

INPUT.---j 

C5 
0.001 

' \ 
R I 

1/2MC I30.)> 
820K 

R3 
IK 

IK 

C2- 
15 T 

R4 

C3 C4 
0.0015 00056 

R9 
29 RIO 

10K 

-SEE 

Fig. 6- Bootstrapped emitter follower 
stage has high input impedance, and 
cuts "flicker" noise sharply below 20Hz. 

MPS 6571 

C 
10 

OUTPUT 

SOLID -STATE AUDIO PREAMP AND CON - 

trol units are becoming increasingly 
rare -both as commercially available 
prewired units or kits. On the other 
hand, construction details for solid - 
state audio power amplifiers appear 
regularly in magazines, semiconductor 
application notes and manuals. If you 
decide to build one of these amplifiers. 
you'll probably need a preamp to go 
with it. If so, why not consider using 
IC's (integrated circuits) and design 
your own along the lines of the one 
described here. 

One channel of the stereo pre - 
amp is shown in Fig. 1. It is designed 
around the Motorola MC1303P IC. 

(The Motorola MC1302P and 
HEP592 IC stereo preamps are similar 
and can be used. The supply voltage 
should be reduced to +12V and -12V 
for the HEP592 and +6V and -6V for 
the MC13OZP.) 

The MC1303P is a dual preamp 
on a single semiconductor die and is 
intended for use as a stereo audio pre- 
amplifier. Each channel of the pre - 
amp has a differential -input amplifier, 
followed by a second differential stage 
with single -ended output, and two 
emitter -follower stages. 

The emitters of each input differ- 
ential amplifier are fed from a transis- 
tor constant- current source which is 
biased from a voltage divider in the 

*Applications Engineering, Motorola Semicon- 
ductor Products, Inc. 

JULY 1969 

emitter circuit of the second -stage dif- 
ferential amplifier. This arrangement 
provides common -mode negative feed- 
back to increase rejection of the com- 
mon-mode signal. The input transistors 
are biased at approximately 250 µA 
to provide low -noise operation. By cas- 
cading the two differential amplifiers 
in the manner described. low drift, dc 
bias stability, and temperature stability 
are obtained. 

The second stage differential am- 
plifier drives an emitter follower which 
in turn drives a complete pnp output 
stage a pnp -npn combination used 
to get both voltage gain and imped- 
ance transformation. If a single npn 
device were used. an emitter follower 
configuration would he needed. It pro- 
vides no voltage gain. and in view 
of the emitter follower stage, would 
be redundant. 

We could get both voltage gain 
and impedance transformation with a 
single pnp transistor in the output, as- 
suming such a transistor could be de- 
signed to have normal beta. Unfor- 
tunately, in conventional integrated 
circuits, the beta of pnp transistors 
is very low, resulting in a very low 
output current capability. 

In the composite pnp stage, the 
voltage at the base and the resistor in 
the emitter circuit of the pnp transis- 
tor control the current in both the 
pnp and the npn devices. Thus, the 
two transistors operate as a single 

pnp unit. This combination -ields the 
required current gain and voit.:ge gain. 
Level translation is achieved h. setting 
the voltage across the 4.000 -o-hm npn 
emitter resistor to equal the -VEN 
supply voltage. 

Basic amplifier selection 
Three basic amplifier circuits, 

shown in Fig. 2 was chosen as 
terms of performance and cost. The 
circuit shown in 2 -a was chosen as 
having the best combination of low 
noise, low distortion, anc low com- 
ponent count. The circuit of Fig. 2 -b 
had the highest noise figure and had 
an additional disadvantage of a large 
dc offset voltage at the output. The 
circuit in 2 -c used an excessive num- 
ber of parts and was unstable at low 
frequencies. All further discussion will 
he confined to the circuit of Fig. 2 -a. 

The closed loop voltage Bain is set 
by the ratio of the compensating feed- 
back network (Z,,) to resistor R2. 
Resistor R1 is made approximately 
equal to the dc resistance of the com- 
pensation network. The reason for 
this arrangement is that the dc input 
currents for the input transistors must 
flow through Rl and the compensation 
network. If R1 is smaller than the 
dc resistance of the compensation net- 
work, the subsequent dc drops will 
appear as an offset voltage at the in- 
put. This offset will be amplified by 
the circuit, causing a considerable off- 

45 
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"Get more 
education 
or 
get out of 
electronics 
...that's my advice 

46 

Expanded 
coverage of 
solid State 
electronics 
incluaing 
integrated 
circuirs ! 

RADIO- ELECTRONICS 
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JULY 1969 

Ask any man who really knows the electronics industry. 

Opportunities are few for men without advanced tech- 
nical education. If you stay on that level, you'll never 
make much money. And you'll be among the first to 
go in a layoff. 

But, if you supplement your experience with more 
education in electronics, you can become a specialist. 
You'll enjoy good income and excellent security. You 
won't have to worry about automation or advances in 
technology putting you out of a job. 

How can you get the additional education you must 
have to protect your future -and the future of those 
who depend on you? Going back to school isn'' easy 
for a man with a job and family obligations. 

CREI Home Study Programs offer you a practical way 
to get more education without going back to school. 
You study at home, at your own pace, on your own 
schedule. And you study with the assurance that what 
you learn can be applied on the job immediately to 
make you worth more money to your employer. 

You're eligible for a CREI Program if you work it elec- 
tronics and have a high school education. Our FREE 
book gives complete information. Mail postpaid 
card for your copy. If card is detached, use coupon 
below or write: CREI, Dept. 1407H, 3224 Sixteenth 
Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. X0010. 

Ir 

Founded 1927 

Acrndited Member al the Net,on / Nome Stud, Council 

CREI, Home Study Division 
McGraw -Hill Book Company 
Dept.1407H, 3224 Sixteenth Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20010 

Please send me FREE book describing CREI Programs. 1 am 
employed in electronics and have a high school education. 

NAME AG 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATF ZIP CODE 

EMPLOYED BY 

TYPE OF PRESENT WORK G.I. BLL 

I am interested in Electronic Engineering Technology 

Space Electronics Nuclear Engineering Technology 

NEW! Digital Communications 
J 

APPROVED FOR TRAINING UNDER NEW G.I. BILL 
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10 

VOLTAGE 
LEVEL 0 
dB 

IO 

CIO 

INPUT. -- 
RII 

BOOST 

BASS R12 

CUT 

R13 

::ii:i i:::BIÌ-_-i:iill \.l-. _..-.1-_u --.- 1-_..-.1---..-11 _-.- 11-_..-.1-_-..-1 _..V./11-_......-_-...11 W.11-_.....11-_-..ull ......1----...., ---....11 

CII 

0 100 
FREQUENCY Hz 

R14 R15 

C12 
R17 

BALANCE 

RI9 R20 

TO OTHER 
CHANNEL 

1000 

INPUT 

RII 
BI K 

BOOST 

45K( R12 

5K( 50K 

C13 CUT 

BOOST 

R6 TREBLE 

CUT 

CI4 

VOLUME 

OUTPUT 

R13 
5100 

(o) BASS CONTROL 

INPUT 

C13 
0.003 R16 

43K 
BOOST 

OUTPUT 
45K( 
5K( 

CUT 
R17 

CI4 5 1 
0.031 

OUTPUT 

(b) TREBLE CONTROL 

Fig. 9 (above) -Simplified bass and 
circuits control are shown in parts a & b. 
Fig. 10 (top right) -Taper rotation. 

Fig. 7 (top) -Response curve of the emitter follower stage 
shows the 12 -dB- per -octave slope. Values selected for C8 and 
C9 (see text) determine the response of this preamplifier 
stage. 

Fig. 8 (above) -Passive tone -control circuit for the preamp 
provides flat response from 50 Hz to 20 kHz with 20 -dB loss. 
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TABLE I 

PLAYBACK AMPLIFIER TYPICAL PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS 

VOLTAGE GAIN a1 kHz 34 dB (50 TIMES ) 

INPUT OVERLOAD POINT IOOmV rms I kHz 
OUTPUT VOLTAGE SWING 5Vrms (a I kHz AND 0.1% 

TOTAL HARMONIC DISTORTION 

set voltage at the output. 
For example, if the base current 

were 1 µA, R I were 100.000 ohms 
and the dc resistance of the feedback 
loop were 1 megohm, then the offset 
voltage would be: 1 tiA times 1 meg- 
ohm - 1µA times 100,000 ohms = 0.9 
V. This would be amplified by the cir- 
cuit. If the closed loop voltage gain were 
50, then the output offset voltage 
would be 50 times 0.9 = 45 volts! 
This is a bit beyond the capability of 
the integrated circuit, but it does il- 
lustrate that some care is required 
in choosing the values of RI and the 
compensation network. 

The offset voltage catastrophe 
can be prevented by adding C2 in 
series with R2. The time constant of 
C2 -R2 is selected to give a 3 -dB 
roll off at the lowest frequency to be 
considered. The time constant of Cl 
and the input impedance should also 
be selected for a 3 -dB roll off at this 
frequency. 

The amplifier's input impedance 
will be approximately equal to Rl . If 
the amplifier is used with a magnetic 
phono cartridge. R 1 will probably be 
an order of magnitude greater than 
the nominal 50.000 -ohm impedance 
required. To overcome this problem, 
RT is added to properly terminate the 
cartridge impedance. 

Input lag is compensated by C5 
(see Fig. 3). Its value could range 
from 680 pF to about 0.002 µF. The 
slew rate (maximum rate of change 
of output voltage) and consequently 
the high- frequency response are partly 
governed by the size of this capacitor. 
A 0.001 -,.F capacitor was selected as 
a nominal value. 

RIAA playback equalization 
The Iecdback network could 
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range from a simple resistor to a 
quite complex network for shaping the 
frequency response of the amplifier. 
In all cases, it must provide a return 
path for dc bias current. The RIAA 
playback equalization curve requires a 
compensation network. 

The selected method of reproduc- 
ing the playback equalization curve is 
shown in Fig. 3. At low frequencies, 
the predominant impedance of the 
compensation feedback network is that 
of R4. As frequency increases from 
about 50 Hz, the reactance of capaci- 
tor C4 in parallel with R4 begins to 
decrease the impedance of the C4-R4 
leg. At about I kHz the net impedance 
of C4 -R4 is low compared to R3, and 
R3 sets the mid -band gain. As fre- 
quency increases to about 2 kHz, the 
parallel reactance of C3 begins to 
shunt R3, decreasing the impedance 
of the C3 -R3 leg. If desired, a small 
stop resistor may be inserted in series 
with C3 to set a minimum gain. 

The compensated voltage gain, 
AEF, of the circuit is then approxi- 
mately equal to ZF /R1, where ZF 
is the impedance of the compensating 
network. Thus, by applying frequency - 
selective feedback, we may easily ob- 
tain the AVE versus frequency charac- 
teristic desired. A sample calculation 
for a complete playback preamplifier 
is: 

Required: Z,0: 47K 
A%F @ 50 Hz: 500 A @ I kHz: 50 

AVF @ 20 kHz: 5 
Er0,9 out: 5 V 

Band pass: 20 Hz to 25 kHz min. 
The 5 -volt rms output requires 

that a -!-13 -volt Vr. supply be used. The 
compensation network impedance is 
set at 50,000 ohms at the mid -band 
position for minimal loading. Resistor 

R3 is then set at 51,000 ohms (the 
nearest standard value to 50,000) and 
R2 becomes 51,00052/ 50 = 1,000 ohms. 

Rolloff at the lower frequencies 
is affected by the selection of C2. 
To obtain a 3 -dB point at 10 Hz, 
C2 should have a reactance at 10 Hz 
equal to R2, or 1,000 ohms. This is 
calculated from the formula: 

C = 27r f XQ 
farads, or, 

159,000 where F is in cycles 
f X Q 

and Cin/IF (1) 

Thus, C - 159,000 _ 15.9µF 
(10) (1,000) 

The nearest standard value is 15 µF 
and a 3 -volt rating is adequate. 

For the RIAA compensation net- 
work, since R3 is 51,000 ohms, the 
reactance of C3 is set equal to R3 
at 2.1 kHz, the high- frequency rolloff 
point. Equation (1) is used with the 
nearset standard value for C3 being 
0.0015 p.F. In like manner, the re- 
actance of C4 is set equal to R3 at 
530 Hz. The nearest standard value 
is 0.0056 F. The resistance of R4 
should be about ten times that of 
R3; however, the shunting effect of 
C4 cannot really be ignored. For this 
reason, R4 should be about 15 times 
the value of R3 to attain the full bass 
boost. The value of R4 then becomes 
(15) (51,000) or approximately 
750,000 ohms. The value of R1 is 
made equal to R3 and R4 = 750,000 
+ 51,000 = 811,000 ohms. The near- 
est standard value is 820,000 ohms. 

The reactance of Cl is made 
equal to the input impedance of the 
amplifier plus the parallel combination 
of the impedance of the cartridge 
(47,000 ohms) and the 47,000 - 
ohm terminating resistor (RT) at 
1 Hz. Again using equation (1) : 
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Fig. 11 -Split 
power supply 
uses center - 
taped transform- 
er with full -wave 
bridge. Zener 
diodes provide 
ripple filtering. 

VEE b 

TABLE 2 

BROADBAND AMPLIFIER TYPICAL PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS 

VOLTAGE GAIN @ I kHz 40 dB (FOC TIMES) 
OUTPUT VOLTAGE SWING 5 V rms 

I 11 
GAIN 

O 
I1 
11 
I1 dB 
II 

MMENIMoOnOMINO/n.uul. . w Nuuu o n N.uw .I.N11.O.I . .O1 .O1 N.1 \. M.IN.OI 1111.UOINN\ ra. 11 
O 
N=.INMWINN. N. 

10 Hz I00Hz 'kHz 

FREQUENCY 

I0kHz 100kHz 

THE OUTPUT NOISE OF THE PREAMPLIFIER AS SHOWN IN 

FIGURE I IS -70dB OR GREATER. 

Fig. 12 (left) -Two approaches to a single rather than a 
split power supply. Grounding the junctions of :he Zeners 
(left circuit) and resistors RA and R,; (right) prcvides a dc 
output voltage of 1/2V,, effectively similar to the split supply. 

C1 - 159,000 

(1) (47,000 
+ 820,0001 

2 
= 0.18µF 

A 0.2 -,F, 3 -volt capacitor is 
sufficient. The input lag compensa- 
tion capacitor, C5, as was previously 
mentioned, is 0.001 p.F, a nominal 
value. 

NAB playback equalization 
If the preamplifier is to be used 

for tapedeck amplification, NAB play- 
back equalization is required. Figure 
4 shows the 33/4- and 7' -ips equaliza- 
tion and curves and the NAB playback 
amplifier is shown in Fig. 5. Since 
there is only one breakpoint in the 
curve, a simple RC series network is 
all that is required. 

The break point for 33/4 ips occurs 
at 1.85 kHz. The midband frequency 
A, is still 50 so the value of R2 re- 
mains at 1,000 ohms and R5 is set 
equal to R3, or 51,000 ohms. The 
proper frequency response can be ob- 
tained if the reactance of C6 is equal 
to R5 (51,000 ohms) at 1.85 kHz. 
Again, equation (1) is used to solve 
for C6. The calculation yields a capaci- 
tance of 0.00169 pF with the nearest 
standard value of 0.0015 pF. 

The break point for 71 ips is at 
3.2 kHz so that C7 must have a 
reactance of 51,000 ohms at this fre- 
quency. The calculation is again the 
same with 0.000945 µF, the capacitive 
value, and 910 pF, the nearest standard 
value. 

Input dc base current is supplied 
to the preamp by R6, an 820,000 - 
ohm resistor. Using this resistor pre- 
vents the realization of a full 20 -dB 
bass boost because of its shunting ac- 
tion across the NAB compensation 
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network. It does provide about 15 dB 

of boost, which is generally satisfac- 
tory. The emitter -follower stage (see 
Fig. 1) does allow the full 20 dB of 
bass boost to be realized. 

The accuracy of both the RIAA 
and NAB' compensation networks will 
be only as good as the components 
used in the circuits. So we recom- 
mend using 5% tolerance resistors and 
capacitors. Typical performance char- 
acteristics of both the RIAA and NAB 
versions of the preamplifier are shown 
in Table I. 

The emitter -follower stage 
The passive tone control selected 

for this preamplifier gives a constant 
slope, variable turnover characteristic. 
Since the tone control establishes the 
driving impedance for the second pre- 
amplifier stage, its impedance should 
be low. This low impedance would 
load the output of the first stage, so 
an emitter -follower stage is sand- 
wiched between the first stage and 
tone control. 

The emitter- follower stage (Fig. 
6) is bootstrapped to provide a higher 
input impedance and will also allow 
some low- frequency compensation. 
Proper selection of the coupling and 
bootstrap capacitors produces a 12- 
dB per octave rolloff at the low cut- 
off frequency. This greatly reduces 
the effects of excess noise which occurs 
at very low frequencies in semicon- 
ductor devices. This noise is known as 
the 1/F noise or "flicker" noise. Since 
flicker noise occurs more noticeably 
at frequencies below 10 Hz, the 12- 
dB rolloff can attenuate this noise by 
24 dB or more. Using this arrange- 
ment also gives about 5 dB of bass 
boost due to the "resonant rise" of 

the output voltage, thus realizing a 
full 20 dB of bass boost it both the 
RIAA and NAB positions cf the pre - 
amp. 

Referring to the schematic in 
Fig. 6, at frequencies where C9 is a 
low impedance, the input impedance 
of the circuit is approximately R10 
(hfe+ 1). However, at low frequencies, 
when the reactance of C9 becomes 
appreciable, less signal voltage is devel- 
oped across R8. As frequency de- 
creases further, the input impedance 
decreases at a rate corresponding to a 
6 -dB per octave slope. If CS is chosen 
to establish a break point at this same 
frequency, the net effect is a 12 -dB 
per octave rolloff at the low frequency 
cutoff point. 

The reactance of C9 at the low 
frequency cutoff point is made equal 
to 10% of the parallel combination of 
R7 and R9. 

The reactance of C9 (Xc,) is found 
as follows: 

R7XR9) 
X9 =O.1 

R7 R9 
9,840,000,000 - 0.1 

202,000 
= 4,871 ohms 

Using equation (1) anc a cutoff 
frequency of 20 Hz and rot_nding off 
the reactance of C9 to 5,000 ohms. 

159,000 
C9 = (5,000) (20) = 1.59µF. 

A 1.5- or 2.0 -pF capacitor could be 
used. C8 is selected in a similar man- 
ner. For a typical input impedance 
of 2.5 megohms and a cutoff point 
of 20 Hz, 

159,000 
C8 (2,500,000) (20) 

_ 00032µF. 

The nearest standard value is 
(continued on page 90) 
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POWER IC'S FOR HI -FI 
Miniature package delivers audio power and performance 

by D. V. JONES 

AMONG THE GRADUAL IMPROVEMENTS IN MONOLITHIC 
linear integrated circuits is their ability to handle more 
power. Today, low -cost, off -the -shelf power IC's are find- 
ing a wide range of new commercial and hobby applica- 
tions. A monolithic IC amplifier in the 1 -2 watt range, for 
example, will drive a speaker or earphones for phono, 
tape, AM, FM and TV audio, as well as intercoms, dic- 
tating equipment, movie projectors, language labs and 
other teaching equipment. 

Heading the list of monolithic IC advantages over 
discrete components is sharply reduced circuit size. Next 
come increased reliability and lower costs. Another ad- 
vantage to IC amplifier design is that thermal feedback 
can be used to stabilize voltage and current quiescent bias 
conditions. The small size of an IC chip (typically 0.060 
x 0.064 inch) offers close thermal coupling between chip 
components that could not be duplicated with discrete 
components on a common heat sink. 

A monolithic power amplifier such as General Elec- 
tric's PA237 must provide a means for transferring in- 
ternally generated heat. GE uses a low -cost plastic package 
with a copper tab at one end to allow heat to flow from 
the IC chip to a copper area on the PC board. The 
package, as shown in Fig. 1, is connected by first bending 
the tab and leads at right angles for soldering. The tab 
is connected to the substrate at the bottom of the mono- 
lithic chip, and should be connected to lead 8 (circuit 
ground for the PA237). 

Quasi -complementary push -pull output 
Let's look at how the PA237 is used in audio circuits. 

The circuit of the IC is shown inside the dashed line in 
Fig. 2 along with external test -circuit components. Distor- 
tion curves for both frequency and power output are 
shown in Fig. 3. These curves indicate good performance 
up to 2 watts, with peak clipping occurring at 21/2 watts. 
The open loop gain is about 55 dB. With 21 dB of nega- 
tive feedback, the 2 -watt sensitivity is 120 mV. 

*General Electric Co., Syracuse, N.Y. 
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Fig. 1- Plastic packaged PA- 
237 cart disipate 21/4 , watts of 
power. Fig. 2 (right) -Test 
circuit for PA237. Chip dr- 
cliit is inside dashed line. 
Setup gives Fig. 3 response. 

Transistors Q4 -Q8 in Fig. 2 comprise a quasi- comple- 
mentary push -pull output circuit.- Because the emitter 
current gain (h00) of Q6 is only 1 -10 at 1 mA collector 
current, three transistors are required for the composite 
pnp output transistor (Q4 -Q6). Transistors Ql and Q2 
form a differential amplifier, with QI operating as an 
emitter follower to drive Q2 as a quasi- common -base 
stage. When R6 is zero (feedback removed from Q2's 
base), Q2 operates common -base. The circuit has no 
phase inversion of the signal from input to output -except 
within composite pnp transistor Q4-Q6. The arrangement 
of push -pull composite transistors provides a high current 
amplification so Q2 can operate at low current (about 
0.5 mA). This also enables R3 to be relatively large 
(18,000 ohms), to enhance voltage amplification. 

The differential amplifier configuration of Fig. 2 is 

often used in IC's to utilize the matching of VEE and h1. 
on similar and adjacent transistors of a chip. Since a 
differential amplifier amplifies the difference between two 
signals applied to the base of each transistor, an in -phase 
feedback signal is often applied to one side of the dif- 
ferential. In Fig. 2, feedback is applied to the base of Q2. 

Voltage- source base bias provides good bias stability 
against variation in h1,. for Q1 and Q2 (also against 
temperature variations). Dc bias voltage on lead 7 must 
be stable if maximum power output at low distortion is to 
be maintained. The differential amplifier with dc feedback 
to Q2's base provides this stability. 

A diode string between the bases of Q4 and Q6 
provides the needed dc bias voltage for the quasi- comple- 
mentary push -pull output to minimize distortion at low 
signal levels. The value of R3 can be reduced to maintain 
0.5 mA through the series diodes at lower supply voltage. 
The power- output diode in series with Q5 and Q8 assists 
in the bias stabilization of this direct -coupled circuit, and 
also provides local ac feedback in the effective emitter 
of the composite pnp transistor. 

The 16 -ohm load is returned to the power supply, 
an ac ground, so the 500 -µF load- coupling capacitor can 

1.For additional information on quasi -complementary outputs see D. V. 
Jones and R. F. Shea, Transistor Audio Amplifiers. New York: John 
Wiley & Sons, 1968. 
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also serve to bootstrap resistor R3. This eliminates the 
need for a separate capacitor and resistor. The positive 
feedback increases the effective resistance of R3 and thus 
increases the open -loop (with R6 = 0) voltage amplifica- 
tion by 14 dB. Negative feedback with R6 = 6800 ohms 
is 24 dB. 

Capacitor C3 decreases the open -loop gain at extreme 
high frequencies by decreasing the effective bootstrapping 
of R3. This capacitor rolls off the high -end frequency 
response of the circuit by 100 kHz ( -3 dB). Without 
feedback (R6 = 0), the frequency response is down 3 dB 
at 30 kHz. Capacitor C3 also provides high -frequency 
stabilization when the amplifier is operating from a high - 
impedance signal source, or with various output load 
conditions. An RC network (R7 -05), similar to that used 
with discrete amplifiers, is in parallel with the load and 
limits the increase of inductive load impedance with its ac- 
companying phase shift as frequency increases. 

The PA237 can be biased to operate with supply 
voltages from 9 to 27 volts, and sensitivity can be increased 
or decreased by changing feedback resistor R6. Many 
combinations of supply voltage and load impedance are 
possible. 

Sensitivity and input impedance are suitable for driv- 
ing the IC with an FM or TV ratio detector. By using a 
resistor in series with the input to trade sensitivity for 

z 50 
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ó 3.0 

Ñ 2.0 

° 1.0 
at 
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Fig. 3 -Total harmonic distortion vs. frequency for the IC cir- 
cuit in Fig. 2 (top), and power vs. distortion (bottom curve). 

Fig. 4 -This PA237 circuit can deliver 1 watt into an 8 -ohm 
load with a 14 -volt power supply. By changing 3 resistors (see 
text), circuit can be used with an 18 -volt power supply. 
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WHAT'S INSIDE THE PA237? 
MONOLITHIC INTEGRATED CIRCUITS ARE COMPLETE WITH - 
in a single chip structure. Transistors and diodes are 
fabricated on and within a single semiconductor substrate 
together with resistors and capacitors. In contrast, hybrid 
integrated circuits are usually discrete components such as 
transistors joined with thick- or thin -film resistors and 
capacitors on a passive ceramic substrate. Hybrids can 
also be other combinations such as monolithic IC's com- 
bined in a single package. For monolithic IC fabrication, 

circuit elements 
are usually dif- 
fused into a p -type 
silicon sub- 
strate (see draw- 
ings below). In- 
terconnections be- 
tween elements 
are made with 
aluminum metal- 
lization on the IC 
chip surface. The 
resulting pattern 
is shown in the 

greatly enlarged photo. The two output transistors of the 
PA237, Q5 and Q8 in Fig. 2, together with the series - 
connected output diode, occupy about 60% of the chip 
area. The output diode is located in the upper right -hand 
corner of the chip. The differential amplifier transistors, 
Q1 and Q2, are located at the lower left corner of the chip. 

The drawing on the left below shows formation of 
common- substrate npn and pnp transistors. A reverse - 
biased pn junction surrounding each element or group 
of elements provides electrical isolation. The p -type re- 
gion of the isolating junction is common with the p sub- 
strate of the IC. 

Common subtrate 
for both npn and 
pup transistors 
(left), and the cross 
section of an IC re- 
sistor (right). 
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DIFFUSION 
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In the npn silicon transistor, emitter current flows 
vertically down across the base region and is collected at 
the n+ region directly below. Since all connections are 
made on the top surface with the metallization pattern, 
collector current flows laterally through the low- impedance 
n+ buried layer until it reaches a point of shortest path 
in the vertical direction to the collector contact area. 

The lateral pnp gets its name from the lateral flow 
of transistor current from emitter to collector. Because 
of its wider base region, the current gain (hr,.) of the lateral 
pnp is low. 

A cross section of a monolithic IC resistor is shown 
on the right above. Most monolithic resistors are formed 
during the p -type (transistor base) diffusion cycle. Their 
resistance is proportional to their physical length and 
width, making large resistor values expensive because of 
the large silicon area needed. When diodes are required in 
a monolithic circuit, a collector -base shorted transistor 
connection is usually used since it has a low dynamic re- 
sistance, reduces current flow to the substrate and also 
reduces stored charge in the collector region. 
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higher input impedance, the IC can be driven with a 
phono cartridge. With a 330,000 -ohm series resistor, for 
example, 2 -watt sensitivity is 1 volt. Volume, tone and 
balance controls can be incorporated between the cartridge 
output and the amplifier input. 

To deliver I watt into an 8 -ohm load with a 14 -volt 
power supply, use the circuit in Fig. 4. Sensitivity of this 
circuit is 110 mV for 1 watt output, and total harmonic 
distortion is 1% at 1 kHz. The same circuit can be used 
with an I8 -volt supply by changing R1 to 470,000 ohms, 
R3 to 15,000 ohms and R4 to 220,000 ohms. With an 
18 -volt supply, the load can be 8 or 16 ohms for about 
1.5 watts output. 

Some applications may require one side of the load 
to be connected to ground potential. The circuit in Fig. 5 

meets this requirement with the addition of R8 and C6 
for the bootstrap ( positive- feedback) network. Perform- 
ance of this circuit is the same as that of Fig. 2. When an 
input impedance of 2 or 3 megohms is required, a single 
transistor can be added as shown in Fig. 6. 

A tape playback system using a two- transistor preamp 
to drive the PA237 is shown in Fig. 7. The preamp is 

equalized for 17 /s - or 33/4 -ips tape speed with R15 set at 
about 15,000 ohms. TREBLE EQUALIZATION control R15 
can be adjusted to compensate for variations in program 
material, tape head or speaker, and function as a normal 
treble -cut control. Overall voltage amplification vs fre- 
quency for this circuit is shown in Fig. 8. 

Sensitivity of the tape system can be adjusted by 
varying the value of R18. The value shown will give 2 

watts output with 0.7 mV input signal from the tape head. 
adequate for an 8 -track cartridge stereo tape system. The 
output noise (weighted) is more than 50 dB below the 
2 -watt signal level. The preamp will accept input levels of 
8 mV before clipping -20 dB above the input signal for 
2 watts output. R -E 
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Fig. 5 (top) -A 2 -watt hookup with load at ground potential. 

Fig. 6 (middle) -Addition of transistor boosts input impedance. 

Fig. 7 (above) -One 2 -watt channel of cartridge tape system de- 
livers full output with 0.7 -mV input from tape head. Treble 
equalization R15 also compensates for various inputs and loads. 

Fig. 8 (right) - Voltage amplification vs. frequency for Fig. 7. 
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20 SCR 

CIRCUITS YOU CAN MAKE 

by R. M. MARSTON 
LAST MONTH, IN THE FIRST PART OF 

this series, we looked at the operating 
theory of silicon controlled rectifiers 
(SCR's) and learned how they are 
gated to control high power levels. 
With this background and the practi- 
cal circuits described, you should be 
ready to tackle these more complex 
SCR applications. 

Delayed- turn -on lamp driver 
Fig. 1 shows a delayed- turn -on 

lamp driver circuit. Lamp LM1 goes 
on some time after START switch SI is 
closed. Normally, SCRI and the lamp 
are off, SI is open and no power is ap- 
plied to the unijunction transistor 
(UJT) circuit. When SI is first closed, 
therefore, the SCR anode is at +12 
volts. and power is applied to the 
UJT timer to initiate the timing cycle. 
At the end of this cycle, the UJT 
fires and turns on the SCR and lamp 
via a gate pulse. As the SCR conducts, 
its anode falls to near -ground poten- 
tial, making the UJT circuit inopera- 
tive. The SCR is self -latching, so the 
lamp stays on until the supply -line 
connections are broken. 

The turn -on delay of the circuit 
can be varied from approximately 8- 
80 sec by R4. Longer delays can be 
obtained by increasing the value of 
capacitor Cl. 

Notice in this and other dc cir- 
cuits described earlier that a 12 -volt, 
500 -mA lamp load has been specified, 
but any load with a current rating of 
about 50 mA to 3 amps can be used. 
Similarly, alternative supply voltages 
may be used if preferred, but in this 
case some component values may 
have to be changed. 
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Part 2 -Put silicon controlled rectifiers to work 
in your home. Build dozens of useful circuits 

LMI 
12V,500MA 

SI 

6--cf°57äRT 

SCRI 

2N3oR228 

2N3525 

. +12V Light- operated line switches 
A simple light- operated ac I ne- 

switch circuit, driving a 100 -watt lamp 
load, is in Fig. 2 -a. The lamp turns on 
automatically when the light level galls 
below a predetermined value and 
switches off when the light level rises. 

The ac line voltage is converted 
to rough dc via bridge rectifier D1 
D4, and this rough dc is then applied 
across the LMI SCR1 series net- 
work. Part of this do is also tapped 
off and smoothed by D5 and Cl, and 
is used to provide a stable 9 -volt sup- 
ply through R1 and Zener diode 1)6. 
This 9 -volt supply is then used to 
power Q I , which controls SCRI. 

Transistor Q l is wired as a sim- 
ple emitter follower, with base bias 
supplied by the R2 LDR1 divider net- 
work. Emitter current is fed to 
SCR1's gate via limiting resistor =23. 

Photocell LDR1 can be any cad- 
mium- sulphide unit, and presents a 
high resistance under dark contions 

RI 
47011 

R2 
100X2 

R3 
47K 

R4 
500K 

CI + I 

100µF 
15VWK 

Fig. 1 ( above) -Uni junction transistor 
01 applies a gate pulse to the SCR after 
timing delay. Circuit is self -latching. 
Fig. 2 -a (below) -SCR conducts, op- 
erating LM I, when LDRI tuns QI on. 

120 
OR 

240V AC 

FI 
(3 AMP) 

olo 

D5 
(SILICON) Rl 

LM I b 100W 

SCRI 

D6 
(9V) 

:.CI 

R2 
50K 

01 

2N2926 

R3 
220X2 

LORI 

a 
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R4 

and low resistance under bright con- 
ditions. Thus under bright conditions 
a low voltage appears on Q1's base 
through the voltage divider action of 
R2 LDR1. Since insufficient current 
flows in Q 1 to trigger the SCR, both 
the SCR and lamp are off. Under dark 
conditions, on the other hand, a large 
voltage appears on Q1's base, so the 
SCR is triggered on via Q1's emitter 
current, and SCRI and the lamp go 
on. The circuit is not self -latching. 

The circuit can be modified to 
give self -latching operation (Fig. 2- 
b). In this case part of the smoothed 
dc high- voltage supply is tapped off 
and fed to the SCR anode through S1 

and 125. The SCR is therefore sup- 
plied with both ac (via LM1) and 

120 
OR 

240VAC 

FI 
(3 AMP) 

dc (via R5) anode currents once it 
has been initially turned on by Q1. 
Since the direct current is above the 
SCR's minimum holding requirement, 
the circuit is self- latching. Once the 
circuit has latched on, it can be un- 
latched again by momentarily open- 
ing switch Si. 

Fig. 3 shows a more complex 
version of the light- operated line 
switch. Transistor Q1 is again wired 
as an emitter follower supplying gate 
bias to the SCR, but in this case a 
high- input- impedance Schmitt trigger 
(Q2 Q3 Q4) is connected between 
Q1's base and the R2 LDRI junc- 
tion. This enables the switching light 
level of the circuit to be precisely set. 
In addition, R5 and C2 act as a long- 

D5 RI u /1M- - 

LMI 

R5 
(=RI) 

\v SCRI 

D6 
(9V) 

SI 

LDRI 

b 

SCRI = 2N3228 ON 120V AC LINE ,OR 2N3525 ON 240VAC LINE. 
DI -D4= 200 P.I.V., 3AMP ON 120V AC LINE , OR 400 P.I.V., 3AMP ON 240V AC LINE. 

D5= 200 PI.V.,IOOMA ON 120VAC LINE, OR 400 P.I.V.,IOOMA ON 240VAC LINE. 
CI = IµF, 250VWK ON 120VAC LINE , OR IµF, 500VWK ON 240V AC LINE. 
RI = 10K, 5 WATT ON I2OV AC LINE , OR 22K ,I0 WATT ON 240V AC LINE. 

LORI ANY CADMIUM SULPHIDE PHOTOCELL WITH FACE DIAMETER GREATER 
THAN APPROX.1 /4'. 

DI* 

FI(3 
AMP) 

120 
OR 

240V AC 

Fig. 2 -b -Lamp stays on until SCR anode current is reduced by 
opening SI . Self- latching occurs because of dc applied to SCR. 

D5* RI 

*= AS IN FIG.2 
QI-04=2N2926 

Fig. 3- Adding a Schmitt trigger circuit lets you accurately set the light level 
that turns on lamp LMI. Disconnect C2 before setting light -level control R2. 
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time -constant smoothing network at 
the R2 LDR1 junction, insuring the 
SCR is not triggered by brief changes 
in light level (lightning flashes or 
passing lights). 

Under bright conditions, the 
Schmitt trigger is off, with Q3 Q4 cut 
off and Q2 saturated. A very low volt- 
age is applied to Q1's base, and the 
SCR and lamp are off. Under dark 
conditions, the Schmitt trigger is on, 
and Q3 Q4 saturate and Q2 goes off, 
applying a large voltage to Q1's base, 
and the SCR and lamp are driven on. 
This circuit is also not a self -latching 
type. 

Note that when the trigger light 
levels of this circuit are being set ini- 
tially (via R2), C2 should be tem- 
porarily disconnected, to eliminate 
the time -delay effects. 

Isolated -input line switches 
The line- switch circuits of Figs. 

2 and 3 can be readily adapted for 
inputs other than light by simply using 
alternative types of transistor sensing 
circuits. They can, for example, be 
operated by sound, by audio tones, by 
radio signals or by proximity of the 
human body, etc. Similarly, they can 
he used as lamp flashers, as delayed - 
turn-on or delayed- turnoff line switches 
if suitable timing circuits are used. 

Remember that in these circuits 
the transistor sensing circuits are 
"hot" since they are connected to one 
side of the ac line supply. For some 
applications, such as water -operated or 
touch -operated line switches, this is 
too dangerous, and the input to the 
sensing circuitry must be electrically 
isolated from the gate of the SCR. 

One way of obtaining an isolated 
input is to replace S1 of Fig. 7 or 8 
(Part 1) with a low- current relay con- 
tact, the relay itself being operated by 
the sensing circuitry, which in turn is 
powered from an isolated supply. Or 
can be replaced with a shielded LDR 
and switched light source, as shown in 
Fig. 4. 

In this case, the LDR is mounted 
in a lightproof tube, together with 
low- voltage lamp LM2, so that the 
LDR presents either a very high re- 
sistance (with LM2 off) or a very low 
resistance (with LM2 on). Thus, the 
SCR goes on when LM2 is on and off 
when LM2 is off, but LM2 is fully 
isolated from the SCR. In practical 
circuits, LM2 can be powered directly 
by transistor sensing circuitry. The 
LDR can be almost any low- to me- 
dium -power type, but must be ca- 
pable of withstanding the full ac line 
voltage. 

Phase triggering 
The ac circuits shown so far give 
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a simple on /off form of power 
control in which either full power or 
zero power is applied to the load. The 
SCR can also be used to give very 
efficient variable power control in ac 
circuits with phase triggering. This 
principle can be understood with the 
aid of Figs. 5 and 6. 

A basic full -wave, phase -trig- 
gered, variable -power- control circuit 
is shown in Fig. 5. The SCR and lamp 
are fed from a full -wave rectified 
power source, and the SCR's gate trig- 
ger signal is derived from the SCR 
anode via a variable phase -delay net- 
work. Thus, with a short phase delay 
the SCR can be triggered just after the 
start of each half -cycle. With a long 
phase delay it can be triggered near 
the end of each half -cycle or, with a 
medium phase delay, at say, halfway 
through each half -cycle. Fig. 6 shows 
the circuit waveforms that result. 

Remembering that each half - 
cycle of ac covers a 180° phase angle, 
look first at the waveforms that result 
if the gate signal is given a 5° phase 
delay. In this case the SCR is trig- 
gered 5° after the start of each half - 
cycle. Consequently, the available line 
voltage is applied to the lamp for the 
remaining 175 °, and the lamp oper- 
ates at virtually full power. But sup- 
pose the gate signal is given a 90° 
phase delay. In this case the SCR does 
not trigger until halfway through each 
half -cycle. The line voltage is applied 
to the lamp for only the final 90° of 
each half -cycle, and the lamp lights 
at half power. Finally, look at the 
case where the gate signal is delayed 
by 170 °. Power is applied to the lamp 
for only the final 10° of each half - 
cycle, and the lamp operates at near - 
zero power. 

In practical circuits the phase 
delay of the gate trigger signal is usu- 
ally fully variable from 5° to 170 °, 
enabling the load power to be smooth- 

* ly varied from near zero to maximum. 
Note, however, that since the SCR is 
either full on or full off at all times, 
very little power is "lost" in the SCR, 
making the power- control system 
highly efficient. Since the brightness 
of a lamp, or the speed of an electric 
motor, is proportional to the power 
fed into the device, phase- triggered 
SCR circuits of this type operate as 
very efficient lamp dimmers, drill - 
speed controllers, etc. 

Phase -triggered lamp dimmer 
Fig. 7 shows the circuit of an 

SCR lamp dimmer using the phase - 
triggered principle of operation. The 
line voltage is converted to rough dc 
via bridge rectifier D1 D4. This volt- 
age is applied to the SCR and to the 
UJT timer circuit. Thus, an energizing 

voltage is applied to the UJT during 
each half -cycle of ac line voltage. As 
soon as this voltage is applied, the 
UJT starts a timing cycle, at the end 
of which Q1 fires and triggers the 
SCR on. As the SCR conducts, it ap- 
plies power to the lamp, and the volt- 
age at SCR1's anode and across the 
UJT circuit falls to near zero, turning 
off the UJT for the rest of the half - 
cycle. The UJT timer is thus syn- 
chronized to operate with the 60-Hz ac 
line frequency. 

The timing period of the UJT 
can be varied over a wide range by 
R3, so the SCR can be triggered just 
after the start or near the end at any 
intermediate point of each half -cycle. 
The lamp power can be smoothly va- 
ried from near zero to maximum via 
resistor R3. 

The SCR switches from the off 
to the on state in a few microseconds. 
This generates a large number of 
harmonics, which may be injected into 

LMI 
IOOW 

be used to control efficiently the op- 
erating speeds of electric drills and 
other devices powered by u®iversal 
(ac /dc) motors. These controllers 
can work on either the full -wave. or 
half -wave principle, and can give ei- 
ther regulated or unregulated speed 
control. Half -wave controllers enable 
the motor speed to be varied from 
zero to about 75% of maximum. 
while full -wave units permit variation 
all the way from zero to maximum. 
Regulated units hold motor speed con- 
stant under all load conditions, but 
unregulated units do not. 

Fig. 8 shows the circuit of a half - 
wave unregulated speed controler. 
Network D1 R1 R2 and Cl form a 
simple phase- shifting circuit that 
works on positive half -cycles only. 
This provides a phase shift that can be 
varied from about 5° to 170° by R1. 
The Ql Q2 R3 R4 R5 circuit acts 
as a self- latching, voltage -triggered 

(continued on page 86) 

LIGHT - EXCLUDING 
TUBE 

120 
OR 

240V AC 

LDR 
(SEE 
TEXT) 

LM 2 
(6V) 

Si 

* = AS IN FIG. 3 

Fig. 4 -A light- excluding tube containing a photocell and lamp isolates 
sensing circuits from ac line. LM2 controls SCR by changing LDR resistance. 
the ac power line and cause inter- 
ference on AM radios. This problem 
is particularly acute if the SCR is 
triggered more than about 10° after 
the start of each half -cycle (as in this 
case). To help overcome this prob- 
lem, L1 and CI are wired in the cir- 
cuit as shown and act as an rf filter to 
attentuate the high -order harmonics. 
Coil L1 must be capable of carrying 
the full load current of LMI. 

Drill -speed controllers 
Phase -triggered SCR circuits can 

INPUT VOLTAGE 

GATE TRIGGER VOLTAGE 

VOLTAGE ACROSS SCRI 

VOLTAGE ACROSS LMI 

LMI 

O 

FULL -WAVE 
RECTIFIED 

LINE 
INPUT 

VOLTAGE 

SC RI 

PHASE 
DELAY 

NETWORK 

GATE 
TRIGGER 

Fig. 5 -Phase delay of SCR gate signal 
permits full range of power to lamp. 
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Fig. 6- Waveforms show effect of various phase delays on SCR and LM1 (Fig. Si. 
With a 5° gate -phase delay, most of the 180° phase angle appears across LMI. 
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ALL ABOUT IC'S 

Making Circuit 
How to squeeze diodes, transistors, capacitors, 

by BOB HIBBERD 
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS, DALLAS, TEXAS 

THE TRANSISTOR REVOLUTIONIZED ELEC- 

tronics. It made possible smaller, lighter, 
more versatile, more reliable. less costly 
electronic gear which required less oper- 
ating power. But the transistor was only 
a prelude to a much greater revolution - 
the monolithic integrated circuit. These 
devices perform complete circuit func- 
tions in a space the size of a single tran- 
sistor. As a result IC's (integrated cir- 
cuits) are becoming the basic component 
of electronic equipment. They are rapidly 
replacing assemblies of discrete transis- 
tors. diodes, resistors and capacitors. 

In this article we will see how sili- 
con monolithic integrated circuits are 
made. The method of forming the elec- 
tronic circuit elements within a single 
silicon wafer and interconnecting them 
to give a complete electronic circuit is 

detailed. 

Microelectronics 
The terms "microelectronics" and 

"integrated circuits" are sometimes used 

interchangeably. but this is not correct. 
Microelectronics is a name for extremely 
small electronic components and circuit 
assemblies, made by thin -film. thick -film 
or semiconductor techniques. An inte- 
grated circuit (IC) is a special kind of 
microelectronics. It is a circuit that has 

been fabricated as an inseparable assem- 

bly of electronic elements in a single 

structure. It cannot be divided without 
destroying its intended electronic func- 
tion. Thus, IC's come under the general 

category of microelectronics. but all mi- 
croelectronic units are not necessarily 
IC's. 

There are two basic approaches to 
modern microelectronics -monolithic in- 
tegrated circuits and film circuits. In 
monolithic intregrated circuits, all cir- 
cuit elements, active and passive, are 

simultaneously formed in a single small 
wafer of silicon. The elements are inter- 
connected by metallic stripes deposited 
onto the oxidized surface of the silicon 
wafer. 
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resistors into thousandths of an inch -Part 2 

Him circuits are made by forming 
the passive electronic components and 
metallic interconnections on the surface 
of an insulation substrate. Then the ac- 

tive semiconductor devices are added. 
usually in discrete wafer form. There are 
two types of film circuits. thin film and 
thick film. 

In thin -film circuits the passive com- 
ponents and interconnection wiring are 

formed on glass or ceramic substrates, 
using evaporation techniques. The active 
components (transistors and diodes) are 
fabricated as separate semiconductor 
wafers and assembled into the circuit. 

Thick -film circuits are prepared in a 

similar manner except that the passive 
components and wiring pattern are 
formed by silk- screen techniques on 
ceramic substrates. 

Other integrated circuits are pro- 
duced using a combination of techniques. 
In multichip circuits, the electronic com- 
ponents for a circuit are formed in two 
or more silicon wafers (chips). The 
chips are mounted side by side on a 

common header. Some interconnections 
are included on each chip. and the cir- 
cuit is completed by wiring the chips 
together with small -diameter gold wire. 

Hybrid integrated circuits are corn - 
binations of monolithic and film tech- 
niques. Active components are formed 
in a wafer of silicon using the planar 
process. and the passive components and 
interconnection wiring pattern formed on 
the surface of the silicon oxide. which 
covers the wafer, using evaporation 
techniques. 

Monolithic IC's 
The monolithic IC is often consid- 

ered a single electronic component since 
it is made and installed as single entity. 
The circuit components, as they were 

called in discrete assemblies. are referred 
to as circuit elements of integrated cir- 
cuits. From now on we use the word 
"element" for this purpose. 

Monolithic IC technology is an ex- 

tension of the diffused planar process. 
Active elements (transistors and diodes) 
and passive elements (resistors and ca- 
pacitors) are formed in the silicon slice 
by diffusing impurities into selected 
regions to modify electrical characteris- 
tics, and where necessary to form pn 
junctions. The various elements are de- 
signed so all can be formed simultaneous- 
ly by the same sequence of diffusions. 

In practice, the details of the diffu- 
sion processes are decided by the require- 
ments of the transistors. The geometry of 
the other elements is designed so desired 
values are obtained with the transistor 
diffusion schedules. All process opera- 
tions are carried out on the top surface 
of the silicon slice and all element con- 
tact regions are formed on this same 
surface. They are interconnected to form 
the complete electronic circuit by evap- 
orating a metallic wiring pattern atop the 
silicon oxide which covers the surface 
between the contact areas. 

As with planar transistors, selective 
oxide removal, diffusion and metalliza- 
tion are carried out on whole silicon 
slices. On each slice, the same circuit 
pattern is repeated a large number of 
times. For example, with an IC wafer 
50 mils square (1 mil equals 0.001 inch) 
a single slice of silicon. 1.5 inches in 
diameter, contains about 500 circuits. 
which are all processed at the same 
time (see Fig. 1). 

The general sequence of monolithic 
integrated circuit fabrication is shown 
in Fig. 2. The first step is the "bread- 
board" design of the electronic circuit 
using discrete components. The circuit is 

designed to perform the required func- 
tion and to insure that the values of the 
circuit elements are compatible with the 
diffusion processes. Next. the circuit ele- 
ments are designed dimensionally and 
the complete circuit laid out in a geo- 
metric pattern. This is usually done by 
drawing the layout about 500 times full 
size -a 50 -mil square wafer is drawn 
about 2 feet square. 
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From this drawing, a series of re- 
lated drawings are prepared, one for each 
of the oxide removal steps. Each drawing 
is reduced to actual size by a series of 
photographic processes. At the same time 
as the final reduction to life size, the pat- 
tern is repeated by indexing the photo- 
graphic plate under the image in a "step 
and repeat" sequence. 

For each oxide removal step, a 
"master" photographic mask is made. It 
contains a matrix of the circuit patterns 
in precise location over an area greater 
than the slices to be processed. Copies 
are made from the master, and are used 
to expose the photoresist selectively dur- 
ing the oxide removal steps. 

To understand IC fabrication, we 
must know how each type of circuit ele- 

PROCESSED 
SILICON IC SLICE 

50 
MILS 

ment is formed. The elements used are 
the same as those in discrete circuits - 
transistors, diodes, resistors and capaci- 
tors. A requirement common to all ele- 
ments in IC's is that each one must be 
electrically isolated from the main part 
of the silicon wafer so that unwanted 
coupling between elements is minimized. 
Then the only connections between the 
elements will be the metallized pattern 
on the surface. 

Isolation techniques 
Several isolation methods have been 

developed. The most common are diode 
isolation and oxide isolation. Diode isola- 
tion uses the very high resistance of a 
reverse -biased pn junction. In this process 
(Fig. 3), an n -type epitaxial layer is 

6.5 MILS 

F4 -50 MILS -4-1 

IC WAFER 

1 

TRANSISTOR 

4MILS 

12 MILS 

C I 
1K RESISTOR 

2 MILS 

0I 3 MILS 

4.5 MILS DIODE 

TYPICAL 
DIFFUSED ELEMENT 

DIMENSIONS 

Ial 

CIRCUIT CIRCUIT 
DESIGN LAYOUT 

PHOTOMASK FABRICATION 

I I 

D.U.F. ISOLATION 
MASK MASK 

o a-6 6 
F' 

BASE 
MASK 

SILICON CLEANED Et D.U.F. ISOLATION BASE(ETC) 
SLICE OXIDIZED DIFFUSION DIFFUSION DIFFUSION 

AND EPITAXY 

I I 

EMITTER CONTACT AND 
MASK INTERCONNECTION 

MASKS(2) 

EMITTER 

DIFFUSION 

CONTACT AND 
INTER- 

CONNECTION 

..-II. --I. i ; -a. o 
INDIVIDUAL 

CIRCUIT CHIP 
PROBE SCR BE ASSEMBLED PACKAGE FINAL 
TEST AND BREAK INTO PACKAGE WELDED TEST 

Fig. 1 (top) -A 1.5 -inch silicon slice 
can contain 500 IC wafers. Within a 
50 -mil wafer, resistors and transistors 
need the most area. Typical component 
sizes are shown. 

Fig. 2 (above) -To make an IC, 
greatly enlarged drawings are photo- 
graphically reduced to about 50 -mil 
square. Separate masks are needed for 
each oxide removal step. 
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Fig. 3 (top right) -Pn junction forma- 
tion as oxidized n -type layer (a) has 
areas opened (b), and p -type diffusion 
isolates n areas. Surface is reoxidized 
(d). 

Fig. 4 (right) -Oxide isolation starts 
with etched channels between surface - 
oxidized elements (a & b); silicon de- 
posit (c) is then lapped on inverted 
slice (d). 

grown on a p -type substrate slice of 
silicon. The surface of the epitaxial layer 
is oxidized (Fig. 3 -a) and the oxide 
selectively removed from everywhere but 
the regions in which the elements will be 
formed (Fig. 3 -b). 

A p -type diffusion is then carried 
out and the p -type regions formed extend 
down through the epitaxial layer and join 
up with the p -type substrate (Fig. 3 -c). 
This leaves n -type regions, each separated 
from the substrate by a pn junction (Fig. 
3 -d). When the final IC is operated, the 
pn junctions are all biased in the r °verse 
direction by connecting the p -type sub- 
strate to a potential more negative than 
any part of the circuit. Then each junc- 
tion presents a very high resistance 
which isolates the element formed in the 
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n -type region of the junction. 
With oxide isolation, a layer of sili- 

con oxide is formed around each element 
as in Fig. 4. On a slice of n -type single 
crystal silicon (Fig. 4 -a) channels are 
etched in the surface between the loca- 
tions planned for each element. Then the 
surface of the slice. including the chan- 
nels, is oxidized to form a continuous 
layer of silicon oxide Fig. 4 -b. Polycrystal- 
line silicon is deposited on top of the oxide 
in an epitaxial reactor (Fig. 4 -c). Finally 
the slice is inverted and the original silicon 
is lapped down so only the regions be- 
tween the channels are left (Fig. 4 -d). 
Each of these is a region of single crystal 
silicon isolated by the layer of silicon 
oxide and supported on the substrate of 
polycrystalline silicon. 

A third system of isolation used for 
special applications is called beam lead 
isolation. The circuit elements are formed 
in a wafer of silicon in the regular man- 
ner. The interconnecting metallization is 

made thicker than usual. Then the silicon 
between each element is completely re- 
moved by etching from the back side. 
The etchant does not attack the metalli- 
zation, so each element is completely 
separate and is supported from the top 
by the metallic connections. A thermo- 
setting plastic can be applied to fill the 
spaces between the elements for added 
mechanical support. 

Forming an IC transistor 
The techniques for making bipolar 

transistors for integrated circuits are simi- 
lar to those for discrete planar transistors. 
A typical arrangement using diode isola- 
tion is shown in Fig. 5 -a. After the 
isolation process, boron is diffused in to 
form the p -type base region. Then phos- 
phorus is diffused in to form the high - 
concentration nt -type emitter region. At 
the same time, another n' region is dif- 
fused into the n -type collector region so 

a low- resistance contact to the collector 
region can be made. 

There is one significant difference 
from the discrete planar transistor. The 
collector contact is made at the top sur- 
face, alongside the base and emitter con- 
tacts. This is a problem because collector 
current must flow laterally along the 
narrow n -type collector region to reach 
the contact. There is additional series - 

collector resistance compared with the 
discrete transistor. in which the collector 
contact is made to the bottom surface. 

Using D.U.F. 
To minimize this series resistance, 

a low -resistance n' -type region is selec- 

tively diffused into the substrate slice 

before the epitaxial growth of the n -type 

layer. This gives the structure in Fig. 5 -b. 

Collector current can now flow straight 
down into the low -resistance n* region 
and then sideways along it to the vicinity 
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a 
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Fig. 5 -An IC transistor, showing basic 
structure (a), preferred structure (b) 
and the device's equivalent circuit (c). 
SILICON 
OXIDE 

DIODE 
ANODE 

1 1 

DIODE 
CATHODE 

SUBSTRATE 
CONTACT 

p -TYPE SUBSTRATE 

o 

DIODE DIODE 
CATHODE ANODE 

b 

Fig 6 -a -A collector base IC diode 
used in general -purpose circuits. b- 
The faster- switchingemitter base diode. 

NEXT MONTH 
In the August article of this 

series, we'll look at how other ele- 
ments are formed in IC's. The up- 
coming section describes how re- 
sistor values are determined by p- 
type material dimensions and con- 
centration. Also covered are junc- 
tion and MOS -type capacitors, IC 
testing and assembly processes. 

of the contact, resulting in a lower series - 
collector resistance (Re5). This arrange- 
ment is called D.U.F. (Diffusion Under 
the Epitaxial Film). 

The equivalent circuit of the tran- 
sistor, including the isolation junction, is 
shown in Fig. 5 -c. The isolation junction 
has capacitance C, in parallel and series 
resistance R, due to the resistance of 
the substrate between the active transistor 
region and the substrate contact. At high 
frequencies and fast switching speeds, 
the effect of the isolation diode capaci- 
tance must be carefully evaluated, as it 
may be high enough to allow some stray 
coupling to the substrate and other ele- 
ments of the circuit. 

MOS transistors 
Because of its construction, the MOS 

(Metal Oxide Semiconductor) transistor 
is self -isolating. Both source and drain 
are isolated by their own pn junctions. 
The gate is isolated by the thin layer of 
silicon oxide. The channel formed under 
the gate is also isolated by a pn junction 
which forms with it. This means that 
MOS transistors can be fabricated in a 
smaller area than bipolar transistors, 
allowing a higher element density. 

The MOS transistor can be used as 
a resistor between source and drain. Its 
value is dependent on the gate potential 
and the transconductance of the structure. 
Resistors with values compatible with 
switching circuits can be obtained by de- 
signing the MOS structure to have a 
low transconductance (wide source to 
drain spacing) and connecting the gate 
to the drain, so that the structure is 
biased on. Such resistors can be made in 
a much smaller area than that required 
for diffused resistors, allowing a further 
increase in element density. One disad- 
vantage is that the MOS circuit has a 
considerably slower switching speed than 
the bipolar circuit. 

Integrated circuit diodes 
Integrated circuit diodes are pre- 

pared by forming pn junctions at the 
same time as one of the transistor junc- 
tions. A diode in which the cathode is 

the original n -type region and the p -type 
anode is formed during the transistor 
base diffusion is in Fig. 6 -a. This diode 
has the same reverse -voltage capability 
as the transistor collector junction, and 
is widely used for general- purpose cir- 
cuit applications. 

Where fast switching speeds are re- 
quired, emitter base diodes are used (Fig. 
6 -b). The diode anode is formed at the 
same time as the transistor base. and the 
cathode with the emitter. This gives a 
low- voltage diode with fast response 
time. To avoid unwanted effects caused 
by transistor action this type diode is 

arranged so the anode contact shorts the 
p -type anode region to the n -type region 
in which the diode is formed. R -E 
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Programmed 

HOW 

CAR STEREOS 

WORK 

by LARRY ALLEN, cet 

THESE CAPSULES TEACH YOU THE BASICS OF CAR - 
tridge -tape players for automobiles. Study each 
easily digested frame of information, then test 
your grasp of it by answering a multiple- choice 
question. If you choose correctly, you're guided 
automatically to the next programed capsule. If 
you miss, don't worry; programed extra infor- 
mation helps you learn the correct answer. 
Start with Frame 1. 

Certainly not. In the first place, the car's h rttrry 
should absorb variations of voltage caused by 

©an intermittent generator. In the second place, 
the regulator in the player should hold tape 
speed fairly constant. You should hear little or 
no wow. Go hack to Frame 22. 

Not these. Tape travel in the Orrtronic is back- 
ward, so the motor would have to be reversib e. 
The Orrtronic needs a horizontal pressure roller 
and capstan; the Lear -Jet tape is in a vertical 

eposition, and switching the drive is mechanically 
difficult. The 8 -track head can be made to pl ;y 
4 -track by tying some wires together, but t -e 
other problems preclude easy interchangeabil - 
ity. Study the diagrams in Frame 1 and t 

again. 

o 

Most car tape players are stereo, and play 
prerecorded cartridge tapes. Few can record 
blank tapes. Tape in the cartridge is an endless 
loop that unwinds from the hub and returns to 
the outer perimeter of the tape roll in the car- 
tridge. 

There are three cartridge types. Tape in 
the Fidelipac cartridge (a) has two 2- channel 
tracks of stereo program; it's called a 4 -track 
system. The machine's pressure roller and cap- 
stan. which extend into the cartridge from the 
bottom. grip the tape and pull it past the play- 
back head. The Orrtronic cartridge (b) is also 
4- track, but guides its tape differently. Tape is 
pulled past the playing head horizontally; direc- 
tion of tape travel is opposite that in the Fideli- 
pac cartridge. 

The Lear -Jet cartridge (c) has fan- 
cier guides for the tape, and the pressure roller 
is part of the cartridge. Chief difference is that 
the Lear -Jet system is 8- track; the tape holds 
four complete stereo -program tracks. This is the 
system most popular in autos. 

Question: Which two of the above cartridges 
can be interchanged by minor adaptations? 

Lear -Jet and Fidelipac. Go to Frame 24. 
Orrtronic and Lear -Jet. Go to France 3. 
Fidelipac and Orrtronic. Go to Frame 31. 

HOLE FOR PRESSURE ROLLER 
TAPE HEAD ENTERS 

GUIDE PIN HERE 

a 

HOLE FOR PRESSURE ROLLER 

TAPE HEAD ENTER; - RE 

GUIDE aI)E 

( - - 
b 

PRESSURE ROLLER 
TAPE HEAD 
ENTERS HERE 

GUIDE PIN 

c 
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You forgot to count both stereo channels. 
There's a left and a right, remember. Go back 
to Frame 21 and pick another answer (maybe 
count the stages named ?). 

You didn't get it. Use the diagram and the last 
paragraph to trace each regular action. 
Then, if you understand the sequence, you can 
trace out the right answer. Have another go at 
it -Frame 27. 

1 
That's right. A button or a metallic strip trips 

Othe solenoid, which turns the ratchet, which 
positions the head for the next stereo- program 
track. Move to Frame 26 now. 

i 

Nope. If the voltage there stayed the same, 
there would be no change in voltage across the 
motor to correct the speed. Reread the last 
paragraph of Frame 27. It describes the action 
of the regulator. 

You missed. Any of these troubles will stop the 
tape altogether. With a broken drive belt, the 
motor can't turn the flywheel capstan. A busted 
flywheel can't be driven normally, and broken 
pieces might jam other mechanisms. Of course, 
with a dead car battery, the tape machine can't 
run. Read Frame 17 more carefully and pick 
another answer. 

o 

Of course it goes downward. Action of the 
regulator with a decrease in speed is just the 
opposite of that with an increase. For a de- 
crease, the switch stays closed longer during 
each motor revolution. That puts more average 
bias on Q11, increasing conduction, and reduc- 
ing voltage at the collector. Thus more voltage 
is applied across the motor, because the motor 
gets the difference between the Q11 collector 
voltage and the supply voltage. 

Question: What happens to voltage across the 
motor when the car's battery voltage rises 
because of an overactive generator? 

El It remains constant. See Frame 28. 
It goes upward. See Frame 12. 
It goes downward. See Frame 19. 
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Not exactly. A manual button or a metallic 
strip on the tape activates the solenoid. The 
solenoid affects the ratchet, not the playing 
head. Have another look at Frame 14 and try 
another answer. 

Sorry, that's wrong. You're forgetting the basic 
principles of the regulator. The motor voltage 
stays constant only if the regulator is operating 

Oproperly. That makes motor voltage one test of 
how well a regulator is working. Go back to 
Frame 16 and try again. It'll help if you trace 
the changes, beginning at the collector of Q15. 

No, that's not it. Reread Frame 27 and then try 
Frame 9 again, remembering what the regula- 
tor is for. 

Very wrong. The battery in the car would quite 
easily keep the tape machine running until its 
charge is exhausted. Better go back to Frame 
22 and think some more about the answers. 

In 4- or 8 -track cartridge players, the tape 
is a continuous loop, you remember. Yet, with 
two and four stereo- program tracks, respective- 
ly, they need a way to change tracks. That's 
done electromechanically, by a solenoid -and- 
ratchet mechanism. It moves the head up or 
down to align with the track you want. 

Most players have a button so you can 
move the head up or down at will. It's done 
automatically at the end of each program track 
when a metallic strip shorts two contacts and 
trips the solenoid; the ratchet moves the head 
down one track. When the bottom track is fin- 
ished, some machines shut off automatically and 
eject the cartridge, some just shut off, some re- 
peat the last track till you reset for the top 
track, and so on. There are other combinations. 

Question: How does the ratchet change tracks? 

By a knob on the front or top of the unit. 
See Frame 23. 

E It doesn't. That's the job of the solenoid. 
See Frame 10. 

1 By pushing the playback head up or down to 
fit the gaps at exactly the right spot on the 
tape. See Frame 6. 
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Guess you counted them; you're right. You 
count both channels. Move on quickly to Frame 
14. 

Speed in one model of Lear -Jet player is 
controlled by the three -transistor voltage regula- 
tor. Current path for the motor is through CR2, 
Q17, the motor, and special resistor R82 (part 
of the motor). Q17 is a series regulator; its con- 
duction determines what voltage is applied to 
the motor. The bias on Q17 comes mainly from 
the voltage drop across Q14 and R73. And 
conduction through those two components de- 
pends in turn on bias (for Q14) developed by 
Q15 and resistors R58 and R59. And Q15 is 
biased mainly from a sensing network (R78- 
R79-R80-CR7) across the motor. 

14.4V 

R58 
10K 

13.85V 

017 

12.85V 

R73 
R59 10V 470 
I 

13.65V 

015 

.78V 

2500' 
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µF Ti 5V 

1.4V 

R84 
390 

PITCH 
R76 
25K 

R86S TH I 

IK 3.5 K 

R78 
220a 

R79 
200fí 

R80 
68n 

CR7 

MOTOR 

R82 
2.7 
1L 

SPECIAL 
RESISTOR = 
IN MOTOR 

Tracing the action, suppose voltage across 
the motor lowers (which would slow it down). 
Less than the normal positive voltage reaches 
the base of npn Q15, which reduces conduction. 
That makes Q15's collector -and thus Q14's 
base -more positive. Q14 is pnp, so a positive 
change on its base cuts down collector current, 
letting collector voltage go more negative. That 
change is applied to the base of Q17, another 
pnp, and raises its conduction. More voltage 
reaches the motor through Q17, restoring speed 
to normal. 

The other circuit components are mostly 
for stabilization. Motor speed can be adjusted 
by R79 and R76. R79 is the main control, with 
R76 mounted out front (labeled Pitch) to let 
the listener "fine tune" motor speed. 

Question: What happens to voltage across the 
motor if Q15 opens? 

Remains constant. See Frame 11. 
Goes upward. See Frame 32. 
Goes downward. See Frame 20. 
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The cartridge is part of the tape -handling 
machinery of an auto stereo player. Another 
important part is the motor that drives the cap- 
stan. It must run at constant speed even when 
fed voltages that vary between 11 and 15 volts. 
A husky flywheel uses inertia to help keep speed 
steady. Another aid in most players is a speed - 
regulating transistor circuit. 

The capstan is usually part of the flywheel. 
The motor is separate, with a belt -drive. In 
Lear -Jet machines, the flywheel -and capstan 
-is part of the motor; brushes an d windings fit 
inside the flywheel. The motor is dc. 

Many problems in auto stereo tape players 
are traced to the motor and associated compo- 
nents. Common complaints are: erratic speed, 
causing "wow "; nor movement of tape; or tape 
speed varying with the speed of the car engine. 

Question: In an auto stereo tape machine, a too- 
slow tape could be caused by: 

Broken drive belt, busted flywheel, or dead 
car battery. See IF 8. 
Faulty regulator, slipping drive belt, or 
dirty motor. See Frame 22. 
Slipping capstan. open winding, or open 
brushes. See Frame 30. 

Yes, the mechanical 
tape machine is the 
electronic portion, 
more trouble -prone 
perhaps you notice i 

ence shows that me 
electronic complain 
That's probably to 
dust, vibration, shat 
often gets. 

Here you are, 
quickie course, but 

part of an auto cartridge - 
most troublesome. In the 

the regulator is probably 
than any other stage-or 

t more quickly. But e'gperi- 
chanical troubles outnumber 
is by two or three times. 
be expected, considering the 

ing, and battering the unit 

right in the middle of this 
relax -you just graduatEd! 

li Wrong. You're being fooled by those sequence 
descriptions. Think about the purpose of a regu- 
lator, and then try answering the question in 
Frame 9 again. 

Not this time. The 
regulator take some 
agine all connectior 
which direction each 
that'll eventually tell 
tor voltage. Go back 

sequence of changes in this 
tracing to understand. Im- 
s to Q15 severed. Decide 
voltage would change, and 
you what happens to mo- 

to Frame 16. 

Thi s article continues on page 58 
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Someone 
should develop 

an easy way 
to learn 

electronics at 
home 

.,.ifr.w.. _ 

Here is a modern approach to learning electronics 
at home! RCA Institutes, one of the nation's largest 
schools devoted to electronics, has developed 
a faster, easier way for you to gain the skills and the 
knowledge you need for the career of your choice. 
Here for the first time is a student -proved, scientifically 
designed way to learn. If you have had any doubts in the 
past about home training in electronics -if you have 
hesitated because you thought you might not be able 
to keep up -or that electronics was too complicated to 
learn -here is your answer! Read how RCA Institutes 
has revolutionized its home training ideas! 
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ALL CAREER PROGRAMS 
BEGIN WITH "AUTOTEXT" 
INSTRUCTION METHOD! 

Prepare for the field of your 
choice immediately! 
No previous training or 
experience in electronics 
needed! 

With this new revolutionized method 
of home training you pick the career 
of your choice -and RCA Institutes 
trains you for it. RCA's Career 
Programs assure you that everything 
you learn will help you go directly to 
the field that you have chosen! No 
wasted time learning things you'll 
never use on the job! The Career 
Program you choose is especially 
designed to get you into that career in 
the fastest, easiest possible way! 

And each Career Program starts 
with the amazing "AUTOTEXT" 
Programmed Instruction Method -the 
new, faster way to learn that's almost 
automatic! "AUTOTEXT" helps even 
those who have had trouble with 
conventional home training methods 
in the past. This is the "Space Age" 
way to learn everything you need to 
know with the least amount of time 
and effort. 

CHOOSE A CAREER PROGRAM NOW 
Your next stop may be the job of your 
choice. Each one of these RCA 
Institutes Career Programs is a 
complete unit. It contains the know - 
how you need to step into a profitable 
career. Here are the names of the 
programs and the kinds of jobs they 
train you for. Which one is for you? 
Television Servicing. Prepares you 
for a career as a TV Technician/ 
Serviceman; Master Antenna 
Systems Technician; TV Laboratory 
Technician; Educational TV 
Technician; CATV Technician. 
FCC License Preparation. For those 
who want to become TV Station 
Engineers, Communications 
Laboratory Technicians, or Field 
Engineers. 
Automation Electronics. Gets you 
ready to be an Automation 
Electronics Technician; 
Manufacturer's Representative; 
Industrial Electronics Technician. 
Automatic Controls. Prepares you to 
be an Automatic Controls Electronics 
Technician; Industrial Laboratory 

r 

Technician; Maintenance Technician; 
Field Engineer. 

Digital Techniques. For a career as a 
Digital Techniques Electronics 
Technician; Industrial Electronics 
Technician; Industrial Laboratory 
Technician. 

Telecommunications. For a job as TV 
Station Engineer, Mobile 
Communications Technician, Marine 
Radio Technician. 

Industrial Electronics. For jobs as 
Industrial Electronics Technicians; 
Field Engineers; Maintenance 
Technicians; Industrial Laboratory 
Technicians. 

Nuclear Instrumentation. For those 
who want careers as Nuclear 
Instrumentation Electronics 
Technicians; Industrial Laboratory 
Technicians; Industrial Electronics 
Technicians. 

Solid State Electronics. Become a 
specialist in the Semiconductor Field. 

Electronics Drafting. Junior 
Draftsman, Junior Technical 
Illustrator; Parts Inspector; Design 
Draftsman Trainee Chartist. 

SEPARATE COURSES 
in addition, in order to meet specific 
needs, RCA Institutes offers a wide 
variety of separate courses which 
may be taken independently of the 
Career Programs, on all subjects from 
Electronics Fundamentals to 
Computer Programming. Complete 
information will be sent with your 
other materials. 

CONVENIENT PAYMENT PLANS 
RCA Institutes offers liberal monthly 
payment plans to suit your budget. 
Be sure to check out all the RCA 
extras included at no additional cost. 

VALUABLE EQUIPMENT 
You receive valuable equipment to 
keep and use on the job -and you 
never have to take apart one piece to 
build another. 

Programmed Electronics 
Breadboard. You now will receive a 
scientifically programmed electronic 
breadboard with your study material. 
This breadboard provides limiless 
experimentation with basic electrical 
and electronic circuits involving 
vacuum tubes and transistors and 
includes the construction of a 
working signal generator and 
superheterodyne AM Receiver. 

Bonus From RCA -Multimeter and 
Oscilloscope Kits. At no additional 
cost, you will receive with almost 
every RCA Institutes Career Prcgram 
the instruments and kit material 
you need to build a multimetar and 
oscilloscope. The inclusion of both 
these kits is an RCA extra. 

CLASSROOM TRAINING 
ALSO AVAILABLE 
RCA Institutes maintains one o' the 
largest schools of its kind in New 
York City where classroom arc 
laboratory training is available i -t day 
or evening sessions. You maybe 
admitted without any previous 
technical training; preparatory 
courses are available if you haven't 
completed high school. 
Coeducational classes start fo:jr 
times a year. 

JOB PLACEMENT SERVICE, TOO! 
Companies like IBM, Bell Telept-one 
Labs, GE, RCA, Xerox, Honeywe !, 

Grumman, Westinghouse, and major 
Radio and TV Networks have 
regularly employed graduates 
through RCA Institutes' own 
placement service. 

SEND ATTACHED POSTAGE PAID ':ARD 
FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION, NO OB- 
LIGATION. 

All RCA Institutes courses arc 
programs are approved for veter- 
ans under the new G.I. Bill. 

Accredited Member 
National Home Study Council 

IF REPLY CARD IS DETACHED -SEND THIS COUPON TODAY 

RCA INSTITUTES, Inc., Dept. RE -79 
320 West 31st Street, N.Y., N.Y. 10001 

Please rush me FREE sample of a lesson and illustrated catalog. I understan j I 

that I am under no obligation. 

Name Age 

_J 

(please print) 
Address 

City 

State Zip 

L 
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continued from page 63 

e 

The electronic portion of auto stereo is fa- 
miliar. It's like stereo amplification in any tape 
player. For example, in one Motorola model, 
one stereo channel has a pair of preamps, a 
tone -control emitter follower, a predriver, a 
driver, and a power amp; the other channel has 
the same lineup. This complement is typical. 

In machines that play both 4- and 8 -track 
cartridges, a switch is included to tie certain 
tracks of the 8 -track playing head together for 
playing 4 -track tapes. That wiring is easy to 
trace in the service schematic for the model. 

Question: How many stages in an auto stereo 
unit with single -ended audio output stages? 

Twelve, not counting a regulator. See Frame 
15. 
Six, not counting a regulator. See Frame 4. 
Fourteen, not counting a regulator. See 
Frame 29. 

Sure! (I) A bad regulator can let the motor slow 
down. (2) A slipping drive belt won't turn the 
flywheel as steadily as it should; the tape may 
alternate between normal and slow, as the belt 
sometimes holds and sometimes slips. (3) Autos 
are dirt- and dust -catchers. If anyone oils the 
motor improperly, it can become a muddy mess 
in a week or two. Even dry dust and dirt can 
bind the motor and slow it down. 

Other problems can slow a tape down, and 
most of them can also cause wow. A loose pres- 
sure roller, or one that's hard and slick, is an 
example. Oxide from tape can collect on the 
capstan and pressure roller (sometimes called 
pinch roller) and glaze them enough to cause 
slippage. 

If the car battery is low, and the tape play- 
er runs slow when the car engine is off, the 
transistor regulator may be at fault. 

It is possible for a cartridge to feed tape 
slowly. The rollers or guide posts in the car- 
tridge may hold it back. Try a cartridge you 
know is okay. (There's not much you can do 
to fix a faulty cartridge.) 

Question: If the generator in a car cuts in and 
out, what is the effect on the cartridge tape 
player? 

None; the player operates normally. Go to 
Frame 27. 
The player goes dead every time the genera- 
tor cuts out. Go to Frame 13. 
The tape speed varies up and down as the 
generator cuts in and out. Go to Frame 2. 
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Oh no! There's no mechanical knob to bother 
with; the job is done electromechanically, re- 
member? Try another answer for Frame 14. 

Right you are. An adapter in the hole of a Fi- 
delipac cartridge supplies a pressure roller. Or, 
the machine's pressure roller can be moved out 
of the way when playing a Lear -Jet cartridge. 
An 8 -track playback head is easy to wire up so 
it plays 4 -track tapes. So, minor modifications 
make it possible to play both cartridges on one 
machine. Good work. Now move to Frame 17. 

'Tisn't this part, so it must be the other. Look al 
Frame 18. 

Here are some points to consider when you 
service a cartridge -tape player from an auto- 
mobile. 

1) Think of electronic and mechanical 
troubles separately. Work on one at a time. 

2) If tape won't move smoothly, try anoth- 
er cartridge. Clean the capstan, pressure (pinch) 
roller, drive belts, motor shaft, pulleys, and 
idlers with isopropyl alcohol or a commercial 
cleaner. Keep lubricants out. 

3) If tape stops, check the cartridge. Make 
sure it's pushed in far enough to trip the switch. 
If the motor heats, it's binding. If not, it might 
have an open winding or brush. The regulator 
circuit or motor ground might be open. 

4) For noise, check loose parts and other 
possible vibrations. Then check for moving 
parts that rub adjacent parts. Don't discount 
electrical noise, even if the noise sounds me- 
chanical. Clean the heads regularly (alcohol is 
okay). Try another cartridge. 

5) Wow can be caused by a cartridge, by 
the regulator, by a draggy motor, or by slipping 
pulleys, belts, or drives. If the wow sound is 
regular, check circular moving parts. If it's ir- 
regular, check voltages or possible bind spots. 

6) A good cleanup and adjustment every 6 
months does a lot for dependable operation. 

Question: Which portion of an automobile 
stereo -tape machine is most likely to cause 
trouble? 

The electronic part. See Frame 25. 
The mechanical part. See Frame 18. 
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That's right. The car's battery should absorb 
most of any wide variation in voltage from the 
faulty generator, and the transistor regulator in- 
side the player should handle any remaining 
variation. 

RITI 

27 

06v 

Regulators divide into two main types: true 
speed governors and voltage -only regulators. 
An example of the governor type, used in a 
Delco tape player, is diagramed above. Opera- 
tion is not complicated. 

A transistor, a capacitor, and a centrifugal 
switch in the motor are the chief components. 
When voltage is first applied to the motor, C114 
acts as a direct ground while charging. The mo- 
tor starts turning. The switch inside the motor, 
being normally closed, also applies the charging 
voltage to the base of Q11. Being positive. that 
voltage forward- biases Q11, and the conducting 
transistor takes over as ground return for the 
motor as the capacitor charge builds up. 

As the motor approaches normal speed, 
the internal switch starts opening up as the mo- 
tor whirls. The speed determines how often it 
opens, and that sets average bias for Q11. Con- 
duction of Q 1 1 determines how the voltage 
divides between the transistor and the motor. 
The motor in the diagram stabilizes at about 5 
volts -with 13 volts on the battery line, 8 volts 
is dropped across the transistor. 

If speed increases. the switch opens more 
often, lowering bias; the transistor conducts less. 
and drops more of the voltage; less voltage is 
left for the motor and it slows down to normal. 
Capacitor Cl 14 becomes a smoothing filter to 
keep the voltage constant, and prevent speed 
"hunting." This kind of governor is effective 
whether the speed variation comes from slight 
tape drag in a cartridge or from changes in bat- 
tery voltage. 

Question: If tape speed decreases, the dc voltage 
at the collector of Q11 .. . 

remains constant. See Frame 7. 
goes upward. See Frame 5. 
goes downward. See France 9. 
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Yes, that's right. It remains constant if the regu- 
lator is working. A higher car voltage tuns the 
motor faster, which opens the switch mol-e of- 
ten, which biases the transistor less, which raises 
collector voltage just enough to equalize the 
voltage across the motor -returning it to the 
normal 5 volts that produces correct speed. 
Now move to Frame 16 and study another regu- 
lator. 

Careful, there. You're on the right track but You 
picked the wrong answer. You probably thought 
about push -pull outputs and counted them as 
two stages per channel. Go back to Frame 21 
and notice that the question specifies single - 
ended. 

Guess again. A more careful reading of Frame 
17 will remind you that the capstan is pari of 
the flywheel and can't slip. Information follow- 
ing the correct answer tells you what capstan 
defects might cause slow tape feed. 

Either of the other two faults in this an- 
swer stops the motor completely; tape doesn't 
move at all. Try another answer for Frame 17. 

Wrong. The chief stumbling block is the appo- 
site direction of tape travel and the different 
drive planes. The Orrtronic tape travels from 
right to left, and is flat or horizontal. In the 
Lear -Jet cartridge, tape goes from left to right, 
and is held vertically. Both are 4- track, but that 
isn't enough. Study the illustrations in Frame 1 

again and try another answer. 

Yes, it does. With Q15 open, voltage at the base 
of Q14 rises almost to 14.4 volts. With conduc- 
tion in Q14 almost cut off, Q14's collector volt- 
age drops low, making bias on Q17 heavy in 
the forward direction. Result: heavy conduction 
and a fast -running motor. 

If you don't understand regulators now, go 
back and review them, beginning at Frame 27. 
When you get to here again, move on to Frame 
21. 
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BURGLAR ALARM 
Series 6000 solid state microwave Dop- 
pler Radar Systems in the UHF Range 
provide complete wall -to -wall, floor -to- 
ceiling protection for an area of up to 
2500 feet per sensor. 

Stable operation, with two alarm 
stages. 
Transistorized design, low power con- 
sumption, (less than 3 watt). 
Compatible with all other types of 
burgular alarm equipment. 
Modular construction, adaptable to 
every installation. 
Automatic, variable reset of alarm 
conditions, from 5 sec. min. to 10 min. 
plus. 
Low cost, only 5f to 150 per protected 
sq. ft., depending on final systems 
configuration. 
Designed for continuous, indoor 
operation and easy installation. 

artronix 
SURVEILLANCE 

St. Louis, Mo. 63144 
Phone: 644 -2456 

716 Hanley Industrial CL 
Area Code 314 

Circle 28 on reader service card 

Ewe 
ALL SILICON ELECTRONIC 
IGNITION SAVES MONEY 
ON GAS AND TUNE -UP ! 

Makes starting easier and delivers 

a constant 32,000 volt output. 
Your plugs will last for up to 

50,000 miles. 

SCI's guaranteed Electronic Igni- 

tion eliminates 2 out of 3 tune -ups 

and gives you easier starting, higher 

gas mile, more power and higher 

reliability. Guaranteed for one year. 

Delivered complete ready to install. 

COSTS ONLY $28.95 
IlSEMI- CONDUCTOR INDUSTRIES¡ 

P.O. Box 27, Boston, Mass. 02131 
Please send me details a and/or I 

Mg Electronic Ignitions 
f:heck or money order enclosed 

Alt 
NAME i 

STREET 1 

CITY ZIP 1 

SAVES MONEY ON GAS & TUNE -UP 

Circle 29 on reader service card 

CCTV SECURITY SYSTEMS 

Ampex Corp. 
401 Broadway 
Redwood City, Calif. 

Craig Corporation 
2302 E. 15 Street 
Los Angeles, California 90021 

Concord Electronics Corp. 
1935 Armacost Ave. 
Los Angeles, Calif. 90025 

Fairchild Space and Defense Systems 
30 Park Place 
Paramus, N. J. 07652 

Sony Corporation of America 
VTR Division 
47 -47 Van Dam Street 
Long Island City, N. Y. 11101 

PHOTOELECTRIC SYSTEMS 

Arrowhead Enterprises Inc. 
P.O. Box 191 

Bethel, Conn. 06801 

Ballistics Control Corp. 
39 -50 Crescent St. 
Long Island City, N. Y. 11101 

Continental Instruments Corp. 
110 Atlantic Ave. 
Lynbrook, N. Y. 11563 

Security Electronics Inc. 
Box 14224 
Omaha, Neb. 68114 

OTHER SECURITY DEVICES 

General Telephone & Electronics 
Corp. 

(APARTMENT ENTRANCE 
SECURITY) 

730 Third Ave, 
New York, N. Y. 10017 

On -Guard Corp. of America 
(AUTOMOBILE ALARMS) 
343 West 37 St. 
New York, N. Y. 10018 

Squires Sanders 
(VIDEO MOTION DETECTOR) 
Martinsville, Road 
Liberty Corner, N. J. 07938 
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SIGNAL GENERATOR 
FOR 2 -WAY RADIO 

Precision equipment is needed to 
align the i.f, circuits in two -way radios 
using dual -conversion receivers with 
crystal -controlled oscillators. Here is a 
simple transistor signal generator that I 
built for aligning the 290 -kc second i.f. 
circuits in the G -E two -way radios of 
the local power company. 

The generator uses three identical 
crystal -controlled oscillators operating 
on 285, 290 and 295 kc. The diagram 
shows the circuit of one of the oscil- 
lators. The three oscillators are connect- 
ed to a 9 -volt battery through a three - 
position selector switch. 

To align the low i.f., feed the 290 - 
kc signal into the circuit and tune the 
discriminator transformer secondary for 
zero on a meter connected to the dis- 

285 KC XTAL 

a 

2N2I88 
100PF 

4 70PF 001 

RFC = 
2MH 

OUTPUT 

TO OTHER CKTS 

.02 285 290 295 
KC AKC OFF 

o 

9V 
.- + BATT 

KC 

criminator test point. Switch between 
the 285- and 295 -kc oscillators and note 
the meter readings. Tune the discrimin- 
ator transformer primary for equal posi- 
tive and negative voltage readings. 

Now, switch back to the 290 -kc 
oscillator and tune each low i.f. trans- 
former for maximum reading on the 
meter inserted in the grid circuit of the 
second limiter. This completes the low - 
frequency alignment. -Larry Loper 

Circle 30 on reader service card 
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We build better 
PA profits into the 
base of every PA3O 
Paging Speaker! 
ELECTRO -VOICE PA3OAT /PA3ORT 

What's the source of your biggest profit (r. squeeze? Labor costs. And they re going 
higher every day. So the longer an inslller spends 
on top of a ladder, the smaller your prAts. Indeed, 
on competitive bids, high labor costs can put you 
right out of the ball park. 

This problem is one of the reasons Or Electro- 
Voice PA30 paging speakers are attract.zg so many 
thoughtful sound men. Because we didn : stop when 
we created speakers with competitive performance 
and prices. We also considered how they would 
be installed. 

Transformer Taps Easily Selected 
For instance, constant -voltage 

models have transformers with 
screwdriver (or coin) adjusted taps 
that are easy to see and reach no 
matter where you point the 
speaker. There are no pretty but 
useless plastic terminal covers to 
hinder you. Readjusting levels 
takes moments -not minutes. 

Permanently Attached Lead-In 
And each PA30 has a heavy -duty leaf wire per- 

manently attached. Long enough to go directly to 
an ad;acent conduit without splicing. Or easily at- 
tached to surface wiring with wire nu_: (which we 
supply). Simple, fast, reliable. 

Improved Swivel Mount 
Even our swivel mount is easier to use. No loose 

parts. No Chinese puzzles. And an in:ral spring 
gives you a "third hand" when you r e?c it most, 
in assembling the horn to the base. N$ng could 
be simpler or faster. 

Eight Useful Models 
We offer a complete line. 8 modes. All rated 

at 30 watts, with a sound pressure leve. of 127 db. 
Each has clean, peak -free response Tien 250 to 
14,000 Hz. Sound that's equal to your tot_ ghest jobs. 

The PA3OAT has 120° x 90° dispersion from its 
rectangular molded Implex horn. $28 5) net. The 
PA3ORT features a round, spun- alumsllm horn 
with 105° dispersion. $30.60 net. Bott have either 
25- or 70.7 -volt line- matching transformers built 
in. A tap switch provides 30, 15, 8, 4, o- 2 watts 
output. Also available, less transformer, with 8 ohm 
or 45 ohm voice coils. 

Electro -Voice PA30 paging speakers do more 
than build your reputation for good sound. They 
can help offset rising labor costs. But prove it for 
yourself. Put E -V PA30's on the job tzday. It can 
be a big step up. 

ELECTRO- VOICE, INC., Dept. 796E 

613 Cecil Street, Buchanan, Michigan 49107 

acc: 
A SUBSIDIARY OF GULTON INDUSTRIES, INC. 
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9 Exciting New Kits 

Kit 1G 28 $7995* 
Standard 9 x 9 Display OR Exclusive Heath "3 x 3" Display 

Color Bars Shading Bars 3x3 Color Bars 

3x3 Dot 

l f 

Horizontal Bars Vertical Bars 3x3 Horizontal 

L 
3x3 Shading 

3x3 Cross Hatch 

3x3 Vertical 

NEW 
Kit IP -28 

$4759* 

NEW 
Kit ID -29 

NEW 
Kit G R -98 

$49 95* 

NEW 
Kit GR -88 

$4995* NEW 
Kit GD -48 

$5995* 

72 

NEW Heathkit Color Bar -Dot Generator ...Advanced 
Integrated Circuitry Produces 12 Patterns Plus Clear 
Raster, Eliminates Divider Chain Instability Forever 
The new 1G -28 is the signal source for all color and B &W TV servicing. No 
other instrument at any price will give as much stable, versatile TV servicing 
capability. Its solid -state circuitry produces dots, cross hatch, vertical and 
horizontal bars, color bars, and shading bars in the familiar 9x9 display ... 
plus exclusive Heath 3x3 display of all these patterns ... plus a clear raster that 
lets you adjust purity without upsetting AGC adjustment. Fifteen J -K Flip - 
Flops and associated gates count down from a crystal controlled oscillator, 
eliminating divider chain instability and adjustments. And for time -saving con- 
venience the IG -28 has variable front panel tuning for channels 2 through 6. 
Plus & minus going video signals at the turn of a front panel control ... for 
sync, in- circuit video or chroma problems, use the front panel sync output. 
Two front panel AC outlets for test gear, TV set, etc. Built -in gun shorting cir- 
cuits and grid jacks too. Add any service -type scope with horizontal input and 
you have vectorscope display capability as well. Fast, enjoyable circuit board - 
wiring harness construction. You can't beat the Heathkit IG -28 for versatility 
or value ... put it on your bench now. 8 lbs. 

NEW Heathkit 1 -30 VDC Solid -State Regulated Power Supply 
The new modestly priced IP -28 is an excellent power supply for anyone working 
with transistors. Compact Heathkit instrument styling with large, easy -to -read 
meter ... two voltage ranges - 10 V., 30 V.... two current ranges - 100 mA, 
1 A. External sensing permits regulation of load voltage rather than terminal 
voltage. Adjustable current limiting prevents supply overloads and excessive 
load current. Convenient standby switch. Fast, easy assembly with one circuit 
board and wiring harness. Order yours today! 9 lbs. 

NEW Heathkit Solid -State Auto Tune -Up Meter ... 
Measures Dwell, RPM And DC Voltage 
The new Heathkit ID -29 is most versatile ... really three automotive test instru- 
ments in one. Measures Dwell on all 4- cycle, 3, 4, 6, or 8 cylinder engines ... 
measures RPM in two ranges, 0 -1500 and 0 -4500. . measures DC voltage 
from 0 to 15 volts. And no batteries are needed ... running engine provides both 
signal and power. Easy to use ... on both 6 and 12 volt system without changing 
leads. Lightweight and easy to carry ... its black polypropylene case has a 
built -in lead storage compartment and is resistant to virtually everything. Fast, 
simple assembly ... only about 5 hours. The perfect accessory for the handy- 
man, emergency road service personnel or shop mechanics ... order your 
ID -29 now. 4 lbs. 

NEW GR -88 Solid -State Portable VHF -FM Monitor Receiver 
Tunes both narrow and wide band signals between 154 -174 MHz ... for police, 
fire, most any emergency service. Exceptional sensitivity and selectivity, will 
outperform other portable receivers. Smart compact styling, portable or fixed 
station capability with accessory AC power supply, variable tuning plus single 
channel crystal control, collapsible whip antenna, adjustable squelch control, 
easy circuit board construction. The new GR -88 receiver is an added safety 
precaution every family should have ... get yours today! 5 lbs. 

NEW GR -98 Solid -State Portable Aircraft Monitor Receiver 

Tunes 108 through 136 MHz for monitoring commercial and private aircraft 
broadcasts, airport control towers, and many other aircraft related signals. Same 
exceptional features as the GR -88 above. The perfect receiver for aviation 
enthusiasts. 5 lbs. GRA -88 -1, Accessory AC Power Supply... $7.95* 

NEW GD -48 Solid -State Metal Locator 

A low cost, versatile, professional metal detector at one -third the cost of com- 
parable detectors. Packed with features for long life, rugged reliability, and 
dozens of uses ... battery operated, completely portable, weighs only 3 lbs... . 

highly sensitive, probes down to 7' depth ... built -in speaker signals presence 
of metal, front panel meter gives visual indication, built -in headphone jack, 
telescoping shaft for height adjustment, easy -to -use and easy -to- assemble. 
Whether you're an amateur weekend hobbyist or a professional treasure hunter, 
the GD -48 is for you ... also a great help to contractors, surveyors, Gas, Elec- 
tric, Telephone and other public Utility Companies. 4 lbs. 
GD -396, Headphones, 2000 ohm (Superex)... $3.50* 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS 
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From The Leader <:=N* HFATHKIT" 

NEW Heathkit Ultra -Deluxe "681" Color TV With AFT ... 
Power Channel Selection & Built -In Cable -Type Remote Control 
The new Heathkit GR -681 is the v.orld's most advanced Color TV with more 
built -in features than any other set on the market. Automatic Fine Tuning on 
all 83 channels ... eliminates touchy fine tuning forever, power push button 
VHF channel selection, built -in cable -type remote control ... or you can add 
the optional GRA -681 -6 Wireless Remote Control any time you wish ... plus 
the built -in self -servicing aids that are standard on all Heathkit color TV's but 
can't be bought on any other set at any price. Other features include a bridge - 
type low voltage power supply for superior regulation: high & low AC taps to 
insure that the picture transmitted exactly fits the "681" screen. Automatic 
degaussing, 2 -speed transistor UHF tuner, hi -fi sound output, two VHF antenna 
inputs, top quality American brand color tube with 2 -year warranty. 
GRA- 295 -4, Mediterranean Cabinet shown $119.50' 
Heathkit "295" Color TV 
Big, Bold, Beautiful . with the same high performance features and built -in 
servicing facilities as the GR -681 above ... but less the Automatic Fine Tuning, 
push button VHF power tuning and built -in cable -type remote control. You 
can add the optional GRA -295 -6 Wireless Remote Control at any time. 
GRA- 295 -1, Contemporary Walnut Cabinet shown . $62.95' 
Both the GR -681 and GR -295 fit into the same Heath factory assembled 
cabinets; not shown, Early American style at $99.95. 
NEW Deluxe Heathkit "581" Color TV With AFT 
The new Heathkit GR -581 will add a new dimension to your TV viewing. Brings 
you color pictures so beautiful, so natural, so real ... puts professional motion 
picture quality right into your living room. Has the same high performance 
features and exclusive self -servicing facilities as the GR -68l, except with 227 
sq. inch viewing area, and without power VHF tuning or built -in cable -type 
remote control. The optional GRA -227 -6 Wireless Remote Control can be 
added any time you wish. And like all Heathkit Color TV's you have a choice 
of different installations ... mount it in a wall, your own custom cabinet, your 
favorite B &W TV cabinet, or any one of the Heath factory assembled cabinets. 
GRA- 227 -2, Mediterranean Oak Cabinet shown .. $99.50' 
Heathkit "227" Color TV 
Same as the GR -581 above, but without Automatic Fine Tuning . same 
superlative performance, same remarkable color picture quality, same built -in 
servicing aids. Like all Heathkit Color TV's you can add optional Wireless 
Remote Control at any time (GRA -227 -6). And the new Table Model TV 
Cabinet and roll around Cart is an economical way to house your "227" ... 
just roll it anywhere, its rich appearance will enhance any room decor. 
GRS- 227 -6, New Cart and Cabinet combo shown . 549.95" 
Both the GR -581 and GR -227 fit into the same Heath factory assembled 
cabinets; not shown, Contemporary cabinet $59.95.* 

NEW Heathkit Deluxe "481" Color TV With AFT 
The new Heathkit GR-48 I has all the same high performance features and ex- 
clusive self -servicing aids as the new GR -581, but with a smaller tube size ... 
180 sq. inches. And like all Heathkit Color TV's it's easy to assemble ... no 
experience needed. The famous Heathkit Color TV Manual guides you every 
step of the way with simple to understand instructions, giant fold -out pictorials 

. even lets you do your own servicing for savings of over $200 throughout the 
life of your set. If you want a deluxe color TV at a budget price the new Heathkit 
GR -481 is for you. 
GRA- 180 -1, Contemporary Walnut Cabinet shown $49.95' 
Heathkit "180" Color TV 
Feature for feature the Heathkit "180" is your best buy in color TV viewing ... 
has all the superlative performance characteristics of the GR -481, but less Auto- 
matic Fine Tuning. For extra savings, extra beauty and convenience, add the 
table model cabinet and mobile cart. Get the value -packed GR -180 today. 
GRS- 180 -5, Table Model Cabinet & Cart combo $39.95' 
Both the GR -481 and GR -180 fit the same Heath factory assembled 
cabinets; GRA- 180 -2, Early American Cabinet $75.00. 
Add the Comfort And Convenience Of Full Color Wireless Remote Control 
To Any Rectangular Tube Heathkit Color TV ... New Or Old ! 

Kit GRA- 681 -6, for Heathkit GR -681 Color TV's $59.95` 
Kit GRA- 295 -6, for Heathkit GR -295 & GR -25 TV's S69.95' 
Kit GRA- 227 -6, for Heathkit GR -581; GR -481 & GR -180 
Color TV's. $69.95' 

JULY 1969 

NEW 
FREE 1969 CATALOG! 
Now with more kits, more color. 
Fully describes these along with 
over 300 kits for stereo /hi -fi, 
color TV, electronic organs, elec- 
tric guitar & amplifier, amateur 
radia, marine, educational, CB, 
home & hobby. Mail coupon or 
write Heath Company, Benton 
Harbor, Michigan 49022. 

Now There Are 6 Heathkit® 
Color TV's To Choose From 

2 Models In 295 Sq. Inch Size NEW 
Kit GR -681 
With AFT 

$49995* 
(less cabinet) 

Kit GR -295 

$44995* 
(less cabinet) 

2 Models In 227 Sq. Inch Size 

NEW 
Kit GR -5B1 
with AFT 

(less cabinet) 

Kit GR -227 
NOW ONLY 

$37995* 
(less cabinet 

& cart) 

2 Models In 180 Sq. Inch Size 
NEW 

Kit GR -481 
with AFT 

$359(l5scabi et) 

Kit GR -180 
NOW ONLY 

$32995 ' 
(less cabinet & cart) 

HEATH COMPANY, Dept. 20 -7 
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022 

Enclosed is $ 
a Schlumberger company 

plus shipping. 

Please send model (s) 
Please send FREE Heathkit Catalog. Please send Credit Application. 

Name 

Address 

City State Zip 
*Mail order prices; F.O.B. factory. Prices & specifications subject to change without notice. CL- 357 

Circle 31 ort reader service card 
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BASS BOOST 
1 want more bass response in a 

stereo amplifier. 1 added a 12 -inch 
speaker in place of the original 5 x 7, 
hut it didn't help much. What more 
can 1 do ? -G. M., Flushing, N. Y. 

Notice that your stereo amp uses 
35C5 tubes in the audio output, (one 
per channel) with only 150 volts on 
the plates? So, your actual power out- 
put can't be more than about 1.5 
watts each. In a composite tone, such 
as music, almost all of the power is 
in the lower frequencies. So, with so 
little actual power available, you're 
not going to break any windows with 
the bass! 

Suggestion: Since bass is mostly 
nondirectional, get hold of an old PA 
or juke -box amplifier, and rig up a 
center channel for the bass only. Use 
your present stereo signals for the 
mid -range and highs, and put the 
woofer in the center. This is done in- 
tentionally in some high -priced out- 
fits, and gives good results. 

Old juke -box amplifiers can be 
bought for a small price, and some of 
them have 12- or even 15 -inch speak- 
ers with them. They're noted, some- 
times disdainfully, among hi -fi fans for 
their walloping bass. That ought to 
give you enough low- frequency re- 
sponse for anyone! R -E 

SPACE ALARM DIRECTORY 

Each listing is identified as to type. 
1. Microwave. 2. Ultrasonic. 

Artronix Surveillance 
716 Hartley Industrial Ct. 
St. Louis, Mo. 63144 

Advanced Devices Laboratory 1 

701 Kings Row 
San Jose, Calif. 95122 

Euphonics Marketing 2 
202 Park Street 
Miami Springs, Fla. 33166 

Holmes Electric Protection 2 
370 Seventh Ave. 
New York, N. Y. 10001 

Radar Devices Mfg. Corp. 1 

22003 Harper Ave. 
St. Clair Shores, Mich. 48080 

Radar Detection Systems Inc. 1 

6300 Northern Blvd. 
East Norwich, N. Y. 11732 

Sonaguard 2 
119 Dover St. 
Sommerville, Mass. 02144 

Walter Kidde & Co. Inc. 2 
675 Main St. 
Belleville, N. J. 07109 

PERMA -POWER 
GETS 
PERSONAL ! 

Your personal friends at Perma -Power keep 
pace with the TV market. It's hard to find 

replacement picture tubes for personal 
portable TV sets but it's easy to extend the 

useful life of the old ones with this new 
Vu- Brite. Model C -414 restores like -new 
clarity to 4.5 and 6.3 volt CRT's on AC 

operated sets. (Briteners aren't effective on 
sets equipped for battery operation). Now 

available at your distributor $2.00 dealer net. 

NEW VU -BRITE 
FOR MINIATURE 
BASE TUBES ON 
PERSONAL 
PORTABLE 

TV SETS 
VU -BRITE 
MODEL 

C-414 
Series Only 

For these 
and other 
4.5 and 6.3 
volt tubes 

11RP4 12CDP4 12CNP4 
12BFP4 12CFP4 16CFP4 
12BMP4 12CMP4 16CQP4 

Division of Chamberlain Manufacturing Corporation 

P%N a:PelU1NeIL. 5740 North Tripp Avenue Chicago, Illinois 60646 

Circle 32 on reader service card 

ALARM SYSTEM DIRECTORY 

Each listing in this column is fol- 
lowed by a key number that identi- 
fies the type of alarm system. Here's 
the code: 1. Sound Pickup; 2. Tele- 
phone Dialer; 3. Capacitance; 4. 
Pressure; 5. Exit; 6. Fire; 7. Iden- 
tification; 8. Magnetic; 9. Door 
Lock; 10. Radio Control Remote. 

Alarm Lock Corp. 9 
33 Powerhouse Rd. 
Roslyn Hts., N. Y. 11577 
Alarm Systems Co. 1, 2 
31807 Utica Road 
Fraser, Mich. 48026 
Alarmtronics Engineering Inc. 1 
154 California Street 
Newton, Mass. 02195 
American District Telegraph Co. 6 
155 Sixth Ave. 
New York, N. Y. 10013 

Ballistics Control Corp. 2, 6, 10 
39 -50 Crescent St. 
Long Island City. N. Y. 11101 

Card Key Systems Inc. 7 
P.O. Box 589 
Burbank, Calif. 91503 
Chicago Fire & Burglar Detection Inc.2 
646 Roosevelt Rd. 
Glen Ellyn, Ill. 60137 
I)etex Corp. 7, 9 
53 Park Place 
New York, N. Y. 10007 

Door Alarm Devices Corp. 5 
P.O. Box 112, Hillside Manor Br. 
New Hyde Park, N. Y. 11040 

Electro -Guard 2 
31st & N. Church St. 
Hazleton, Pa. 
Electronic Systems Div. 3 
Mosier Safe Company 
9 South Street 
Danbury, Conn. 06810 
Heath Co. 3, 4, 6 
Benton Harbor, Mich. 
Holmes Electric Protective Co. 4, 5 
370 Seventh Avenue 
New York, N. Y. 10001 

Interstate Alarm Systems Inc. 6 
1428 N. Cass Lake Rd. 
Pontiac, Mich. 48054 
International Alarm Research Co. 1 
1428 N. Cass Lake Rd. 
Pontiac, Mich. 48054 
Linear Corp. 10 
347 South Glasgow Ave. 
Inglewood, Calif. 90301 

Multi -Elmac Co. 10 
21470 Coolidge Hwy. 
Oak Park, Mich. 48237 

P & F Corbin Div. 6 
New Britain, Conn. 
Prestodial Inc. 2 
265 W. 40 Street 
New York, N. Y. 10018 
Pyrotronics Inc. 6 
2343 Morris Ave. 
Union, N. J. 07083 
R. D. Products Inc. 7 
220 N. Washington 
East Rochester, N. Y. 14445 
Radar Detection Systems Inc. 2 
6300 Northern Blvd. 
East Norwich, N. Y. 11732 
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ü pou think allwatts 
are alike,you may 
get apples the 

next time you buy 
oranges. 

Which is our way of saying that all amplifi- 
ers and receivers aren't rated the 
same way. 

The several dif- 
ferent methods of 
rating an ampli- 
fier's power ca- 
pacity are so far 
apart that an 
amplifier rated at 
250 watts by one 
system actually 
puts out only 50 
watts by another. 

Look for our dealer 
members' window 
decal and our 

manufacturer members' 
identifying product tag. 

It's not a Question of "Right" and "Wrong" 
We don't mean that some power rating sys- 

tems are "wrong" and others are "right." What 
we are saying is that one component may appear 
to be more "powerful" ( i.e. deliver more watts ) 
than another, when the real difference may be in 
the methods used to measure their respective 
outputs. 

Let's end the confusion by defining the three 
main rating methods : 

"RMS" Rating -The standard laboratory 
method. The output of an amplifier is measured 
at a single given frequency. Not especially useful The organization of the quality sound equipment makers and dealers. 
in measuring a components capacity to Specifications stated in terms such as "100 watt IHF ±1 db" are not true ratings. 

reproduce a complicated signal like music. 
EIA Rating- Derived by measuring output at 

a single frequency. But permits a higher distor- 
tion factor (5 % ) , and thus results in a much 
higher wattage number than the comparable 
IHF rating (at 1 %) . 

IHF Rating- Arrived at in accordance with 
the published Institute of High Fidelity Stand- 
ard, which sets forth two methods of power mea- 
surement : "continuous power" method (same as 
RMS method above) and "dynamic or music 
power" method. Additionally, it specifies that 
measurements are to be made with all amplifier 
channels driven. These two methods, as set forth 

in the publication IHF -A -201, are accepted as 
the industry standard by quality manufacturers. 

The IHF Method is More Musically Incliïned 
Clearly, the IHF rating of an amplifier or re- 

ceiver is more meaningful to anyone buying high 
fidelity equipment. Because it uses conditions 
that the listener encounters, while still maintain - 
taining strict limits where distortion is con- 
cerned. 

So it makes sense to check the IHF power rat- 
ing when you're looking for an amplifier or re- 
ceiver. The specification sheets of our member 
manufacturers carry this rating. As the com?ron 
yardstick of the industry, it best reflects the con- 
cerns of those who developed the concept .and 
craft of high fidelity. 
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Case 1: 

Common to: 

RF 
INPUT 

CB Troubleshooter's Casebook 
Compiled by Andrew J. Mueller'' 

No transmit function. Receive function is OK. 

B &K Cobra 23 

01 3.3ü 
DRIVER 115VA 5 

-5VA 

B 

OPEN? 

Remedy: 

43pF 
NP0,10 % 

.05 

I1.2VA 

FINAL AMPL 

-.6VA 

TO ANT 
TANK CKT 

425MA at 

5W INPUT 

on 

L24 
.001 .211 IK .01 

002 

MODULATED 
B+ 

Replace transmit driver transistor Q1. 

Reasoning: The driver transistor became overheated during 
a long transmission. This caused thermal run- 
away, and consequently the collector -base 
junction opened. When replacing Q1, be sure 
to use a good heat -sink compound to protect 
the transistor against future failures. 

GIANT 1969 
RADIO -TV 

ELECTRONICS 
CATALOG 
228 GIANT VALUE - 

PACKED PAGES 

YOUR BUYING GUIDE FOR 

TV's, Radios, Recorders, Phonos, 
Amateur and CB equipment. elec- 
tronic parts, tubes and test equip- 
ment . plus featuring B -A's 
famous bargain packed section! 

WRITE FOR YOUR FREE CATALOG TODAY! 

eBURSTEIN- APPLEBEE CO., Dept. RE -G 
3199 MERCIER ST., KANSAS CITY, MO. 64111 

Nunc 

Address 

City 

zit, Code 

ONEN 
Circle 34 on reader service card 

i 

Case 2: 

Common to: 

Inoperative on 12 volts. Unit is OK on 117 
volts ac. 

U.S.L. Contact 8 

POWER TRANS 

117 V 
PRI 

POWER DIODE OPEN 

REVERSING SWITCH 

Remedy: Replace power diode, Dl. 

Reasoning: On 12 -volt operation, D1 is in series with the 
-12 -volt line. This protects the power tran- 
sistors against accidental polarity reversal. In 
this instance, it has "opened up ". Now the dc 
primary circuit is not complete. Replacing 
D1 will cure the trouble. Since the diode is only 
used on 12 -volt operation, it has no effect when 
the radio is used on 117 volts ac. 

TO 

6+ 
RECT 

TO 

POWER 

PLUG 

Case 3: 

Common to: 

12.6V 
FROM 
BATT 

F 

Unit does not transmit or receive even though it 
lights up. 

Hallicrafter CB -14 

IN4001 PILOT LAMPS INCREASED IN VALUE 

+ 1.5A RFC 

f_ ON -OFF 
SWITCH 

470 

-0 I .1 I -12.6 Vr 
I850 +T SOURCE 

DI 

SHORTED 

175 -10.2V} 
µF I( REG I/ 

- SOURCE 

-10.2 VSOURCE V _ 

1.5K 

r 
83 V SOURCE 

-6 8 V SOURCE 

IN3020-A 

R 

RY 

10µ F 

Remedy: Replace D1 and R1. 

Reasoning: Zener diode D1 has shorted to ground. This 
removes the regulated 10 volts from the 10 -volt 
line. Therefore no voltage gets to the frequency 
synthesizer. This in turn makes the radio in- 
operative. Replace R1 along with D1 as it may 
have changed value due to the short- circuit 
current through it. R -E 

'Service Manager, Tel-Air Communications, Inc., Pewaukee. Wis. 
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TECHNDTES 
G -E S AND V MONOCHROME 

CHASSIS 

Occasional reports have been re- 
ceived indicating horizontal oscillator 
startup problems on these b -w chassis 
using an 8LT8 horizontal oscillator. 

The problem appears as a "no 
raster" symptom when the set is 

turned on. Sometimes switching the 
set on and off will cause the oscillator 
to start. Then the set may operate 
normally for a few days or even weeks 
before the problem returns. Because 
the problem is random and intermit- 
tent, it is difficult to pin down. Nor- 
mal troubleshooting procedures do 
not provide any answers. 

First, check the receiver out 
thoroughly. Change the 8LT8 tube 
and check all associated circuitry to 
determine that the components are of 
the correct value and are not defec- 
tive. Use a Variac or other variable - 
voltage transformer to reduce the line 
voltage to 100 and check oscillator 
operation. Sometimes a borderline no- 
start will show up under reduced line 
voltage. 

If a chronic startup problem 
exists, increase grid resistor R254 to 
10 megohms. Original values for R254 
in the S and V chassis are 4.7, 5.6 
and 6.8 megohms. Increasing R254 
will reduce grid current at startup and 
increase the grid input impedance. 
This permits a lower level of circuit 
noise to start the oscillator. 

An increase in the value of C254 
from 390 pF to 470 pF will also aid 
oscillator startup. However, changing 
this capacitor can be extremely 
touchy. because C254 is part of the 
horizontal oscillator temperature com- 
pensation. The replacement part must 
be a 470 -pF, N750 5%, 500 -volt 
unit. 

After changing capacitors. check 
the receiver for horizontal drift and 
hold -in range. Using a strong channel 
(preferably channel 6) set the fine - 
tuning control for best picture and set 
all other controls to their normal 
operating positions. 

Turn the horizontal hold control 
two full turns counterclockwise. 
Switch to the next highest channel 
and then return to the original chan- 
nel. Now, slowly turn the horizontal 
hold control clockwise until the picture 
just barely "hangs on" out of sync. 
You should count three or four bars 
just before the picture snaps into 
sync. Repeat this same procedure in 
the opposite direction. 
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After completing this test, the 
control must be returned to its proper 
setting. This can be approximated by 
fine -tuning into audio and adjusting 
the horizontal hold for a floating pic- 
ture. Exact horizontal frequency ad- 
justment procedure can be found in 
the specific chassis service manual. 

These repairs are applicable only 
to individual oscillator startup prob- 
lems which do not respond to normal 
troubleshooting and repair proce- 
dures. The change in R254 value is 
much preferred over the capacitance 
change when dealing with this prob- 
lem.-G-E Portafax R -E 

WANTED: TECHNOTES 

Have you solved a particularly 
difficult servicing problem on a re- 
ceiver, amplifier, recorder or other 
electronic gear? if so, the chances are 
good that some of your fellow readers 
will run across the same problem. 
Here is your chance to make life 
easier for them. 

Send us the details on the prob- 
lem and your solution so we can run 
it in the Technotes column. There 
is an extra bonus for diagrams and 
usable photos. 

at your fingertips 

ONE B001( 
does the work of over 
200 separate manuals 

...plus a FREE copy of the ABC's 

of RADIO while the supply lasts! 

Service information in this 
comprehensive guide covers 
all GE radios, phono- viewers, 

portable phonos, table phonos, 
portable tape recorders and 
citizen's band transceivers. 

Prices subject to change 
without notice. 

RADIO SERVICE GUIDE 
Includes: photos, schematics, conductor 
patterns with superimposed component 
diagrams, exploded views, transistor replace- 
ment charts, and dial stringing diagrams for 
all GE radios manufactured from 1967 to 
1969. Also explains how you can crder and 
quickly receive genuine GE replacement 
parts for all radios. 

Also to keep up -to -date with all new radios... 
order now...the GE Radio SUBSCRIPTION 
PLAN and receive all manuals as they 
become available throughout the year. 

r -I 
Send remittance payable to: 
General Electric Company 
Radio Receiver, Dept. A 
P.O. Box 831, Utica, N.Y. 13503 
Please send to me: 

No. 

RADIO SERVICE GUIDE 1967-69 at $6.95 
and FREE COPY of ABC's of Radio 
SUBSCRIPTION PLAN at $6.50 _... _ .. 

add tax where applicable .......... 
Total ..... 

Name 
Address..._ _._.._._....__ 
City -- -- _._._.._._. ..State ..........._.._.._...Zip Code.._.._._.__ 

L- ,J 
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RADIO- ELECTRONICS READER SERVICE 

Here's how you can get manufacturers' 
literature fast: 

1. Tear out the post card on the facing 
page. Clearly print or type your name 
and address. Include zip code! 

2. Circle the number on the card that 
corresponds to the number appear- 
ing at the bottom of the New Products, 
New Literature or Equipment Report in 

which you are interested. 
For literature on products advertised 
in this issue, circle the number on the 

card that corresponds to the number 
appearing at the bottom of the adver- 

tisement in which you are interested. 
Use the convenient index below to lo- 

cate quickly a particular advertisement. 

3. Mail the card to us (no postage re- 

quired in U.S.A.) 

ALLIED RADIO CORPORATION (p. 86) 
ARROW FASTENER COMPANY, INC. (p. 32) Circle 25 

ARCTURUS ELECTRONICS CORPORATION 
(p. 96) Circle 136 

ARTRONIX (p. 70) Circle 28 

Circle 109 

GEM CITY TUNER (p. 88) Circle 113 

HEALD ENGINEERING COLLEGE (p. 95) Circle 122 
HEATH COMPANY (p. 72 -73) Circle 31 

HEATH COMPANY (p. 82) Circle 106 

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS 
(p. 18 -21) Circle 21 

INTERNATIONAL CRYSTAL MFG. COMPANY 
(p. 100) Circle 148 

LEADER TEST INSTRUMENTS (p. 91) 

MOSLEY ELECTRONICS, INC. (p. 14) 

OLSON ELECTRONICS, INC. (p. 94) 

PARK ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS (p. 86) 
PERMA -POWER (p. 74) 
POLY PAKS (p. 97) 

Circle 116 

Circle 16 

Circle 121 

Circle 110 
Circle 32 

Circle 137 

B & K (Division of Dynascan Corporation) 
(p. 83) 

BROOKS RADIO AND TV CORPORATION 
Circle 107 

QUIETROLE COMPANY (p. 93) Circle 119 

(p. 84 -85) Circle 108 

BURSTEIN -APPLEBEE COMPANY (p. 76) Circle 34 

RADAR DEVICES MFG. CORPORATION (p. 5) Circle 10 

RADAR DEVICES MFG. CORPORATION (p. 7) Circle 11 

RAYTHEON COMPANY (p. 16) Circle 19 

RCA TEST EQUIPMENT (p. 13) Circle 15 

CLEVELAND INSTITUTE OF ELECTRONICS 
(p. 28 -31) Circle 24 

(Slide Rule) (p. 89) Circle 114 

CORNELL DUBILIER (Cover Ill) Circle 149 

S & A ELECTRONICS (p. 92) Circle 117 
SANSUI ELECTRONICS CORPORATION 

(p. 90) Circle 115 
SCHOBER ORGAN (p. 87) Circle 111 

DELTA PRODUCTS, INC. (p. 15) Circle 18 SEMI -CONDUCTOR INDUSTRIES (p. 70) 
SENCORE (p. 22) 

Circle 29 
Circle 22 

DENSON ELECTRONIC CORPORATION 
(p. 92) Circle 118 SOLID STATE SALES (p. 98) 

SYLVANIA (Subsidiary of General Telephone 
Circle 139 

EDMUND SCIENTIFIC COMPANY (p. 97) Circle 138 

ELECTRO- VOICE, INC. (p. 71) Circle 30 
EICO ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENT COMPANY, 

INC. (Cover II) Circle 8 

FINNEY COMPANY (p 17) 

78 

& Electronics) (p. 27) Circle 23 

TAPESWITCH CORPORATION OF AMERICA 
(p. 12) Circle 13 

TV TECH AIDS (p. 87) Circle 112 

Circle 20 YEATS APPLIANCE DOLLY SALES (p. 12) Circle 14 
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NEW PRODUCTS 
More information on new products is available from the manufacturers 

of items identified by a Reader Service number. Use the Reader Service 

Card at the left and circle the nnntbers of the new products on which 

you would like further information. Detach and mail the postage -pair/ card. 

RATCHET WRENCH, complete with a 
I" box socket and 12 hex inserts rang- 
ing from 'i íc " and (i nun -11 mm, is 
designed to reach tight places. Turning 

"ACT 'C/N METRIC 
INSERTS 

a1111111111811 Una 

S'ti'EBE'EBE'Nfi 

ti_---_ 

INSES,; 
WILL F 

AN Ii?' 
WNENCI' 

PAT PEND AUTOMAT; TOOLS 

is accomplished by merely squeezing 
.grin;- loaded scissor -type handle. Rub- 
ber Irk lion lock keeps insert firmly in 
position. 's11.95. Jay s Co., Chula 
Vista, Calif. 

Circle 46 on render service card 

F \i AM STEREO RECEIVER, Model 
KR -100, solid- state. provides 14(1 watts 
music power at 4 ohms and 1111 watts at 
8 ohms. Unit features 4 IC's, 2 14-FT's, 
front -panel dubbing /tape recording jack 

;111)1 headphone jack, inputs fur 2 record 
players and :3(X)/75 -ohm antenna. Dis - 
tortion rate: 0.31i. Frequency response: 
1 :3- 70,01111 Ili. $299.95.- Xenwood Elec- 
tronic Inc., Los Angeles, Calif. 

Circle 47 on reader service card 

CIRCUIT BREADBOARDS un 3/32 
phenolic hase ' -oz copper -clad 60/40 
solder plated can be used repeatedly. 
.1/ode/ .1/C -2 provides pads for mounting 
15 dual in -line IC circuits - :3 pads for 
16 -pin units and 12 for 14 pins. Size: 
3/32" x 8 -5 x 5-49/64 ". Model DC-2 
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11111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

T -1 incandescent lamps #683. 5V ,T 

60 ma, with a life expectancy to I00,0(X) 
hr. Character size: (1.325" x 0.600 ". 
Overall ease size: 0.352" x 1.18 ". 
Weight: 15 grants. Power consrlmptiou: 
11.6 watts min., 2.1 watts niai. Load 
resistance: 8:3.3:3 ohms. Vibrati n test: 
2111111 e s per tain. Insulating res.-dance: 
more than 1(X) nttgohms. Sei.15. I; count 
for gu.oltitics mer 11111, -AIco Electronic 
Products Inc., Lawrence, Mass. 

Circle 50 on render service 

ULTRASONIC CLEANER uti:Izcs a 
generator to produce high- Irequeney 
electrical impulses which a tr.ulsducer 
converts into ultrasonic waves in a water- 
filled tank. Cavitation thus caused cleans 
dirty objects in a minute. Rate et elec- 

i fur a %.piety of components and consists 
of 17 pads for exterior connection: 10 
transistor configurations and 6(1 pads for 
nliscellancons components. Size: :3::32" 

8 -5/8" x 5 -49 64 ". Under iß. -AEI 
Instrument Co., Div. of Andresen Enter- 
prises Inc., Cleveland, Ohio 

Circle 48 on reader service card 

FMI!A \I RADIO RECEIVER, Model 
A42 -111 ". is top -mounted with a (iI §" high 
inverted -cone- shaped speaker xvhich dis- 
perses snood in a full :360° circle. Other 
features include 16 tuned circuits; auto 

frequency control; automatic bass -boost 
circuitry. 1(X1(1 nt\l of undistorted : dio 
output; 2 illuminated horizontal slide - 
rule dials: one line -cord antenna for FM 
and a \' avenutgnet antenna for A \i. 
$49.95- Zenith Radio Corp., Chicago, Ill. 

Circle 49 on render service card 

READOUT INI)ICATOR, Jlndcl \IS- 
40000, 7-segment. displays (1-9 numerals 
and alpha that look like neon by utilizing 

trical impulses: 15,1111(1'scc. tip, I sol- 
Vents common fl,nuchold cleaniI .olu- 
tious Call he eoI¡ployed. Standard nlel, 
S:39.95: delmxe model. S 19.94 c Ipletc 
%vitll 2 insertable cleaning tank-. and 2 
hot tles of cleaning .IIIIItium.-Banson 
Instruments Co.. St:unford, Gnat. 

Circle 5/ on reader service card 

SCREW EXTRACTOR KIT 70007 Con - 
ti 5 units sizes ' ' A hide is 
drilled in the broken 1)r buried stud of 
screw or bolt. Use it plier/wrench on the 

correct -size extractor, which has annul 
(lutes. to firm grip and unscl ' ' the 
broken stud without damage to t sur- 
rounding material. $6.5(1. -Vaco Pr, ducts 
Co., Chicago. Ill. 

Circle 52 on reader service card 

FM WINDOW ANTENNA, Model F.- 
117, solves reception problems in build - 
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ings where rooftop antenna is impossible. 
Omnidirectional unit covers FM band 
from 88 -108 MHz. Can be mounted 
horizontally or vertically on a window- 

frame mount of up to 42" span. 2 folded 
dipoles with a special quarter -wave 
phasing stub are for optimum gain and 
approximate circular, omnidirectional 
radiation pickup pattern. $16.95.- Finney 
Co., Bedford, Ohio 

Circle 53 on reader service card 

CB 2 -WAY RADIO, Model A-2.569, 23- 
channel, can be used as a base station or 

a built -in 3lß -watt PA system. Sensitivity: 
0.2 µV for 10 dB S/N ratio. Selectivity: 
7 kHz at 6 dB down, dual conversion, 
10.7 MHz and 455 kHz, tuned LC filter. 
Squelch sensitivity: 0.5 07-50 V. Audio 
output: 3.5 watts. Input power: 5 watts. 
Rf output power: 3 watts nominal. Mod- 
ulation capability: 1005 with speech 
compressor. $149.95.- Allied Radio Corp., 
Chicago, Ill. 60680 

Circle 54 on reader service card 

FLOATING NUTS KIT, Type FN Pres- 
sert, made of #303 stainless steel, makes 
hole misalignment adjustments possible 

with a free -floating 
movable 0.01.5" in any 

threaded insert 
direction through 

Smoke & Heat 

Ifl '1' 1 32e 

Freezing 

Changing Temp. 

Flooding 

POWER 
FAILURE 

Guard Your Family & Property 

Against Any Hazard ...With The 

Heathkit° Home Protection System 
A time of increasing hazards to your loved 
ones & property calls for increased protection 

and this unique Heathkit system can 
deliver that protection for a fraction of the 
cost of similar units. All three units run from 
household AC, and use the AC lines as the 
interconnecting medium - there are no wires 
to string. The GD -77 Receiver Alarm sounds 
a piercing tone to alert you to any emergency. 
External bells etc. may be added to extend the 
range. The GD -87 Smoke -Heat Detector / 
Transmitter actuates the Receiver Alarm if 
smoke or heat over 133° is present. Outboard 
heat sensors or extra Smoke -Heat Detectors 
can also be added to extend protection to 
other areas. The GD -97 Utility Transmitter 
accepts any type of sensor or switch which 
will provide either an open or closed circuit 
when tripped ; step -on switches for doors & 
driveways, heat sensors warn of fire, mag- 
netic reed switches guard doors & windows, 
microswitches with trip wires protect against 
trespassers ... the uses are endless. All three 
units are "Fail- Safe ", sounding the alarm if 
power fails or components malfunction. A 
wise investment now will never be regretted. 
Kit GD -77, 4 lbs. .. $39.95' 
Kit G D -87, 5 lbs. $49.95' 
Kit GD -97, 4 lbs $34.95' 

FREE 1969 CATALOG 
Describes these and over 300 kits for 
stereo /hi -fi, color TV, amateur radio, 
shortwave, test. CB, marine, edu- 
cational, home and hobby. Save up 
to 50 %u by doing the easy assembly 
yourself. Mail coupon or write Heath 
Company, Benton Harbor, Michigan 
49022. 

360 °. Press unit into punched or drilled 
holes; hexagonal head displaces metal 
by cold flow into a special recess ringing 
the insert and thus creates a permanent 
lock. -Precision Metal Products Co., 
Stoneham, Mass. 

Circle 55 on reader service card 

ANTENNA MOUNTING opens like an 
umbrella with no loose parts to assemble. 
The .5' x 1):" OD mast is made of rust- 
proof, hot -clip galvanized steel tubing 
and can be fixed with a single wing nut. 

Model TRM 520, 20 gage ( $7.98); Mod- 
el TRM 518, 18 gage ( $8.54). Complete 
with 5 ring nails and 5 pitch patches. 
-South River Metal Products Co., South 
River, N.J. 08882 

Circle 56 on reader service card 

EXPERIMENTER'S IC KIT, Model 
KD2117, contains 5 monolithic IC's, 4 
transistor arrays (2 each Models KD2114 
and KD2116) and 1 audio amplifier. 
All feature matched electrical and 

ECM_ 

K11rII , IC VARIETY PACK 

GD -77 
Receiver Alarm 

G D -97 
Utility det./ 
transmitter 

BUILD 
12 
PROJECTS 

COMPLETE 
tiSTRUCTIONS 

ENCLOSED 

1HEATH COMPANY, Dept. 20 -7 
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022 

GD -87 
Smoke /Heat 
Det. -Xmtr. 

AT K IT- 

a Schlumberger subsidiary 

Enclosed is $ plus shipping. 
Please send model (s) 

Please send FREE Heathkit Catalog. 

Name 
(Please Print) 

Address 

City State 7ip 
Prices & specifications subject to change without notice. 

*Mail order prices; F.O.B. factory. GX -166 

Circle 106 on reader service carol 

thermal characteristics as well as com- 
pactness and can be used as electronic 
building blocks in a variety of applica- 
tions. $4.40. -RCA Electronic Compo- 
nents, Harrison, N.J. 

Circle 57 on reader service card 

TEST PROBES, all push -control, are for 
easy operation in difficult situations. All 
spring -loaded, 5 models in the Kleps 
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Series: 2 provide boathook -type clamp 
grip, 1 with a forked -tongue gripper, 1 

with a 3- segment auto collet and 1 with 
meshing claws. Size: 4h " -77 ". Prices: 

Kleps"0-29 Kteps30 KIeps4t) 

$0.99- .2.39. Model Prof 10, 5'h" long,' 
molded phenolic, includes solder connec- 
tion, pïunie tip and a "bunch" pin that 
fits banana jack. 50.79. -Rye Industries, 
Mamaroneck, N.Y. 

Circle 58 on reader service card 

AUTO CARTRIDGE STEREO MOUNT 
designed to fit all tape cartridge units, 
for center mounting on the auto trans- 
mission hump or for cars svith console. 
Unit can be installed with 4 screws and 

fits most models of automobiles without 
built -in clash stereo space. Available in 
chrome or black paint with chrome trim. 
--K & R Enterprises, Van Nuys, Calif. 

Circle 59 on reader service card 

TURNTABLE, Model 600, features 
Decorut:Gtic base with au illuminated 
power switch that permits automatic shut- 
off after last record has been played. 

Unit has a micrometer stylus -pressure 
adjustment which allows '-gram set- 
tings from 0 -6 grams and a stereo muting 
switch for complete silence during 
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record- change cycle. Cuing and pause 
control lever enables listeners to raise or 
lower pickup arm and return it to the 
same groove. -BSR (USA) Ltd., Blau- 
velt, N.1'. 

Circle 60 on reader service card 

11 -to -1 CUTTER, Model 447 -4, reduces 

user fatigue and provides greater edge 
life and better cuts. 5 -lb pressure on the 
grips yields 55 -1b pressure at cotti ig sur- 
face. Cutting jaws are replaceable and 
interchangeable. Tool is ideal br work 
with high- strength wiring. -Utica Tool 
Co., Orangeburg, S.C. 29115 

Circle 61 on reader service card 

AM /FM RADIO /CASSETTE RE- 
CORDER, Model 11K -1.50, oper. ' l's on 
battery /electricity and can play ka k and 
record up to 2 hr on a single rssette 
cartridge. Circuitry: 12 tram.it'r,, 8 
diodes, 1 thenmistor. Power outpr.t: 1.8 
watts. Other features include a (milt -in 
5" speaker, built -in telescoping F\f and 
ferrite -core AM antennas. 889.95 com- 
plete svith remote control mils. ear- 
phone, batteries and a blank 60- minute 

Insurance Analys 

B &K 
i 970 Transistor 

Equipment Analyst 
Today, practically everything in 
electronics is converting to solid -state 
circuitry. To stay on top of the transis- 
tor market, it becomes more and more 
important that you be able to do a top- 
notch job in transistor equipment 
servicing. That's why B &K designed the 
Insurance Analyst. It's the transistor 
set analyst that far surpasses any other 
instrument of its kind...one that makes 
solid -state servicing a fast, uncompli- 
cated operation. It's the diagnostic 
instrument that insures your staying on 
top of transistor equipment diagnosis. 
The B &K transistor analyst is designed 
to make transistor diagnosis a simple, 
fast, efficient operation. It services 
not only transistor portables, but also 
auto and home radios, TV and audio 
amplifiers. It also provides RF and IF 
frequencies for FM receivers. And the 
FM and AM generator outputs feature 
pin -point vernier tuning for high speed 
diagnosis. 

Service engineers everywheré have 
acclaimed the 970 as the leader in the 

field. And that's understandable, whoa 
you stop to think what a precision 
instrument it really is. The all solid - 
state circuits assure minimum down 
time and maximum reliability. It's 
capable of in- circuit and out -of- circuit 
testing and requires no unsoldering of 
transistors or other components. It esen 
has its own built -in power supply with a 
5 amp output and low ripple. And the 
rugged, burn -out -proof DC Volt -Ohm- 
Milliameter features 11 ranges for 
your convenience. 
If you would like to know more about: 
the B &K Insurance Analyst, contact 
your nearest B &K distributor today.. This 
is one insurance investment that will 
pay handsomely in dividends! 
Remember, the "Silent Partners" are 
your keys to business success! 
B&K Transistor Analyst 
Model 970. Net: $209.95 

B8K Division of Dynascan Corporafloit 
1801 W. Belle Plaine 
Chicago, Illinois 60613 

B &K puts an end to test equipment. 
We've developed Silent Partners. 

Circle 107 on reader service card 
LfZuf 
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containing the major electronic compo- 
nents with a 9' cord for a standard 117V 
outlet. Power output: less than 5 watts. 
Flash rate: 40-50 per minute. Life ex- 
pectancy: 10,000,000 flashes. Weight: 6 
oz. $24.95- Zipcom Corp., Little Rock, 
Ark. 

Circle 63 on reader service card 

AUTO TURNTABLE, Model PE -2018, 
for single and multiple record playing, 
has a BV -18 standard base with three 
speeds, 78, 45 and 33 -1/3 rpm. Features 
include 15° vertical tracking -angle ad- 

cassette tape.- Lafayette Radio Elec- 
tronics Corp., Syosset, N.Y. 

Circle 62 on reader service card 

STROBE LIGHT FLASHER, Model 
BHR, solid- state, includes a replaceable 

ance: 8 ohms. Flare cutoff: 1000 Hz. 
Magnet wt: 12 -oz oriented ceramic. 
Size: 87é" depth overall, 33_" x 8" mouth. 
Weight: 2 "s lb.- Cleveland Electronics 
Inc., Cleveland, Ohio 

Circle 65 on reader service card 

TV TUBE BRIGHTENER, Model vu- 
Brite C -4161, for ac only, can be used to 

flash tube separated from the other cir- 
cuitry by a 23" cord; and a small cylinder 

justment; automatic selection of record 
size and gentle lowering action of tone 
arm when a record is on the platter. 
$99.50. -Elpa Marketing Industries Inc., 
New Hyde Park, N.Y. 

Circle 64 on reader service card 

HORN TWEETER, Model 1000 -12, 
provides a high- frequency response of 
700 -13000 Hz and a power rating of 30 
watt rms which permits safe operation 
with amplifiers up to 100 watts. Imped- 

SUMMER SALE 
Our TREMENDOUS BUYING POWER & PURCHASING EXPERIENCE make is possible. We invest Thousands of Dol- 
lars (in just a single item) to create a good DOLLAR BUY, resulting in the AMAZING & EXCITING OFFERS that follow: 

FREE $1 BUY WITH EVERY 10 YOU ORDER 0 i°°eiiYs FREE GIFT WITH EVERY ORDER 
2- MOTOROLA HEP -170 RECTI- 
FIER -u AMPS and 1(1003'0'1V) 
Covers all 600MA to 2500MA Units 
Voltage 

r 
anging from 50PIV to $1 

10021 Plv 
50 - ASSORTED TRANSISTORS $1 
big fa,tory scoop -sold a' " 

METER SENTRY -SOLID STATE 
Protects meter movements up to 

99° _' amps singe 
15 - ASST. ROTARY SWITCHES 51 
all popular types $20 value 

3 - TOP BRAND 35W4 TUBES $1 

. Neon Glow a 
15 - G.E. #NE -2 TUBES 

s $1 nli, I. I u 

150' - BUSS WIRE /20 tinned $1 
for hookups. -peci, I circuits, etc. 

8 - ASST LUCITE CABINETS S1 
hinge rover, handy for parts 

20- PENLITE BATTERIES 11/2v $1 

15- BATTERIES C -cell similar 935 $1 

10- BATTERIES D -cell similar 950 $1 

5- BATTERIES (Transistor) similar 216 $1 

100' - FINEST NYLON DIAL 
CORD i., ,t size, .028 gauge . 

1___J dual 
SAPPHIRE CARTRIDGE 

dual fli paver type -value $5 
RONETTE STEREO CARTRIDGE 
latest dual sapphire flipover type . 

COLOR -TV RECTIFIER 
Used in most color sets -6500 $1 
PRV (Volts) 3 for 

$1 

Si 
$2 

.95 

100 -ASST 1/4 WATT RESISTORS $1 
stand. choice ohmages, somi io v c 

100 -ASST 1/2 WATT RESISTORS $1 
stand. choice ohmages, some in 5'" 

70 - ASST 1 WATT RESISTORS $1 
stand. choice ohmage, some in Sr ",. 

35 - ASST 2 WATT RESISTORS $1 
stand. choice ohmages, some in 5a'.' 

50 - PRECISION RESISTORS Sil 
asst. list -price $50 less 98% 

20 - ASSORTED WIREWOUND $1 
RESISTORS, 5, 10. 20 watt 

4 - TOGGLE SWITCHES S1 
SPOT, SPDT, DPST, DPDT 

SPOT, SPOT, DPDT, etc. 
10- ASSORTED SLIDE SWITCHES $1 

100 - STRIPS ASSORTED SPA- $1 
GHETTI handy sizes 

SOLID 
STATE UHF CON- 

VERTER Reeeives channels 
14 -03. Easy connection to 516.95 
your TV net v 
TV TUNERS ogni. au ne w stamimd $3 
makes, including Tubes 

WESTINGHOUSE STANDARD 
TUNER #-17ov120H01 - l3GR5 $4 

LJ - tiCG8 'rubes) 

WESTINGHOUSE STANDARD 
El 

WESTINGHOUSE 
.í470V0711302 - (6ER5 $ 

6CGS 'Pubes) 

TRANSISTOR RADIO nses type 5¡ 1 .50 
good, bad, broken, as s, potluck 

TAPE RECORDER - assorted types $4 
good, bad, broken, as -ls, potluck 

32' - TEST PROD WIRE $1 
deluxe quality, red or black 

HEARING AID AMPLIFIER $1 
Incl. 3 Tubes. Mike, etc. tas is) 

50 - #3AG FUSES 1/2 AMP S1 
popular type with pigtails 
10 - STANDARD TRANSISTORS S1 
NPN & PNP 2N4O4, 2N414, etc. 

10- ASSORTED DIODE CRYSTALS $1 
1N34, 1N48, 1N60, 1N64, etc. . 

6 - TRANSISTOR RADIO EAR- $1 
PIECES wired complete with plug 

1 -SQ. YARD GRILLE CLOTH S2 
most popular brown & gold design 

$20 -SHURE M -7D DIAMOND 
NEEDLE exact replacement 
$15.00 TELEVISION PARTS 
"JACKPOT" best buy ever 
10 - SETS PHONO PLUGS 8 
PIN JACKS RCA type 
10 - SURE -GRIP ALLIGATOR 
CLIPS 2" plated 
50 - ASSORTED PRINTED CIR- 
CUIT SOCKETS bent types 
10 SETS - DELUXE PLUGS 8 
JACKS asst. for many purposes 
70 -BRASS FAHNESTOCK CLIPS 
popular type & size 

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY . Scientific light packing for safe delivery at minimum cost. 
HANDY WAY TO ORDER: Pencil mark or write amounts wanted in each box, place letter 
F in box for Free $1 BUY. Enclose with check or money order, add extra for shipping. 
Tearsheets will be returned as packing slips in your order, plus lists of new offers. 

Minimum Order $3.00 
Please specify refund on shipping overpayment desired: CHECK POSTAGE STAMPS MERCHANDISE (our choice) with advantage to customer 

$3 

$1 

$1 
S1 

$1 

$1 

$1 

MARKET SCOOP COLUMN 
12' OXFORD SPEAKER. Top 5s 
Quality ... Largo Magnet i 
10" PHILCO SPEAKER $2.69 
Top Quality . . . Large Magnet 

6 "- ECONOMY SPEAKER 'i i' $1.69 
quality 2.15 Mag. 

5" UNIVERSAL TWEETER S1.29 
1 Oz. ... Magnet 

UNIVERSAL 51/2" PM SPEAKER Si 
Alnico 5 magnet, quality tone ... 

UNIVERSAL 4" PM SPEAKER 79e Alnico 5 magnet. quality tone 

2" x 6" SPEAKER 51 
Alnico 5 magnet, quality tone ... 
21/2" x 4" SPEAKER 692 Special Buy 

31/2" - ROUND SPEAKER 59c Special Huy 

300 - ASST. 1/2 W RESISTORS 
Top Brand, Short Leads, Excellent $1 
Selection 

25 - 3900. OHM -7w RESISTOR 
S1 1O% corning glass 

20 - .47-600V CONDENSERS $1 
White Ceramic C.D.- American 

SPECIAL TUBE BUY 5C116. 3DT6, 492 
4Cí6, 12AÚ7. 1213317. Each .... 
10 - ASST. RADIO 8 TV TUBES S1 
Every Tube a good number 

Name Cost or 
good. 

Address Shipping 
estimated 
TOTAL 

BROOKS RADIO 6i. TV CORP., 487 Columbus Ave., New York, N. Y. 10024 2TELEPHONE 
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brighten faded pictures on series -wired 
TV sets with 4.5- and 6.3 -volt picture 
tubes. Applicable tube numbers include 
114P4, 12BFP4, 12BMP4, 12CDP4, 12- 
CFP4, 12CMP4, 12CNP4, 16CFP4, 
16CQP4 and more. $3.35. -Perma -Power 
Co., Div. of Chamberlain Mfg. Corp., 
Chicago, Ill. 

Circle 66 on reader service card 

KNIGHT -KIT FUZZ BOX, Model KG- 
389 kit, solid -state, works on 9V battery. 
A foot switch, volume control and an 
attack control are used to vary the sound 

effect. Equipped with jacks for connec- 
tions to instrument and amplifier. Size: 
2%" x 33ß" x 6 ". $12.95 with all parts, 
precut stripped wire and solder.- Allied 
Radio Corp., Chicago, Ill. R -E 

Circle 67 on reader service card 

NEW LITERATURE 
All booklets, catalogs, charts, data sheets and other literature listed here 
with a Reader's Service number are free for the asking. Turn to the Read- 
er Service Card facing page 78 and circle the numbers of the items you 
want. Then detach and mail the card. No postage required! 

HAND TOOLS such as pliers, wrenches. 
punches and chisels, automotive tools etc. are 
illustrated with photos and full specs in Catalog 
K- 165 -1, 20 pages. Supplement to this is Catalog 
9931058, 14 pages. Separate price list with size 
description for this product line is available. - 
Kraeuter Tools, Chicago, Ill. 

Circle 76 on reader service card 

TV CAPACITOR REPLACEMENT GUIDE, 23 
pages, provides listing of 7,000 twist mount and 
tubular electrolytic replacements for domestic 
and imported color or b/w TV by major manu- 
facturers. Products include manufacture from 
1958 to January 1969. -Loral Distributor Prod- 
ucts, Div, of Loral Corp., Great Neck, N.Y. 

Circle 77 on reader service card 

DESOLDERING /RESOLDERING IRONS such 
as Model 100A, 75 watts, 120V and temperature 
controlled, and Model 300, 40 watts and ideal 
for removing miniature components, are subject 
of Bulletin 69, 2 pages. Listed also are desolder- 
ing kits and 13 replaceable tips. Prices included. 
-Enterprise Development Corp. Indianapolis, 
Ind. 

Circle 78 on reader service card 

Write direct to the manufacturers for in- 
formation on items listed below: 

WIRING TOOLS for fishing and pulling, wire 
and cable stripping, and circuits are illustrated 
with full specs in Bulletin 69, 8 pages. Application 
information also included. -Ideal Industries, 
Sycamore, Ill. 

1969 TRANSISTOR AND DIODE CON- 
DENSED CATALOG, 64 pages. provides key 
parameters and package outline dimensions to- 
gether with a numerical index for ea -v reference. 
Devices include diodes, small -signal transistors, 
dual transistors, FET's, power transistors, com- 
munication devices, silicon controlled rectifiers, 
specialty diode and electro- optical products. All 
planar construction. Write to Distribution Ser- 
vices, Fairchild Semiconductor, Box -058, Moun- 
tain View, Calif. 94040 

FAIRCHILD HYBRID MICROCIRCUITS is 
the title of an illustrated reference guide, 24 
pages, which shows how hybrid technology can 
achieve design functions. Included aho are step - 
by -step explanation by hybrid manufacture, 
Fairchild's testing and quality asskrance pro- 
grams, a listing of 16 standard hybrid products, 
complete with electrical specs, logi: diagrams 
and packaging information. Write to Distribu- 
tion Services, Fairchild Semiconductor, 313 
Fairchild Dr., Mountain View, Calit. 94040 

POWER, RF AND SIGNAL RELAYS in over 
40 basic design are described in a 36 -page hand- 
book which contains photos, line drawings, 
oscillographs, electrical characteristic, and me- 
chanical specs for all configurations of the 
manufacturer's product line. Contact code data 
and a parameter selection guide fm matching 
the right relay to any circuit application also 
included.- Hart /Advance Relay Illv.. Oak Elec- 
tro/Netics Corp., Crystal Lake, Ill. R -E 

-SHANNON MYLAR RECORDING TAPE- 
21:" - 225' ..S .15 

3" 225' .. .17 

3" 300' .. .24 

314" 600' .. .49 

5" 600' .. .52 
900' .. .67 

5" 1200'.. .86 

5" 1800'.. 1.29 
7" 1200'.. .69 

1800' .. .99 

7" 2400' S1.59 
7" 3600' 2.78 
CASSETTE 6o minutes .89 

CASSETTE 90 minutes 1.54 
CASSETTE 120 minutes 1.97 

REEL .... 
REEL ..., 

21/2" TAPE 
3" TAPE 
31/4" TAPE 
5" TAPE 
7" TAPE 

REEL .... 
REEL .... 

.04 

.05 

.06 
.12 
.14 

RCA 110 FLYBACK TRANSFORMER 

We scooped the Market 
Latest type - standard 
for all 110° TV's 
RCAs design of large 
Coil produces 18KV- 

s. ring adequate width 
Intl Schematic Diagram 
application for any TV 

List price $13.90 

$3 Your price .. 
10% off in lots of 3 

1_1 
110° TV DEFLECTION YOKE $2 
for all types TV's incl schematic . 

"COMBINATION SPECIAL" 
I RCA 110° FLYBACK $5 

plus 110° DEFLECTION YOKE 

90° FLYBACK TRANSFORMER 52 
for all type TV's incl schematic . 

90° TV DEFLECTION YOKE 52 
for all type TV's incl schematic .. 
70° FLYBACK TRANSFORMER $Z 
for all type TV's incl schematic . 

70° TV DEFLECTION YOKE $n 2 for all type TV's incl schematic , . 

2 TV CIRCUIT BREAKERS $1.19 
Rated 4.2 TO 5.0 AMPS, etc. . 

70° COLOR YOKE $ 95 
For all round color CRT's .. lo' 
90° COLOR YOKE For all 

Rectangular 19 to 25° Color 10.9 
CRT's 

JULY 1969 

CANADIANS: Ordering is easy 

IBM COMPUTOR 
SECTIONS 

8 assorted Units we 
sell for S1 are 
loaded with oser 
150 valuable parts. 

Incl. - Translator. 
Condensers, Resist. 
ore, Heat Sinks, Di- 
odes, Etc. 

8 for $1 
loo for $10 

EE 
BONANZA "JACKPOT" oat gold, 
not oil, but a wealth of Electronic Sc 
Items -Money -Rack- guarantee ... 
300 ASSORTED HEX NUTS $1 
2/56, 4/40, 5/40. 6/32, 8/32 ., 

250 ASST. SOLDERING LUGS Sl 
best types and sizes 

s 

250 ASST. SELF TAPPING S 
SCREWS #6, #8, ese. 

150 ASST. 6/32 SCREWS 
and 150 6/32 HEX NUTS 

150 ASST. 8/32 SCREWS 
and 150 -8/32 HEX NUTS 

150 ASST. 2/56 SCREWS 
and 150 -2/56 HEX NUTS 

150 ASST. 4/40 SCREWS 
and 150 -4/40 HEX NUTS 

250 ASST. WOOD SCREWS 
finest popular selection 

150 ASST. 5/40 SCREWS Sl 77 and 150 -5/40 HEX NUTS ... , 

500 ASSORTED RIVETS 
most useful selected sizes 

500 ASSORTED WASHERS 
most useful selected sizes 

100 ASST. RUBBER BUMPERS $1 
for cabinet bottoms & other uses .. 

100 ASSORTED 
METS hest sues 

- we do the paperwork - try a small order 

WESTINGHOUSE ALL TRAN- 
SISTOR HOME /OFFICE 

MESSAGE CENTER 
Leaves messages for other for replay . . Built in speaker /microphone for talk -into convenience _ . . Re- cords up to 3 minutes of messages . .:Ilhminated signal shows when a message is waiting. Control adjusts playback volume without affecting recording 
SOLD e . . IS 

Capstan Drive; BRAND NEW $10 

MOTOROLA H P KIT INTE- 
GRATED CIRCU TS INCLUDES 
_ilUs .1 -i: Ilii flop, One Dual 
Buffer. One 4 -input Gate. Two $3,95 
Dual 2 Input G tes, All Five 
100' TV TWIN LEAD -IN WIRE 52 
300 ohm, deluxe heavy duty, clear 

UNIVERSAL TV ANTENNA 
Back of set mounting . . . $1,98 
5 section rods 

n 

3 WAY UHF VHF FM SPLIT - 
TER Two sets of terminals $1.98 
make hookup a cinch 

2 G.E. PIECES OF EQUIPMENT $1 
stacked vvith over 200 useful parts 

50 ASSORTED MYLAR CON- Si 
DENSERS popular selected types . 

3 TOP BRAND SILICON REC- S1 
TIFIERS 1 amp, 1000 PIV 

20 ASST. PILOT LIGHTS 
#44, 46, 47, 51, etc. $1 
So ASSORTED #3AG FUSES 51 popular ampere ratings 

4 50' HANKS HOOK -UP WIRE $1 
assorted cubes 

100' SPOOL SPEAKER WIRE $1 
2 cond. mini zip, clear, 101 uses 

5 I.F. COIL TRANSFORMERS Si 
456 kc for Transistor Radios 

5 AUDIO OUTPUT TRANS- 51 
FORM Sub -min for Tens Radios 

5 PNP TRANSISTORS 51 
general purpose, TO -5 case 

RUBBER GROW 
$1i 

5 NPN TRANSISTORS 51 
general purpose, TO -5 case 

Circle 108 on reader service card 

ALL AMERICAN TUBE Kil 
1 21íA6, 1210:6. 12A4íì. 51105. 52 35W4 -total list $9.70 
UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE SZ repular;remo to /single & dual ph.- 

CRYSTAL LAPEL MICROPHONE 5gs high impedance, 200 -60010 cps 
STEREO HEADPHONES iii Fl Quality . . . Cnmplrte $5.95 with Stereo plug 
50 TUBE CARTONS (eclored) $1 
assorted sizes for Populo, Totes . 

4 TV ALIGNMENT TOOLS $1 most useful assortment 
50 ASST. TERMINAL STRIPS Si all types, 1 -lug to 6.lug 
25 INSTRUMENT POIINTER Si 
KNOBS selected popular typ_ 
1 LB SPOOL ROSIN -CORE S 

SOLDER 40/60 top quality 1 
TWEEZER: stainless s eel - #5 51 
Made in Switzerland-For fins work 3 ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS Si 

must popular number 5o1au -.150e 
7 TV ELECTROLYTIIC CON- S 
DENSERS desirable types 1 
5 6' LINE CORDS Si 

Wire #18 Stranded Copper Wi 
MOTOROLA PWR TRANStORM Sl 
110y, CT 150/150v, 6.3v 
10 - TRANSFORMERS assorted $1 Audio Outputs, Chokes, I, F etc. 
AMPLIFIER 110v AC -DC 5 Watt 
W'irc¢1 - phono, Comb. Intercom, 53 etc. needs 3- 12.5x7, - 50Ltcas s 

4 36" Hi -Fi CABLES RCA 
Molded Phone plug at one end 1 
stripped and tinned leads on other 5 
end 
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ALLIED 
ELECTRONICS 
FOR C NEW 1969 NE teas 

411/ED 
1. CATALOG 

11..1,,,.., 

TOP SAVINGS ON 
THE BEST IN 

ELECTRONICS 
FOR EVERYONE 

Shop by mail and save at 
Allied, world's largest 
electronics headquarters. 
Hundreds of 
money- saving values. 
NO MONEY DOWN. 
Up to 2 years to pay I 

MAIL COUPON 
BELOW 

536 
PAGES 

SAVE ON: 
Electronic 

& Hobby Kits Stereo Hi -Fi 
Tape Recorders, Tape 
CB 2 -Way Radios 
Walkie- Talkies 
FM -AM & AM Radios 
Shortwave Receivers 
Portable TV 
Phonographs 
Amateur Gear 
Intercoms 

& PA 
Automotive Electronics 
Test Instruments 
TV Antennas & Tubes 
Power Tools, Hardware 
Tubes, Transistors 
Parts, Batteries, Books 

ALLIED RADIO, Dept. 056 
P.O. Box 4398, Chicago, III. 60680 

NAME 

Please 
Print 

First 

ADDRESS 
Middle Last 

CITY 

STATE ZIP 

Circle 109 on reader service card 

pEpy$ Dollar Sale 

$1 Money Back guarantee $1 
1 Amp Silicon Rectifier 

choice of package 
Bullet- Miniature Glass - 

Metal 
5 -800V units $1.00 
4 -1000V units $1.00 

3 -1200V units $1.00 

3 AMP Epoxy Package 
10 -100V units $1.00 
5.400V units $1.00 
2 -1000V units $1.00 

5 AMP Epoxy Package 
8 -100V units $1.00 
6 -200V units $1.00 
3 -800V units $1.00 

SILICON STUD MOUNT 
12 AMP 

5 -100V units $1.00 
2.800V units $1.00 
1 -1000V units $1.00 

S- ILICON STUD MOUNT 
20 AMP 

3 -100V units $1.00 
1-1000V unit $1.00 

SILICON STUD MOUNT 
40 AMP 

3-50V units $1.00 
2 -100V units $1.00 

SILICON STUD MOUNT 
60 AMP 

8 
2-50V units $1.00 
1 -1000V unit $1.00 

SILICON GLASS DIODES 
DO -7 

10 -100V units $1.00 

NO SALES TAX 
WE PAY POSTAGE 

SCR 
Silicon Controlled 

Rectifier 
TO -S Package 

5 -40V units $1.00 
4 -100V units $1.00 
3 -200V units $1.00 
2 -400V units $1.00 

7 AMP SCR ] 4 -50V units $1.00 
I] 3 -100V units $1.00 

2 -200V units $1.00 
1 -1000V units $1.00 

20 AMP SCR 
2 -50V units $1.00 
1 -300V unit $1.0_0 

Gen Purpose PNP 
Germ Transistor Similar 

to 2N404 
8 For $1.00 

ZENER DIODES 
1 Watt 

I ea 4V - 6V - 8V - 10V 
4 units $1.00 

ZENER DIODES 10 Watt 
1 EA 4V- 6V- 8V -10V 
3 units $1.00 

GERM GLASS DIODES 
D07 GEN PURPOSE 
20 Units $1.00 

Replaces 1N -34 IN -60 
IN -64 1N -295 

Zener Diodes 250 to 400 
Millawatt 

1 EA 2V- 4V- 6V- 8V -10V 
5 units $1.00 
Power Transistors 

2N -155 
3 units $1.00 

2N -176 
2 units $1.00 

PARK ELECTRONIC 
PRODUCTS 

P. O. Box 78 N. Salem, N. H. 03073 

Circle 110 un reader service card 

20 SCR Circuits 
(continued from page 57) 

switch with a firing potential of about 
8 volts. At low voltages, both Q l and 
Q2 are off, so the Q1- emitter /Q2- 
emitter path presents a fairly high im- 
pedance (about 6000 ohms -the series 
value of R3 and R4). When the po- 
tential across the circuit rises to about 
8 volts, Q2 becomes forward -biased 
via the R3 -R4 voltage divider, so Q2 
starts to turn on, Q2's collector cur- 
rent is fed directly into Ql's base, and 
Q1's collector current is fed directly 
into Q2's base. Therefore, as soon as 
Q2 starts to turn on, the circuit re- 
generates and both transistors satu- 
rate. Under this condition, the Q1- 
emitter/Q2- emitter path presents an 
impedance of only a few ohms. 

Thus, on each positive half -cycle 
of supply line voltage, CI starts to 
charge via the D1 -Rl -R2 network, 
but the Cl voltage is effectively isolat- 
ed from the SCR gate via Q I and Q2 
until the Cl charge reaches about 8 

120 
OR 

240V AC 

LMI 
(3AMP MAX.) LI 

SI 100µH 

6 tS 

Cl ir. 

D1 

03 

volts. Then the Q1 -Q2 circuit regen- 
erates into the low -impedance state 
and causes Cl to discharge through 
R6. The resulting positive pulse across 
R6 triggers the SCR on. As the SCR 
goes on, its anode voltage falls to near 
zero, and disables the phase -shift and 
trigger networks for the rest of the 
half -cycle. This process repeats over 
on all positive half -cycles of supply 
line voltage. The triggering delay can 
be varied via R1, so efficient half - 
wave speed control is obtained. 

Universal motors draw an oper- 
ating current proportional to the mo- 
tor load. When they are lightly loaded 
they draw a low current, and when 
they are heavily loaded they draw a 
high current. This characteristic 
makes it possible to devise SCR con- 
trol circuits that will hold the motor 
speed fairly constant under different 
loading conditions. Fig. 9 shows how 
Fig. 8 can be modified to give regu- 
lated speed control. 

The circuit operates similarly to 
Fig. 8, but in addition uses R7 -D2- 

SCRI =2N3228 ON 120V AC LINE, OR 2N3525 ON 240V AC LINE. 
01 -D4 = 200 PAM, 3AMP ON 120V AC LINE,OR 400 P. I.V., 3AMP ON 240V AC LINE. 

CI =0.114.F, 200VWK ON 120V AC LINE , OR 0.1µF, 400VWK ON 240V AC LINE. 
R1 =18K,2WATT ON 120VAC LINE,OR 33K, 3WATT ON 240VAC LINE. 

Fig. 7 -A phase -triggered lamp dimmer uses a UJT tinter- synchronized to the 
60 -Hz line frequency. Potentiometer R3 sets the UJT's timing period, which de- 
termines half -cycle SCR trigger point. LI and CI are rf filters. 

SCR1= 2N3228 ON 120VAC LINE, OR 2N3525 ON 240VAC LINE. 
DI = 200P.I.V., IOOMA ON 120V AC LINE, OR 400P.I.V., IOOMA ON 240V AC LINE 
RI= 75K,1/2WATT ON 120V AC LINE , OR 150K,I /2WATT ON 240V AC LINE. 

Fig. 8 -A diode -resistor -capacitor network forms a phase -shift circuit to reg- 
ulate motor speeds. Circuit operates on positive half- cycles of the line voltage. 
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D5 

01 

2N3702 15óS1 

C2 
2N3704 

R4 R8 
470f1 4.7K 

(ANY SILICON DIODE) 

Cl 
Iµ F 

m25VWK 

C2 R8 as a load- current -sensing feed- 
back loop. A voltage is developed 
across R7 that is directly proportional 
to motor current, and this voltage is 
rectified and smoothed by D2 and C2, 
and coupled to the QI Q2 circuit via 
R8 in such a way that it varies the 
trigger level of Q1 and Q2. The larger 
the voltage on C2 (and thus the larger 
the motor current), the lower the trig- 
ger voltage of Q 1 and Q2 becomes. 

Thus, when the load of the mo- 
tor is increased, the natural tendency 
is for the motor speed to decrease. 
But in this circuit the increasing cur- 
rent resulting from the increased load 
causes the QI Q2 circuit, and thus 
the SCR, to fire earlier in each posi- 
tive half- cycle, and compensatory 
power is thus applied to the motor 
to increase its speed. If the value of R7 
is correctly chosen, the tendency to 
increase speed as a result of the ear- 
lier SCR firing will exactly counter 
the natural tendency of the motor 
speed to decrease under increased 

(3AMP MAX) 

120 
OR 

240V AC 

load conditions. The motor speed will 
thus remain constant under varying 
loads. 

The value of R7 needed to satis- 
fy this condition depends on the 
characteristics of the individual mo- 
tor. For best results this must be 
found by trial and error. The value of 
R7 will. however, normally vary be- 
tween I ohm for small motors and 
0.1 ohm for large motors, so a I -ohm 
variable resistor can be used for R7 
position in most cases. 

Finally, Fig. 10 shows the circuit 
of a full -wave regulated drill -speed 
controller. Operation of the circuit is 
virtually identical with that described 
above, except that the line voltage is 
full -wave rectified by the D1 D4 
bridge, so that the circuit operates 
twice per cycle, rather than once per 
cycle as in the half -wave circuit. The 
value of R7 must again be found by 
trial and error. and rests between 
about 0.1 ohm and 1 ohm, depending 
on motor characteristics. R -E 

DI* 
(SILICON) 

R2 
IK 

SCRI* 

R7 
(SEE 
TEXT) 

D2 

R3 
6 5. K 

01 

2N3702 

02 
2N3704 

R4 R8 
47011 2.7K 

(ANY SILICON DIODE) 

+ CI 
Ip.F,25VWK 

C2 
+ 2µF 

IOVWK 

R5 
150.0 

R6 
1511 

* = AS IN FIG.8 
Fig. 9- Addition of current -sensing feedback loop R7- D2 -C2 -R8 to circuit in 
Fig. 8 provides regulated speed control. As load current increases, voltage on 
C2 rises, which lowers the trigger voltage of Q1 Q2 and fires the SCR earlier. 

120 
OR 

240V AC 
o 

(3AMP MAX) 

DI* D2* 

D3* D4 

RI 

50K ON 120V AC 
IOOK ON 240V AC 

R2 
I 

SCRI* 

R3 
5.6K 

.R7 
;(SEE 

TEXT) 

R= AS IN FIG.7 
Fig. 10 -Use of the full -wave bridge rectifier D1 D4 converts half -wave 
speed controller in Fig. 9 to full -wave operation. Operation is similar to Fig. 9. 

1 C2 
2µ F 

TIOVWK 

R6 
1511 
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Schober Recital Organ 

or .! 
972 

I nclludes 
finished walnut 

console. 'Only 
$1361 if you build 
your own console.) 
Amplifier, speaker 

system optional 
accessories extra. 

You couldn't touch an organ like this in a store for 
less than $4,000 -and there never has been an eec. 
tronic instrument with this vast variety of Iees ine 
pipe -organ voices that you can add to and sharge 
any time you like! If you've dreamed of the sound 
of a large pipe organ in your own home, if ym re 
looking for an organ for your church, you'll to more 
thrilled and happy with a Schober Recital Organ t:an 
you could possibly imagine -kit or no kit. 

You can learn to play it -and a full -size, full- ra:il- 
ity instrument is easier to learn on than any cut-down 
"home" model. And you can build it, from Schober 
Kits, world famous for ease of assembly withou' he 
slightest knowledge of electronics or music, fo' le- 
sign and parts quality from the ground up, and - 
above all -for the highest praise from musicians 
everywhere. 

Send right now for the full -color Schober catalog, 
containing specifications of all five Schober Organ 
models, beginning at $599.50. No charge, no obdira- 
tion. If you like music, you owe yourself a Schober 
Organ! 

Thea3h6Orgen Corp., Dept. RE -6t 
43 West 61st Street, New York, N.Y. 10023 

Please send me Schober Organ Catalog aid 
free 7 -inch "sample" record. 
Enclosed please find $1.00 for I2 -inch L.P. 
record of Schober Organ music. 

NAME 

ADDRESS_ 
CITY STATE ZIP _. _ 
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SOLVE YOUR TV REPAIR 
PROBLEMS WITH 

TV TECH AID 
A monthly TV publication of actual re- 

pairs, and troubles encountered in OUR busi- 
ness. The information will be gathered from 
technicians, field reps, and all the leading 
manufacturers. 

TV TECH AID will be published in loose 
leaf sheets for simplified filing and easy 
reference. Each manufacturer will )rase its 
own page. 

Each symptom will have a clearly marked 
schematic of the particular faulty stage. The 
faulty components, and corrections will be 
listed to aid in repair. No guess wort. 

It will contain current models, coder 
models, circuit changes and modifications on 
various models as they occur. 

The days of "Trial and Substitution' are 
over. 

TIME LOST cannot be regained, assi -hat 
is where the PROFITS are made. 

ONE repair is worth more than four Times 
the investment. 

Each monthly issue will contain a seriez of 
timely sheets and the cost to you is cnly 
$6.95 for a full years subscription. 

TV TECH AID 
P.O. BOX 603 
KINGS PARK, L. I. 
NEW YORK 11754 

ENCLOSED IS A CHECK OR M.O. 1FDR 
$6.95 PLEASE SEND 12 ISSUE OF TV 
TECH AID 
TO: 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY 

STATE 7IP 
L 
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COMPLETE SERVICE 

ON ALL MAKES 
.pF:: 

Maximum Time In Shop 24 Hrs. 

{90 Day Warranty) 

UV Combo's $16.50 

Price includes all labor and p 
cept Tubes, Diodes & Transistors. 
combo tuner needs only one unit r 

paired, disassemble and ship on 
defective unit. Otherwise there wi 
be a charge for a combo tuner. 
When sending tuners for repair, r 

move mounting brackets, knobs, ind 
cator dials, remote fine tuning a 

rangements and remote control dri 
units. 

EFFECTIVE AUGUST 1, 1969 
All tuners must have remote control 
units and /or mounting brackets re- 
moved before tuner can be cleaned 
and repaired. If these accessories are 
left on tuner, there will be a $2.00 
charge for disassembly and reassem- 

All tuners are serviced by FACTOR; 
TRAINED TECHNICIANS with yea 
of experience in this specialized fiel 
All tuners are ALIGNED TO MAN 
FACTURER'S SPECIFICATION on cry 
tal controlled equipment and air , 

checked on monitor before shipping 
to assure that tuner is operating 

GEM CITY TUNER 

REPAIR SERVICE 
Box 6E Dabel Station 

2631 Mardon Drive 

Dayton, Ohio 45420 
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In the Shop ... With Jack 
by JACK DARR 

SERVICE EDITOR 

THE CUSTOMER'S CATASTROPHE 

HEATER -CATHODE SHORTS IN COLOR 
picture tubes are the customer's pet 
catastrophe. With the price of CRT's 
today, you can see why. The typical 
symptom of this disease is a raster ob- 
viously and uncontrollably all one col- 
or: red, green, blue. The shorted gun 
has lost its bias and usually runs wide 
open, to full conduction. 

However, there's an easy cure: 
same old principle we've used in b -w 
tubes for years. Just clear the short by 
isolating the heater winding from 
ground. We used to do this with 
"brighteners" in b -w sets: however, 
heavy -duty types to handle the higher 
heater current of color tubes weren't 
available until lately. Now they are, 
from Perma -Power and others. 

Figure 1 shows what happens. 
The heater of the color CRT is "dc- 
biased" to reduce the voltage stress 
between cathode and heater. Color 
CRT cathodes run at about 150 -200 
volts above ground. So set makers 
connect a voltage divider between 

APPROX 130V EACH 

APPROX - 

FIL TRANS OR PART EACH R 

OF POWER TRANS 
RECH 

150V 

350V 
Fig. 1 

HEATER 
CATHODE 
SHORTED 

COLOR 
PI X 

TUBE 

B+ and ground, and apply about 150 
volts dc to the heater. This winding is 
not grounded like the others, of 
course. (This same biased winding 
normally supplies the damper and /or 
high -voltage regulator tubes, for the 
same reason, and, in one well -known 
chassis, the second i.f. tube!) 

A heater cathode short in the 
CRT usually kills the dc bias, letting 
that gun go wide open, or kills the 
video (Y) signal, or both. DON'T 
try to blow this type of short out with 
your CRT tester rejuvenator; you'll 
usually blow the heater itself. The 
easiest way to get rid of it is to "lift" 
the heater from ground -isolate it. 

The equipment needed for this is 

88 

extremely complicated (Fig. 2)! It's 
a plain 1:1 transformer: 6 volts in, 
6 volts out. This is not a brightener, 
though it looks like one on the out - 

APPROX 
130 V 
EACH 

FIL TRANS OR PART 

OF POWER TRANS 
APPROX 
220V 
EA 

ISOLATION 
CH 

TRANS 
II TO I) 

R 1 

HEATER 
CATHODE 
SHORTED 

COLOR 
PI X 

TUBE 
350V 

Fig. 2 

side. There is no increase in the heater 
voltage. All the transformer does is 
isolate ground from heater supply. 

Even though this "ground" may 
be through the B+ supply lines, it will 
still be at a low impedance for the 
high- frequency video signal (through 
filter capacitors, etc.). It will also 
have the inevitable effect on the dc 
bias of the CRT, also a problem. 

Like the brighteners, the trans- 
formers are plug -in. Though the 
transformers are the same, you'll 
need two types: one for the older 
round -tube bases, and one for the rec- 
tangular types with the small base. 

All you need on this job is a good 
CRT tester to confirm your diagnosis 
of a shorted CRT, and a pair of these 
isolation transformers. 

We've seen tubes equipped with 
similar devices last for several years. 
Before the introduction of these, we 
had to use separate filament trans- 
formers mounted in the cabinet. The 
modern method is a lot simpler and 
easier. R -E 

This column is for your service 
problems -TV, radio, audio or gen- 
eral and industrial electronics. We 
answer all questions individually by 
mail, free of charge, and the more in- 
teresting ones will be printed here. 

If you're really stuck, write us. 
We'll do our best to help you. Don't 
forget to enclose a stamped, self -ad- 
dressed envelope. Write: Service Edi- 
tor, Radio- Electronics, 200 Park Ave. 
South, New York 10003. 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS 
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Service 
Clinic 

By JACK DARR 
SERVICE EDITOR 

Sweep generators: kit or 
ready -built? 

I'm going into TV servicing and 
want good equipment that will enable 
me to align rf and i.f. stages. I'll need 

a a sweep generator, plus crystal -con- 
trolled ,:Harker pips. 

I've been told not to buy kits, but 
a factory -assembled sweep generator. 
They also tell me the marker genera- 
tor must be capable of producing 
calibrating beats every 250 kHz 
through the rf and i.f. ranges. Cor- 
rect? Also, how about a marker add- 
er?-?. H., Houston, Tex. 

Someone is misleading you. Kit 
instruments will give you about what 
you put into them. If you do a care- 
ful assembly job and follow the in- 
struction book, you'll have a useful 
piece of equipment with any of the 
first -line kit sweep generators. I know 
the chief engineer of a CATV system 
who has been using a kit sweep genera- 
tor for years to align his line ampli- 
fiers. 

Your marker generator must be 
accurate, but the sweep generator dial 
can be somewhat off since the mark- 
ers determine alignment accuracy. 
Most instruments have provisions for 
crystal control of intermediate fre- 
quencies. For rf, I prefer TV station 
carriers, which are always accurate. 

A marker adder will give better 
results since it eliminates marker dis- 
tortion, the result of accidentally set- 
ting marker signal levels too high. 
Many generators have built -in mark- 
er adders. 

Vom problems 
I have a Simpson 260 vom with 

a problem. It works all right on the 
ohm scales, hut it isn't right on volt- 
ages. They're all low. -G. C., Cats- 
kill, N. Y. 

Well, if your ohmmeter is ok, 
this means that the meter itself is ok. 
This is a 20,000- ohms -per -volt type. 
The resistance of the von, read right 
across the dc-volts jacks, should be 
full -scale reading times 20,000 (on 
the 10 -volt scale, 200,000 ohms, and 
so on). 

The schematic of a typical vom 
of this type is shown below. On the 
1000 -volt scale, you should read 15 
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meg -1- 4 meg -1- 800K + 150K + 
45K + 5000 ohms (the resistance 
of the meter movement and its cali- 
brating resistor). Total, 20 megohms. 
You can read the individual resistors 
"from outside" by changing the posi- 
tion of the range switch. For exam- 
ple, on the 2.5 -volt position, all you 
have in the circuit is the 45,000 ohms 
and the meter, or 50,000 ohms; on the 
10 -volt position, you'll have this re- 

RANGE 
SWITCH 

1,000V 

CALIBRATED 
TO 5,000 

sistance, plus the 150,000 -ohm resis- 
or 200,000 ohms total, and so on. 
Incidentally, I ran into a very 

odd thing on a similar vom. Checks 

tor, 

showed everything ok up to the meter 
itself, which had continuity, etc. 
Turned out to be a bit of varnish un- 
der the terminal bolts of the meter! 
Loosening these and retighter_ing 
made the lockwashers cut through the 
varnish, and this cured the problem. 
Try it. 

Blown tube -tester meter 
About three months ago 1 blew 

the meter on my Radio Shack Aube 

tester. I can't get any information 
about it. What kind of meter does it 
use ? -L. G. L., Grand Junction, Colo. 

I'm not broken out with irfor- 
mation about tube -tester meters, ei- 
ther! However, I did find a few of 
them which specified an 0 -1 -rn dc 
meter (instead of just showing a cir- 
cle and the letter M!). From what I 
can find, most tube testers should be 
similar. 

Try this: Hook up the dc 
ammeter of of your vom in place of the 
damaged meter. Set it on at least a 
100 -mA scale on general principles. 
Put a known -good tube in the tester, 
and turn it on. (Now, turn it ofl, and 
reverse the meter connections, if 
you're like I am. I never hooked a 
current meter up right in my life!) 

Seriously again, turn the range 

Portable "computer" 
for electronics 
men. 

WANT FAST ANSWERS to math and electronics prob. 
lems? Now, compute them in a flash with this 

new Electronics Slide Rule. 
Calculate resonant frequencies, solve indacrive 

or capacitive reactance problems, find reciprocals 
for resistance formulas, locate decimal poro=s -all 
in just seconds, without pencil and paper. 

Whiz through regular math problems, too, Trulti- 
plication, division, square roots, logarithms, wen 
trigonometric functions. 

Sturdy 12 -inch, all -metal slide rule comes com- 
plete with handsome leather carrying case-phis 4- 
lesson instruction course. Deliberately priced low as 
our way of making friends with electronics -Tien. 
FREE booklet gives full details. Mail coupon below 
today. 

Mail Coupon for FREE Booklet 

CIE Cleveland Institute of Eleetrenlcs 
1776 East 17th Street, Cleveland, Oho 44114 

Please send me, without charge or obligation, yoar book- 
let describing the Electronics Slide Rule and 4-lesson 
instruction course. Also free if I act at once -a handy, 
pocket -sized Electronics Data Guide. 

Name 
(Please Print) 

Address 

City State ZIIP 
Accredited Member National Home Study Council 
A Leader in Electronics Training... Since 1934 

L 
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down on the vom until you can see a 
reading on the meter, with all tube - 
tester controls set for this particular 
type. For a good tube, you should 
have a "quality" reading of about 
half -scale on the "good" sector; with 
the average meter, this would mean 
something like 3/4 of full scale. Check 
the dial scale of the old meter to find 
out exactly how much this should be. 

Now, you can tell by the vom 
range switch what meter movement 
was used: 0 -1 mA, 0 -10 mA or what- 
ever. You can get a replacement me- 
ter from Triplett, Simpson and oth- 
ers, with the same size case, and 
mount the new meter on the panel. If 
you want to, you can draw the GOOD - 
? -BAD calibration on the face. If you 
don't want to take the new meter 
apart, draw calibrations on paper and 
paste it on the glass of the face, above 
the scale! 

Scope power transformer 
The power transformer on my 

DuMont 164 scope burned out. Do 
you know where I can get an exact 
replacement? Also, a schematic of 
the scope ? -P. G. S., San Gabriel, 
Calif. 

A schematic of this scope is on 
pages 856-57 of Rider's Encyclope- 

dia on Cathode -Ray Oscilloscopes (1st 
Edition). I doubt if you can get a dupli- 
cate power transformer since DuMont 
Co is no longer making test equipment. 

However, you might try to locate 

BLK 
YEL 

PRI -I 

BLK/ 
RED 

WHT-! 
PRI -2 

BLK /J¡ 
YEL 

(FOR 110/220 
VOLT 

OPERATION 1 

B+ 
TO 
FILTER 

RED/ YEL 

450VAC 

BLU 

S ATE 

HV MINUS 
TO FILTER 

RED 2.5V 

HV RECT 

GRN 2.5 V TO 3API 

BRN 63 VAC 6C6's 

two that will do. The drawing (left) 
shows the original and a possible modi- 
fication is shown below. 

Use two small power transform - 
(continued on page 98) 

the new 

46 watts of music power at 80 ... FET FM Front End ...exclusive 
Stereo Only circuit...outputs for 2 pair of stereo speaker systems, 
headphones, tape recording, monitoring and play -back...double pro- 
tection for power transistors...plus many other exclusive features, 
that you expect from Sansui and only Sansui. Visit your franchised 
Sansui dealer for a demonstration of the exciting new Sansui 350 

AM /FM Stereo Receiver...do it today for a truly memorable experi- 
ence...$199.95. SQL 
SANSUI ELECTRONICS CORPORATION, 34-43 56th ST., WOODSIDE, NEW YORK 11377 

SANSUI Electric Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan European Office Frankfurt a.M., West Germany 
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RECIPE FOR IC PREAMP 
(continued from page 51) 

0.0033 F. The resultant response 
curve of the emitter -follower stage is 
shown in Fig. 7. 

Tone controls 

The complete tone control sche- 
matic is shown in Fig. 8, and a simpli- 
fied version is shown in Fig. 9. The 
bass and treble controls are standard 
audio -taper potentiometers. At 50% 
rotation of the control the resistance 
is split -90% on one side of the wiper 
and 10% on the other side. The rela- 
tionship between wiper position and 
resistance is shown in Fig. 10. 

In the bass control circuit (Fig. 
9 -a), when the control is in the 
center position, the frequency response 
is flat from about 50 Hz to 20 kHz. 
The reactance of C11 is made equal 
to the 45,000 -ohm portion of R12 
and the reactance of C12 is made 
equal to the 5,000 -ohm section, both 
at 50 Hz. As frequency increases 
above 50 Hz, C l 1 couples more signal 
to the output while C12 shunts more 
signal to ground through R13. The 
net effect is a flat response from 50 
Hz to 20 kHz with a 20 -dB insertion 
loss. 

When the wiper is in the boost 
position, C12, with a reactance ?rio 

the resistance of R12 at 50 Hz, effec- 
tively shunts R12 out of the circuit, 
making Rll and C12 the dominant 
frequency response shaping compo- 
nents. Ideally, the full bass -boost posi- 
tion will supply an output voltage 
(at 50 Hz) that is 20 dB greater 
than the center position (flat res- 
ponse). The full boost position rep- 
resents zero attenuation in the tone 
control of the bass frequencies. The 
amplitude of the output decreases at 
a 6 -dB per octave rate to the fre- 
quency where the reactance of C12 
is negligible. 

The output amplitude will then 
be determined by the ratio of R11 
to R13. When the wiper is in the full 
"cut" position, the output amplitude 
at 50 Hz is determined by the ratio 
of Xe(C11) to R13 and is 40 dB 
below the input voltage. As the fre- 
quency is increased, the reactance of 
C11 decreases until it is equal to the 
resistance of R13, again making the 
output amplitude dependent on the 
ratio of R I 1 to R13. 

When the control is in an inter- 
mediate position, the frequency at 
which rolloff begins (±3 dB from the 
flat response curve) will vary, but 
the slope of the rolloff will change 
only slightly. 

The treble control in Fig. 9 -b is 
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shown in the center or flat position. 
For frequencies below 2.1 kHz the 
reactances of C13 and C14 form 
a 10 to 1 divider or 20 -dB insertion 
loss. Above 2.1 kHz, the reactances of 
C13 and C14 become small when 
compared to the parallel divider com- 
bination of the control (R18) and 
R16 and R17. The resistive divider 
then provides the 10 to 1 voltage divi- 
sion to maintain the 20 -dB insertion 
loss for the high frequencies. The net 
result is a 20 -dB loss that is flat from 
20 Hz to 20 kHz. 

When the control is moved to the 
full boost position, C13 has a reac- 
tance at 2.1 kHz approximately equal 
to the total resistance of the poten- 
tiometer. This means that one half 
the input voltage appears at the con- 
trol output, or, is 6 dB below the in- 
put voltage. This is, in effect, a 14 -dB 
treble boost at 2.1 kHz where it should 
be only 3 dB. By placing a resistor 
(R17) from the wiper of the poten- 
tiometer to the ground end of the 
pot with a value equal to the flat - 
gain position resistance (5,000 ohms), 
the ratio of the capacitive react- 
ance to this additional resistor will 
insure treble boost action starting at 
2.1 kHz. 

Resistor R16 is then necessary 
to achieve a smooth boost action. 
Without R16, all of the boost action 
would occur at the end point of the 
potentiometer. In the cut position, 
C13 and resistors R16 and R18 in 
parallel are the response shaping com- 
ponents. As frequency increases from 
2.1 kHz, the reactance of C14 de- 
creases until, at 20 kHz, there is a 
20 -dB reduction in output amplitude. 

Broad -band amplifier 
The broadband stage is designed 

exactly like the playback amplifier ex- 
cept that the compensation network 
is replaced with a 51,000 -ohm resistor 
(R23) in parallel with 100 -pF capac- 
itor C17. The capacitor reduces mid - 
and high- frequency noise of the ampli- 
fier. Input resistor R21 is also 51,000 
ohms. 

Power supplies 
Split Supply -The requirements for 
the power supply are not too critical. 
A suitable supply using a center - 
taped transformer is shown in Fig. 11. 
Each IC draws about 15 mA. The 
simple shunt Zener regulator uses the 
1N5243 which has a dynamic imped- 
ance of about 7 ohms at 10 mA. Any 
ripple which may be present on the 
filter capacitor will be reduced by a 
factor of about 15 which corresponds 
to about 35 dB. The MC1303P is re- 
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latively insensitive to hum and the 
few hundred microvolts present with 
this supply is not objectionable. The 
1 -ohm resistors limit surge current due 
to the initial charging of the 2,000- 
µF electrolytics. 

The Zener tolerance is ±10% 
which is sufficient since the integrated 
circuit is also tolerant of supply voltage 
variations. 
Single Supply- Operation from a sin- 
gle rather than a split power supply 
may be desired. In this event, either 
of the two methods shown in Fig. 12 
may be used. Note that the preamp 
ground is connected, in one, to the 
junction of the two Zeners, and, in the 
other, to the junction of the divider re- 
sistors RA and R,,. This allows the 
output dc voltage to be at 1/2V", 
which gives the effect of having a split 
supply. 

The method shown in Fig. 12 -a 
is self -explanatory. Use of 10% or 5% 
tolerance Zeners is recommended to 
prevent variations in the equivalent 
positive and negative supplies. 

The resistor R. is computed using; 
V 4- V,,_ -Yin 

R. 
N(15mA) -{- Iz 

where Vm is filtered dc from power sup- 
ply; 
where "N" is the number of integrated 

circuits and Iz is the bias current 
through the Zeners. 

The Zener bias current, I. 
should be chosen to ensure operation 
of the Zeners in their lowest dynamic 
impedance region. 

The method shown on the right is 
similar to that on the left. The 
divider resistors are required to supply 
input bias current to the integrated 
circuit. The maximum (signal) input 
current is 10 µA per integratec circuit, 
so the current through the divider 
should be at least ten times the total 
input bias current drawn by all the 
integrated circuits in the preamplifier. 
The bypass capacitors should then be 
selected to have a reactance which 
is at least one -tenth of the resistance 
of the divider resistors at the lowest 
frequency of operation of the preamp- 
lifier. Rs is then computed as before. 

Either method requires the use 
of a Zener whose voltage plus the 
maximum voltage due to tolerance 
variations does not evceed 30 volts. 
Thus, for a 20% tolerance Zener, a 24- 
volt unit would be required. For a 
5% tolerance Zener, a 28 -volt unit 
would be satisfactory. 

In Fig. 12 -b the Zener .and R. 
could be eliminated with small loss in 
performance. R -E 

Make the wiggly test. 
AmMEMMIal ,...k ,....' ,.....' 
1101111111111111i 

On the left, a pattern* produced by an ordinary color bar generator. 
On the right, the equivalent pattern* produced by Leader's 
LCG -388. Perfectly stable, the instant you turn the power on. 

Flip the switch, and you can select from 15 patterns. Including 
the single dot, single cross, single horizontal and single vertical. 

The magic is in Leader's binary counters and gates. Nobody 
else has them, and what a difference they make. 

$149.00, and you can make the wiggly test at your 
distributor's. For the one nearest you, just drop a line or call. 

*As photographed. 

Seeing is believing. 
am UM 
as w 11M11111111 

1111M111 

LEADER INSTRUMENTS CORP. 
24.20 Jackson Avenue, Long Island City, N.Y. 11101/(212) 729 -7411 
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UNFXCFCCFD! THE UM ANTENNA 

UHF -VHF -FM 
COLOR 

Combination 
UHF -VHF -FM Antennas 

at at pettotmanc¢. 

Tuned and engineered featuring a LOG PERIODIC 
VHF section incorporating a PATENTED MAGNETIC 
WAVE design for UHF. Discriminate between de- 
sired signal and unwanted noise. An absence of 
minor lobes and extremely high front to back ratio 
are characteristics of these antennas. Mechanical 
features include all new fittings and special alloy 
aluminum tubing for added strength. Six models 
available. 

Write or phone for complete information. 

S & A ELECTRONICS, INC. 
210 W. Florence St. Phone (419) 693 -0528 Toledo, Ohio 43605 
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TV 

CAMERAS 
under $.0 

Get your copy of our new flyer 969MI 

The DENSON ELECTRONIC Corp. 

P. 0. Box 85, Rockville, Conn. 06066 - (203) 815 -5198 
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(continued from page 26) 
and the vertical sawtooth amplitude will not be enough. 
It should be possible to substitute with GE Universal re- 
placement transistor GE17. The SA599 can be replaced 
by a GE2, 2N404, 2N217 or a 2N109. 

It is a good idea to build up each section of the 
camera, connect it to a power supply, and test each circuit 
for correct waveforms before final installation. Re- 
member to use the filament transformer for the vertical 
input signal. The video amplifier and rf oscillator can be 
tested by touching the body of Cl with your finger. This 
should induce hum and rf pickup through the video am- 
plifier system, and in turn through the rf oscillator. Con- 
nect the oscillator to the antenna terminals of your TV 
set. This test will indicate whether the video amplifier is 
capable of amplifying. 

After assembly is complete, by adjusting R20 you 
should be able to lock a synchronized raster on the TV 
set. Adjust height and width controls to maximum wave- 
form amplitude. This will throw the camera in over -scan 
when the vidicon is connected. Adjust Focus CURRENT 
control R8 for a 10 -volt voltage drop across the focus 
coil. The high voltage dc in the power supply can be 
checked for 300 volts at C33. The BEAM control should 
be adjusted for approximately 90 volts on R58. However, 
the beam, target, and electrostatic focus control settings 
will vary from vidicon to vidicon. 

After all waveforms are checked, including blanking, 
and the video amplifier is operating, test for correct vidi- 
con voltages at the vidicon socket. At this point insert the 
vidicon in the camera, being careful not to short the 
vidicon target ring connector. Do not expect to see a 
picture immediately, but by raising the target voltage 
(about 1/3 rotation) and bringing up the beam control, the 
raster should flash. At this time by adjusting the electro- 
static focus control R1, you should see a gray area inside 
a black oval. 

At this point you may remove the lens cap. You 
should see blobs of light and dark areas comprising a 
rough scene. By adjusting the optical focus, electrostatic 
focus, target, and beam, a picture should appear com- 
pressed in the black over -scan oval. It may be neces- 
sary to reverse horizontal or vertical yoke windings for 
image reversal, or it is possible the yokes may be mag- 
netized if the picture appears off -center. The yokes can 
be demagnetized by discharging a capacitor (around 
0.5 MF) through the yoke or applying a 6 -volt battery 
momentarily to reverse its magnetism. If you try the 
battery polarity one direction and it does not respond, re- 
verse it. 

Finally, adjust the width and height controls so that 
only the edges of the black oval are just outside the picture 
area. This will maintain the best resolution from the vidi- 
con tube. Never reduce the amplitude to under -scan be- 
cause it is possible to burn a raster scanning area on the 
target which would be visible when full scanning is re- 
turned. 

The deflection circuits were designed to provide ade- 
quate over -scan with 26 mA flowing through the focus 
coil. As focus coil current increases, so will the deflection 
current necessary to move the electron beam a given dis- 
tance. For this reason R8 should be used to set magnetic 
focus current only. While using various makes of focus 
coils, it may be possible that R51, the electrostatic focus 
control, will come into range only near extreme ends of 
rotation. Do not attempt to compensate by re- adjusting 
R8. Instead, a separate voltage divider network has been 
provided for electrostatic focus, consisting of R52, R51 
and R50, thereby allowing the value of R52 or R50 to be 
changed in order that optimum electrostatic focus will 
occur near the center rotation of R51. R -E 
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EQUIPMENT 
B &K 1450 Diagnostic 

For manufacturer's literature, circle No 

r. 

A TEST INSTRUMENT IS VALUABLE ONLY 

if it saves your time by making tests 
faster and easier. or by making tests 
other instruments can't. The B &K Model 
1450 Diagnostic Oscilloscope fits into 
this class. In fact. it's smart enough 
to make certain tests by itself without 
you! 

The 1450 is a wide -band 5 -inch 
scope with a frequency response from 
5 Hz to 4.5 MHz ± 1.0 dB. and 3 dB 
down at 5.5 MHz. The 12 -nsec rise time 
is fine for displaying such hard -to -see 

waveforms as the output of the burst 
amplifier. Input impedance is 3 meg- 
ohms and 47 pF in DIRECT. and IO 

meg -ohms at 15 pF in the LOW- CAPACITY 

position. 
The switch, intensity. focus and cali- 

brate controls are in a vertical row to 
the right of the screen. making them 
handy. Vertical amplifier sensitivity is 

25 mV rms /inch. controlled by a seven - 
step frequency -compensated attenuator. 
The horizontal amplifier has a sensitivity 
of 0.5 mV inch. with a horizontal sweep 
range from 4 Hz up to 500 kHz in five 
ranges. 

There is a phased 60 -Hz sine -wave 
sweep for alignment work, and two 
special positions, TV -V and TV -H, for 
quickly checking video signals at either 
vertical (30 Hz) or horizontal (7875 Hz) 
sweep. 

The 1450's vertical attenuator is 
calibrated in units of either "2" or "6." 
Peak -to -peak voltage ranges are 0.2V, 
0.6V, 2.0V. 6.0V, 2(1V, 60V and 200V. 
The plastic graticule has a scale on 
each edge -0 -2 and 0 -6. To read pp 
voltage. you simply turn the vertical 
attenuator to the VERTICAL position, turn 
off the horizontal gain. and adjust the 
CALIBRATE knob until the vertical line is 
the same height as either scale. 

Once this calibration is done. a 

signal can be read for p p value by 
adjusting the vertical attenuator switch 
until the whole waveform is visible. 
then noting the multiplier. The direct 
p p voltage reading feature is useful for 
making quick tests of gain through 
several stages and checking pp voltages 
against the schematic. 
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REPORT 
Oscilloscope 

. 88 on Reader Service Card. 

The 1450 can he used as a vector - 
scope -very handy in checking out color 
demodulator circuits. A color bar genera- 
tor is connected to the set and tuned in 
with the set's hue and color controls 
at midrange. Now. the 1450's VERTICAL- 
RANGE switch is set to '60'. the CAI. 

control to minimum and the HORIZONTAL. 
SWEEP control set to 'E XT'. A test lead is 

connected to the horizontal input. 
Next the probe and the horizontal 

lead are both hooked to the red CRT 

grid terminal. and the horizontal gain 
control is adjusted. Move the horizontal 
clip to the blue grid terminal. and the 
vector pattern will appear. looking 
like a green chrysanthemum. Demodu- 
lator action can be checked by noting 
the amplitude and angels of the "petals." 
and hue control action checked by 
noting how far a given petal rotates 
when this control is moved. and so on. 
This pattern will also tell you whether 
the set uses 90° or 105° demodulation 
angles. and help set this correctly. 

The most unusual and useful fea- 
ture of this instrument is a built -in 
"Intermittent Analyzer." Briefly. this k 
how it works: If a signal is suspected 
of changing at any point in the circuit 
(up or down). the 1450's probe is hooked 
to that point and a constant test signal 
is fed in. The waveform pattern of the 
signal is set by adjusting the vertical 
gain. 

In the scope. a comparator circuit is 

fed by a sample of the signal p p voltage. 
and a comparison voltage set by the 
control knob. If the signal changes in 
amplitude. the comparator circuit fires 
an "up" or "down" neon lamp and 
closes a locking relay. This lights a front - 
panel pilot lamp. and applies 117 Vac 
to a receptacle on the back of the 
cabinet. This can be used to light a re- 
mote indicator lamp. a hell or an optional 
lighted sign which says 'INTERMITTENT.' 
The relay stays locked until the control 
is reset. but the neon lamps go off and 
on as the signal changes. 

The Intermittent Analyzer can be 
very useful if used with an audible 
alarm. When hunting for an intermittent 
connection. part. etc.. you can poke. pry, 
hammer and bend things until you "hit 
a nerve." 

The sensitivity of the Intermittent 
Analyzer can be varied by adjusting 
pattern height on the screen. With the 
waveform set to cover most of the 
screen. the alarm will fire on a 10 -15(:; 
variation in amplitude. Set to cover about 
half the screen. it will fire on a change of 
about 25r,e 

A crystal demodulator probe is 

available. for signal- tracing rf. tuner 
and i.f. stages. 

All in :Ill, this is a very useful 
piece of test equipment. and one that 
can make your work on today's complex 
electronic apparatus quite a bit easier 
than before.-Jack Darr 
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Who needs a tuner 

wash? Save your 

money and use 

Q U/E TROLE 
The product that cleans while it 

lubricates. Zero effect on capacity 

and resistance. Harmless to plas- 

tics and metals. Keeps colo ar d 

black and white on the bear-). 

Non -flammable. 

4 

manufactured by 

QUIETROLE cc. 
Spartanburg, South Carolina 

Circle 119 on reader service care' 

U.S. GOV'T ELECTRONIC SU ' PLUS 

Nationally known -World Famous SURPLUS I 1 NT R otters 
((nest. most expensive. Government Surplus electron ee .,its ang 
components at a traction It their original acquesmn cat. 

ORDER DIRECT FROM AO or WRITE FOR CATALOGS 

COMPUTER TRANSISTORS ON HEAT SINKS 
IBM Computer Quality 
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12 and 24 -VOLT TRANSFORMER 
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' 
.r In 41 -amp.. .14 -\mIN. 4 amp.. 
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SILICON DIODES 
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Fill in coupon for a FREE One Year Sub- 
scription to OLSON ELECTRONICS' Fantas- 
tic Value Packed Catalog - Unheard of 
LOW, LOW PRICES on Brand Name 
Speakers, Changers, Tubes, Tools, Stereo 
Amps, Tuners, CB, Hi -Fi's, and thousands 
of other Electronic Values. Credit plan 
available. 
NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE 

GIVE ZIP CODE 

If you have a friend interested in electronics 
send his name and address for a FREE sub- 
scription also. 

OLSON ELECTRONICS 

424 S. Forge Street Akron, Ohio 44308 

Circle 121 on reader service card 

SCHOOL 

DIRECTORY 
distinguished graduates 
hold important engineering and business administration 
posts throughout U.S. l'rofessionally- oriented college with 
outstanding placement record. Four -quarter year permits 
degree in three years. Fine faculty. Modern labs. Small 

classes. 300 -acre campus. Accredited. Approved 
for sets. Moderate costs. Enter Seid.. Jan., 
March, Aune. For Catalog. write Adei. Director. 

TRI -STATE COLLEGE 
'179 College Avenue, Angola. Indiana 46503 

f ElEOry ES 
MAIL COUPON FOR FREE BOOK 

Coyne Electronics Institute Dept. B -9 -C -5 
155)1 W. Congress l'kw_v., Chicago, Ill. 6(16(17 

Send Information as checked below 
11O M 1? 'l'1 i.t i N INC i is '1' \', Radio and Color TV 
Servicing. 
RESIDENT SCHOOL COURSES in Electronics, 
Elect ricity. Engineering Technology, Television, 
Refrigeration, and Air Conditioning. 

Name Age 

City State Zip 

APPROVED FOR VETERANS 
Accredited Member: National Association 

Trade and Technical Schools. L 
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TRY 
THIS 
ONE 

EVERY MOBILE INSTALLATION MUST 
have a place for the microphone when it 
is not in use. Normally this is a sheet - 
metal bracket, or a hanger used with a 
button on the back of the microphone. 
The hanger must be screwed either to 
the car dashboard or to the transceiver 
case. 

However, GC Electronics recently 
made available a magnetic mike holder, 
catalog number 65 -525. This is for 
use only with microphones having the 
hanger button on the back. It can be 

used two ways. Either place it on the 
dashboard or transceiver case, where 
the strong magnet will hold it in posi- 
tion, and drop the mike into the slot, or 
squeeze the holder a bit and force it on 
the back of the mike permanently. The 
second way, mike and magnet act as 

GET INTO 

ELECTRONICS 
v.T.1. training leads to success as 
technicians, field engineers, apectallata 
in communications, guided miaallss, 
computers, radar and automation. Basic 
& advanced coureee in theory & labora- 
tory. Electronic Engineering Technol. 
both 

Technology 
available. Associate deree tine 29 

mos. H.S. also obtainable. G.I. ap- 
proved. Graduate. in all branches of 
electrontce with major companies. Start 
Sept., Feb. Dorms, campus. High 
school graduate or equivalent. Catalog. 

VALPARAISO TECHNICAL 
INSTITUTE 

Dept, C, Valparaiso, Indiana 46389 

Alk 

Learn Electronics for your 
SPACE -AGE EDUCATION 

at the center of 
America's aerospace industry 

No matter what your aerospace goal, 
you can get your training at Northrop 
Tech, in sunny Southern California. 

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING. 
Get your B.S. degree in engineering in 
just 36 months by attending classes year 
round. Most Northrop Tech graduates 
have a job waiting for them the day 
they're graduated! 

A & P SCHOOL. Practical experience 
on real aircraft. One -year course pre- 
pares you for F. A. A. A & P certificate. 
WRITE TODAY FOR CATALOG. 
NORTHROP INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 

1199 W. Arbor Vitae, Inglewood. Calif. 

one, and there is no searching for the 
slot of the holder in the dark or in traffic 
-the mike will stick almost anywhere. 

But what if your mike doesn't have 
a hanger button? The answer, of course, 
is to attach a strong magnet to the back 
of the mike case. Strong magnets are 
not easy to find, but John Meshna Jr., 
19 Allerton St., Lynn, Mass., will send 

you six powerful magnets, like the ones 
in the photo, for $1. Just ask for catalog 
item ALNICO. Include postage. [You 
can salvage similar magnets from small 
PM speakers. -[Editor] Simply cement 
one or two of these magnets to the back 
of your carbon, crystal or ceramic mi- 
crophone (dynamic mikes might be 
affected by the strong field of the mag- 
net). Use Pliobond or epoxy cement. 
Small felt dots (you can get them at a 
5 and 10) should be cemented to the 
magnet corners to prevent scratching 
the dashboard or transceiver case. Al- 
ternatively, you can spray or brush on 
some varnish or plastic. A thin coat will 
do. 

This idea is not limited to mobile 
operation. Since most transceivers are 
in steel cases, the magnetically mounted 
hand mike is just as convenient in the 
base station. -Fred Blechman, K6UGT 

SLIPPING DIAL CORDS 
REPAIRED WITH PHONO -DRIVE 

ANTI -SLIP COMPOUND 

Most of us have had maddening 
sessions with slipping radio dial 
cords. Common remedies, such as 
tightening the cord or taking addition- 
al turns around the tuning shaft, all 
too often do not work or, even worse, 
result in binding. However, here is a 
solution that I have found to work in 
the majority of cases. I use a liquid 
phono -drive anti -slip compound such 
as GC No. 86 -2. A light application 
directly to the portion of the tuning 
shaft around which the dial cord is 

looped normally provides ample fric- 
tion to prevent further slippage. In 
situations where the cord passes over 
idler pulleys the cord may even be 
left in place during application of the 
compound. Where the cord passes 
over friction -type guides, however, it 
should be removed and left off until 
the compound dries, to prevent bind- 
ing later, as the compound- impreg- 
nated cord tries to slide over the 
guides. Klaus Halm R -E 
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NOTEWORTHY 
CIRCUITS 

AUTO BURNED -OUT LIGHT DETECTOR 

Often a light on a car burns out 
and goes undetected for a long time. 
Also brake light switches and wiring 
fail occasionally. 

This simple device to alert the 
driver is basically a differential relay. 
I chose a long coil relay (the coil 
itself is 3" x I" in diameter) to ac- 
commodate the windings. The prin- 
ciple of the system is cancellation of 
magnetic fields of opposing coils feed- 
ing pairs of lights. 

The brake -light coils are addi- 
tively connected so that the indicator 
shows when your brake lights go on. 
The indicator doesn't light if either 
brake light fails or if the indicator 
fails. This keeps a constant check on 
the indicator. 

Since the taillights are always on 
with either parking or headlights, I 
chose to balance them against the 

LICENSE LIGHT 

REAR PARKING LIGHTS 
LI 

L2 

FRONT 
PARKING 

LIGHTS 

L3 

L4 
DIMMER 
SWITCH 

BRAKE 
IGHTS 

L5 

RELAY 
CORE 

E =FROM LIGHT 
SWITCH 

a= END OF WINDING 

NOTE LI - L2 BIFILAR 
WOUND 

-> TO 
BATT 

INDICATOR 
LIGHT 

HEADLIGHTS 

headlights or the parking lights (since 
front parking lights on my car do not 
operate with the headlights), which- 
ever were on. 

Having a 4 -pole double -throw 
plate relay on hand, I drilled off the 
old winding with an electric drill. 
Then, to make the relay more sensi- 
tive, I bent the unused contacts away 
so that pull -in energy could be kept 
to a minimum. 

I wound the front and rear park- 
ing -light windings (L1 and L2) as 
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a bifilar pair to insure their balance. 
The first layers wound were LI and 
L2 (each consists of about 60 feet of 
No. 22 wire). The next winding is L3, 
the headlight coil, 28 turns of No. 18 
wire evenly spaced. After finishing 
these coils, brake -light coils L4 and 
L5 are added. They consist of 15 -20 
turns of No. 22 wire. It is best to 
check operation before finishing com- 
pletely in case pruning or adding is 
necessary. 

The license -plate light is bypassed 
in the taillight circuit to achieve bal- 
ance. Neither it nor the front signal 
lights are covered, except by failure 
of the turn -signal flasher to operate 
properly. 

My car is a 1966 Plymouth 
Valiant with two GE -1034 lights in 
front and two in back. Headlights are 
two GE- 6012's. 

Any number of combinations are 
possible if you experiment with bal- 
ancing. Coil size seems to be the only 
limiting factor. When experimenting, 
bear in mind that turn -signal filaments 
draw much more current than park- 
ing -light filaments. 

Any iron core might be used with 
a reed switch in glass and the whole 
thing potted. But I believe it would 
require considerable more turns to ob- 
tain the necessary flux. -H. P. Neylon 

BLOWN -FUSE INDICATOR 

Several methods have been devel- 
oped to indicate a blown fuse in the pri- 
mary circuit of a power supply. This cir- 
cuit, taken from Signalize Application 
News, tells when either or both fuses 
in a secondary circuit are blown. 

The circuit is inherently a balanced 
bridge with a neon lamp as the detector 

Bi- 

or indicator. Two legs of the bridge are 
formed by the center -tapped transform- 
er winding. One resistive leg is R3 and 
the other consists of R1 and R2 in paral- 
lel. If either fuse blows, the bridge is 
unbalanced and the neon lamp lights. 
Signalite recommends a high- brightness 
lamp such as the LT2 -24. R -E 
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J 
There's no substitute 
for SUCCESS... 

JAMES WONG -Research Enpiseer 
Heald Engineering College Graduate 

or IN -CLASS INSTRUCTION! 

In electronics, it's the training that 
makes the difference. Employers 
require well- trained men and the 
first thing checked is where you 
gained your knowledge. 
HEALD GRADUATES have man, job 
offers with starting salaries often i ex- 
cess of $10,000 per year. AND advance- 
ment is rapid. 

GET STARTED NOW. Be a 
DRAFTSMAN -12 months 
TECHNICIAN -15 months 
ENGINEER (B.S. Deg.) -36 months 
ARCHITECT (B.S. Deg.) -42 months 
YOU are eligible for HEALD ENGI- 
NEERING COLLEGE if you have a high 
school education or the equivalent. 

Increased income starts with suc :ess- 
success starts with your move to Heald. 
Send now for FREE brochures with 
more information on Heald in San =ran - 
cisco and your future in Engineering. 

FREE LIFETIME PLACEMENT SERVICE 

4644 VETERAN APPROVED 

cl WRITE TODAY FOR DETAILS 

HEALD Engineering College 
1215 Van Ness Ave., San Francisco, California kí109 ale 

Please send me information about: 
ARCHITECTURE 
ENGINEERING: Civil Electrical 

Electronic Mechanical 
TECHNOLOGY: Electronic Engineering 

Technician (FCC) 
Radio -Television Technician (FCC 

DRAFTING: Mechanical Electr cEl 
Structural 

I am interested in Day EveningE 7urses 
Also send an application. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY 

STATE 

ZIP PHONE 

E 

t 
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MARKET 
CENTER 

ELECTRONICS 

Ultra- sensitive and powerful METAL DETEC- 
TORS join the many who are finding buried 
coins, minerals, relics and artifacts. Don't buy 
till you see our free catalog of new models. 
Write JETCO -Box 132 -RE, Huntsville, Texas 
77340 

SEMICONDUCTOR AND PARTS CATALOG over 
100 pages free to Canadians. U.S. 50e. J & J 
ELECTRONICS, Box 1437, Winnipeg, Manitoba, 
Canada 

INTEGRATED CIRCUIT KITS: computer, audio, 
others. New catalog free. KAY ENGINEERING, 
Box 3932 -D, Long Beach, California 90803. 

RECEIVING & INDUSTRIAL TUBES, TRANSIS- 
TORS, All Brands -Biggest Discounts. Techni- 
cians, Hobbyists, Experimenters- Request FREE 
Giant Catalog and SAVE! ZALYTRON, 469 Jeri- 
cho Turnpike, Mineola, N.Y. 11501. 

Discharge IGNITION, PHOTOFLASH. Free cata- 
log parts, kits. TRANSPARK, Carlisle, Mass. 
01741 

BARGAIN PACKAGES. Closeouts. Electronic 
parts. Tubes, condensers, rectifiers, capacitors, 
coils, diodes, resistors, etc. Gigantic buy, over 
110 items only $5. postpaid and insured. Over 
1000 electronic bolts and nuts, components, as- 
sortment of over 100 varieties, retail value over 
$55., only $8. GREAT SOUTHWEST LIQUIDA- 
TORS, Box 21264, Dallas, Texas 75211 

CONVERT any television to sensitive Big- Screen 
Oscilloscope. Only minor changes required. No 
electronic experience necessary. Illustrated 
plans $2.00. RELCO -A25, Box 10563, Houston, 
Texas 77018 

COLOR T.V. A LRTA TER 

IS TERRIFIC with 
TERADO 

VOLTAGE ADJUSTERS 
CORRECTS HIGH OR LOW 

VOLTAGE TO NORMAL CAP. 300 to 500 watts 

SATURN (shown) Model no. 50 -172 List $26.95 

POLARIS (w o meter) Model no. 50 -204 List $16.50 

FULL DEALER DISCOUNTS 
See your Electronics Parts Jobber. or write 

. 

_WAY CORPORATION 
1053 Raymond Ave., St. Paul, Minn. 55108 

ARCTURUS SALE 
1700 transistor types at 390 each. 

40 watt germanium power transistor, same as 
Delco 501, 2N278 (etc.), Cat. #349, 590 each. 

Color TV cartridge focus rectifier 6.5 kv. Used 
in every color TV. Cat. #CFR20, 790 each. 

Motorola 2500 ma. at 1000 piv, high voltage/ 
current epoxy silicon rectifier, axial leads. Cat. 
?HEP170, 490 each. 

2 Printed circuit I.F. transformers, 4 lug, 455 
kc input and output, eat. #1909P4, 990 each. 

RCA UHF transistor type TV tuners, KRKI20 
(long- shaft) cat. #UHF -20; KRK -120 (short- 
shaft), eat. # U H F -2I, each $4.98. 

RCA VHF transistor type TV tuners, KRK -146, 
cat. # V H F -74. $9.99 each. 

Transistorized U.H.F. tuners used in 1965 to 
1967 TV sets made by Admiral, RCA, Motorola, etc. 
Removable gearing may vary from one make to an- 
other. Need only 12 volts d.c. to function. No fila- 
ment voltage needed. Easy replacement units. Cat. 
= U H F -567 $4.95. 

U.H.F. Tuner -original units as used in TV sets 
such as RCA. Admiral. etc. covering channels 14 

through 82, as part #94D173 -2. Complete with tube. 
Drive gearing is removable. Can be used in most 
sets. Cat. # U H F -3. 94.95. 

Color yoke;. 70" fir all round color CRT's. Cat. 
)( RC-70, $12.95. 90° for all rectangular 19 to 25" 

color CRT's. Cat. #XRC -90, $12.95. 

Kit of 30 tested germanium diodes. Cat. #100, 
99f. 

Silicon rectifier. octal based replacement for 5U4, 
5Y3, 5ÁS4, 5AW4, 574, 5V4, 5Z4. With diagram. 
Cat. # Rect.!. 990 each. 

7 ". 90° TV bench test picture tube with adapter. 
No ion trap needed. Cat. # 7BP7, $7.99. 

Tube cartons 6A116 etc. size, $2.15 per 100. 
6SN7 etc. size, $2.55 per 100. 5U4GB size, $2.95 
per 100. 5Ú4G size. 40 each. 

Send for complete free catalog. Include 4% of dollar 
value of order for postage. $5 M IN I M U M ORDER. 
Canadian check. 8% dollar differential. 

ARCTURUS ELECTRONICS CORP. 
502 -22nd St., Union City, N.J. 07087 

Dept. MRE 
Phone: 201-864-5568 
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MR. SCA OPERATOR 
NEED A RELIABLE SOURCE FOR 
HIGH QUALITY, LOW COST SCA 
RECEIVERS, OR SCA DEMODULATOR 
UNITS? 
A new and proven sub- carrier demodula- 
tion scheme using old established principles 
is now practical due to recent component 
developments and mass production. The 
resultant reduction in cost is passed on to 
you. 

MODEL SCA -6137 SINGLE FREQUI: \CY FM 
RECEIVER. Size: 12" x 5, /." x -1'_ ". Price: 
$69.95 (Quantity 1-9) 
SCA -6137 FM Receiver Features: 

Range: 88 to 108 MHz Frequency Field 
Adjustable All Solid State Devices RF Stage 

3 IF Stages Automatic Frequency Control 
Two 67 KHz Amplifier Stages 67 KHz Ratio 

Detector Adjustable Muting Main /Sub -Car- 
rier Switch One Watt Audio Output 4" Mon- 
itor Speaker Provision for External Speaker 
117 Volt AC Operated. 

Also available: SCA -3 sub -carrier demodulator 
PC Card with muting control. Size: 2%" x 3" X 

yx ". Operates on 6 to 12 Volts DC at 6 ma. Avail- 
able from stock. Price: $39.95 (Quantity 1-9) 
Quantity discounts and detailed specifications are 
available to SCA operators. 
Send orders and inquiries to: 

JanZac Company; P.O. Box 177; 
Stamford Conn. 0690.4 

KenZac Company; P.O. Box 66251; 
Houston, Texas 77006 

ADVERTISING 
INDEX 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS does not assume 
responsibility for any errors which may 
appear in the index below. 

Allied Radio Corporation 86 
Arrow Fastener Company, Inc. 32 
Artronix 70 

B & K (Division of Dynascan Corporation) . 83 
Brooks Radio and TV Corporation 84-85 
Burstein- Applebee Company 76 

Cleveland Institute of Electronics 89. 28 -31 
Cornell Dubilier Cover III 
CREI. Home Study Division Mc -Graw 

Book Co. 46-49 

Delta Products, Inc. 15 
Denson Electronic Corporation 92 

Electro-Voice, Inc. 71 
EICO Electronic Instrument Company, 

Inc. Cover II 
EMC Electronic Measurement Corporation . 14 

Finney Company 17 

Gem City Tuner 88 
General Electric Company 77 
Grantham School of Electronics 1 

Heald Engineering College 95 
Heath Company 82, 72 -73 

Institute of High Fidelity 75 
International Correspondence Schools .... 18 -21 
International Crystal Mfg. Company 100 

Leader Test Instruments 91 

Mosley Electronics, Inc. 14 

National Radio Institute 8 -11 

Olson Electronics, Inc. 94 

Park Electronic Products 86 
Perma -Power 74 

Quietrole Company 93 

Radar Devices Mfg. Corporation 5, 7 
Raytheon Company 16 
RCA Electronic Components 

Tubes 
RCA Test Equipment 
RCA Institutes 

Cover IV 
13 

64 -67 

S & A Electronics 92 
Sansui Electronics Corporation 90 
Schober Organ 87 
Semi -Conductor Industries 70 
Sencore 22 
Surplus Center 93 
Sylvania (Subsidiary of General Telephone 

& Electronics) 27 

Tapeswitch Corporation of America 12 
TV Tech Aids 87 

Yeats Appliance Dolly Sales 12 

MARKET CENTER 96-99 
Arcturus Electronics Corporation 
Edmund Scientific Company 
Fair Radio Sales 
Hazelton Scientific Company 
Kenzac Company 
Music Associated 
Poly Paks 
Science Workshop 
Solid State Sales 
Terado Corporation 

SCHOOL. DIRECTORY 
Coyne Electronics Institute 
Northrop Institute of Electronics 
Tri -State College 
Valparaiso Technical Institute 
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POWER SUPPLY KITS. $2.75 -8.50. Nixie $5.00. 
Decimal counter $3.50. Catalog. MURPHY, 204 
Roslyn Ave., New York 11514 

RADIO & TV TUBES 330 each. One year guaran- 
teed. Plus many unusual electronic bargains. 
Free catalog. CORNELL 4217 -E University, San 
Diego, California 92105 

ELECTRONIC BARGAIN CATALOG on unusual 
kits, parts, do- it- yourself, stereo, intercoms. 
ALCON, P. O. Box 1348R, Lawrence, Mass. 
01843 

SPECIAL CLOSE -OUT SALE. Rectifiers, transis- 
tors, and many other electronic parts. Lowest 
prices. Free catalog. ELECTRONIC COMPONENT 
COMPANY, P.O. Box 2902 R, Baton Rouge, La. 

BRAND NEW TUBES. World's lowest prices on 
Radio, TV- industrial -special purpose tubes. 
Write for free parts catalog. UNITED RADIO 
CO., Newark, N.J. 

CATHODIC PROTECTION INSTRUCTIONS 
$1.00. F. F. KNAPP, P.O. Box 854, Scottsdale, 
Arziona 85252 

EDUCATION/ 
INSTRUCTION 

ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING. Day or evening 
classes. Bachelor of Science Program evenings. 
Associate in Science Program day or night. If 
you are married or if you must work for a 
living while obtaining your education, this is 
the college for you. Approved for Veterans. 
WESTERN STATES COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING, 
970 West Manchester Avenue, Inglewood, Cali- 
fornia 90301. 

REPAIR YOUR OWN TV TUNERS- Color- 
Transistor -VHF -UHF. Earn to $1,700, month- 
ly. No customer headaches. Simple, corn - 
plete course. First of its kind. Copyrighted. 
Years in preparation. Six sections, 33 chap- 
ters. All field- tested. Jigs- Fixtures- Adapters 
-"Setting -up ". Special probes. Quick- checks. 
How alter and use test sets. Repairs WITHOUT 
EQUIPMENT. Unique power supplies. Fast -fix 
luxuries. Equipment you can build. Profes- 
sional tricks. Illustrated schematics, pictures, 
drawings, sketches. Plans for all items. Trou- 
bleshooting. Alignment. All tests and adjust- 
ments. Common mistakes. How and where to 
buy parts. Specific repairs common problems. 
Index of all tuners. Much, much more. Pro- 
grammed teaching. Introduction, plus two sam- 
ple lessons $1.00. Optional condensed courses 
(complete in themselves): VHF $9.50, UHF 
$4.50, Transistor tuners $4.50. Details of major 
course, introduction, plus two sample lessons, 
$1., Refundable. FRANK BOCEK, Box 3236R, 
Redding, Calif., 96001 

FCC First Class License in six weeks -nation's 
highest success rate- approved for Veterans 
Training. Write ELKINS INSTITUTE, 2603E In- 
wood Road, Dallas, Texas 75235 

GOVERN MEN" 
SURPLUS 

JEEPS Typically From $53.90. . Trucks From 
$78.40 - Boats, Typewriters, Airplanes, 
Multi meters, Oscilloscopes, Transceivers, Elec- 
tronics Equipment, Used. 100,000 Bid Bargains 
Direct From Government Nationwide. Complete 
Sales Directory and Surplus Catalog $1.00 (De- 
ductible First $10.00 Order). SURPLUS SERVICE, 
Box 820 -REL, Holland, Michigan 49423 

INVENTIONS 
& PATENTS 

FREE "Directory of 500 Corporations Seeking 
New Products." For information regarding de- 
velopments, sale, licensing of your patented /un- 
patented invention. Write: RAYMOND LEE OR- 
GANIZATION, 230 -U Park Avenue, New York City 
10017. 
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$100.000 EEEYE SEE" INTEGRATED CIRCUIT 

BONANZA BY POLY PAII( 

043% 
Hy tar the biggest Integrated Circuit Sale in our 
history, NOBODY! That's right NOBODY under- ` ,ells Poly Paks. Imagine -- buy 1 integrated Circuit 
at our bargain price and get the 2nd one for 
ONLY lc . . that's right ONE CEN'.'! NO 
LIMIT PER I'1'I:M! Every item guaranteed as 
advertised. All include data on Integrated ( cuits, 

EPDXY SILICON 
TRANSISTORS 

5 for $1 
Type 
2N 706 
2N2222 
2N2368 
2N2711 
2N3396 
2N3565 
2N3568 
2N3638 
2N3641-3 
2N3645 
2N3662 
2N3683 
2N3692 
2N3793 
2N4140.1 
2N4248 -9 
2N4284 -5 
2N4288 -9 
2N4290- 1 

Sale 
5 for $1 
5 for SI 
5 for $1 
5 for $1 
5 for S1 
5 for $1 
5 for $1 
5 for $1 
5 for $1 
5 for $1 
5 for $1 
5 for $1 
5 for $1 
5 for $1 
5 for $1 
5 for $1 
5 for $1 
5 for Si 
5 for $1 

Fairchild No. ,v Two identical IC's in one package EACH le MORE 

900 Buires 1 for 1.49 
902 It -S Flip Flip 1 for 1.49 
903 3 In. Gate Nand /Nul' 1 for 1.49 
904 -904* Dual Hall' adder 
910 Dual 'rwo Input Gate 
914 Dual Two Input Gate 
915 Dual 3 Input Gate Nand /Nor 
923 .1K -flip Flop 
923 -923* Dual .1 k Flip Flop 
925 Dual 2 Input Gate, Expande 
927 Quad Inverter 
930 Dual 4 Input Gate Nand /Nor 
933 Dual Input Gate, Expander 
944 Dual 4 Input Power Gate 
946 Rund 2 Input Gate Nanti/Noi 

L] 952 Dual '_i Input Inverter Gate 
953 2 -2.3 -Input and Gate 
954 Dual 4 Input and (:ate 

-- 95S 4 Input and Gate w 2 o itl'ut 
961 Dual 4 Input Gate w/,xl'an,lt 
962 Triple Garte 

1 for 1 .49 
1 for 1.29 
1 for 1.29 

1 for 1.49 
1 for 1.49 
1 for 1.98 
1 for 1.49 
1 for 1.98 

1 for 1.49 
1 for 1.49 
1 for 1.49 
1 for 1.49 

1 for 1.29 
1 for 1.29 
1 for 1.29 
1 for 1 .29 

1 for 1 .49 
1 for 1.49 

2 *or 1.50 
2 for 1.50 
2 for 1.50 
2 for 1.50 
2 for 1.30 
2 for 1.30 
2 for 1.50 
2 for 1.50 
2 for 1 .99 
2 for 1.50 
2 for 1.99 
2 for 1.50 
2 for 1.50 
2 for 1.50 
2 for 1.50 
2 for 1.30 
2 for 1.30 
2 for 1.30 
2 for 1.30 
2 for 1.50 
2 for 1.50 

LOWEST PRICES ON 
LINEAR AMPLIFIERS 

Guaranteed! 

S 
i¡,J ith pec' 

Sh 

$ 
222 

EACH 

Type Use 
702 D.C. Amplifier 

H 709 Operational Amp 
710 Differential Comparator 
711 Sense Amplifier . 

3 kOC 
$6 

DIGITAL 
COUNTING 

8 Bit memory cell 
TO -5 case 

With Spec. $295 
Sheets! 

Ope 3tional 
AMPLIFIERS 

With 
Spec. S eets! 

Terms: add postage. Rated: net 30. cod's 255. 
Phone Orders: Wakefield. Mass. 1;17) 245 -3827 
Retail: 211 Albion, St., Wakefield. Masi 

FIANT "SUMMER CATALOG ON: Parts, Rectifiers. 
Transistors, SCRs, I.C.'s, Equipmep:, i Oc 

P.O. !MX 942 R 

LYNNFIEID, MASS 
01940 

POLY PAKS 
Circle 137 On reader service cart! 

UNUSUAL =NT FREE 
BARGAINS SHOPPING MART CATALOG! 
BY MAIL A selection of products available by mail for readers of Radio Electronics. 148 - PAGES 

All merchandise sold on money-back guarantee. Order by No. Send check or M.O. 

'.- 
YY 

SEE MUSIC IN DAllLING ACTION 

MDSis 1SioN DRAMATIC 
BREAKTHROUGH 

IN AUDIOVISUAL ENJOYMENT 
See your favorite music translated 
into fantastically colorful patterns; 
each note creating its own unique. 
everchanging image in perfect time 
with the music. Easily attached to 
stereo. radio. tape recorder. Send 
25e for 16 -p. booklet = 1111m1141 
BOY'S STARTER KIT 
No. 71.095EH $6.00 Ppd. 
8" DO- IT- YOURSELF KIT 
No. 71,009EH $22.50 Ppd. 
WALNUT CABINET MODEL 
No. 85.I8IEH $99.50 FOB 

CATCH THAT STROBE ACTION! 
It's wild. Spectacular slop -action 
lighting effects will slake a party. 
create a light .:how, lure the 
"swingers" Dito psychedelic ner- 
forniers. Top tonality. low -eost. 
solid state electronic strobe. Ad- 
justable flash rate front 2 to I0 
flashes per second. clear lucite lens 
protects long life Xenon lamp -up to 
10.000.000 flashes. 60° high lustre 
reflector [rovers 2 ,0110 sq. ft. area- 
even in dark of night elute. Rugged 
but compact (6 "sq.1 & lightweight 
(314 1h. 1. Wrinkle flnished metal 
rase. 110 -1211 V.AC T-T. approved. 
Stock No. 7!.174EH ..$89.95 Ppd. 

ROTATING MULTI -COLORED LIGHT 
Dazzling colors stream endlessly 
from constantly rotating light. 
Facetted, transparent globe has 
louvered tlrtttn inside with reel 
green, blue k yellow stars. Bull, 
heat rotates dront w'idt'h titojccts 
flickering star points on walls. 
ceilings. etc. while individual globe 
facets present constantly changing 
array of brilliant colors. 9%" star - 
appros. 12" high on bell- shaped 
base. Easily placed on table. TV. 
flreplaee -top of Christmas tree or 
ìsplaY 

Stock Nn. 71.000EH ..56.00 Ppd. 

NEW! LOW COST COLOR ORGAN 
Accompany music with colored 
lighting that c eates tremendous 
variety of unusual and beautiful 
effects. Plugin 3 duff. sets of 
colored lights and place nea audio 
source. Notes picked up by interior 

mike" determine which colored 
lights go -loudness determines 
intensity. Control lighting in pools: 
fountains, window and holiday decorations. great for parties. 
Tough. compact unit with light in- 
tensity control. 4 -9 /16" x 21/4" X 
41/z". 1 lb. 6 oz. 
Stock No. 1900EH ..$39.95 Ppd. 
4 CHANNEL DE LUXE 2.000 watt 
Stock No. 71,103EH $195.00 Ppd. 

Ni -Cd BATTERY BARGAIN 
Terrific aloe -.slightly a -ad govt 
surplus. Lightweight 5 ce t. 6 volt. 
4 Amp -hour battery with almost un- limited life. Extremely ,igh cur- 

ant output. Recharges I, I hour with F.dmund kit. Wrn't deteriorate 
when left discharged. Minimum 
maintenance - few drops if water 
per year. Rugged. .sbnek. .std- vibra- 
lion resistant nylon mixe. Delivered partially charged. filled ' I t h elec- trolyte. 3t k" x 2" x H" r lb, 
BATTERY 
Stock No. 70,942E14 $15.00 Pod. 
CHARGER KIT 
Stock No. 70.807EH S 0.00 Peul. 

ALOG 
Edmund. 300 Edscorp E'Erilding, 
Barrington, New Jersey 08007 

148 PAGES - 
7> 

1000 sOF 
BARGAIN; 
Completely new 
1969 edition. so, 

r el et-trie-al 
/MIN 

ens 
elect -om eg- 

tootl ._,. -_ 
adule parts, n - 

selectinn of Ass 
vrtevevvvvr tronornical Tete- 
5001100. Mirr, scopes ftinneu- lar Mt, gni(Íees;, hot00ets. 
Lenses. Pri soi s. M.my v-ar stir- 
plus. Items for hc.hhyi'ts. ex- 
perimenters, 
ri 

wnrashnps, fac- 
Y coupon for FREE 

catalog EH" 
NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY 

STATE -..ZIP 

ORDER BY STOCK NUMBER SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER MONEY -BACK GUARANIIEE 

EDMUND SCIENTIFIC CO 
'300 EDSCORP BUILDI 
BARRINGTON, NEW JERSEY 0: 
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LINEAR CIRCUITS 
FM IF AMPLIFIERS $ .90 
702C WIDE BAND DC AMPL. $2.75 
709C OPERATIONAL AMP. . $2.75 
710C HI SPEED 01FF. 

COMPARATOR $2.75 
711C DUAL COMPARATOR $2.75 

DIGITAL RTL CIRCUITS 
2 -914 QUAD 2 INPUT GATE $1.25 
2-923 DUAL 1K FLIP FLOPS $1.50 
I-I NEON LIGHT of NIXIE TUBE 
LJ DRIVERS. An NPN, TO -I8. Si 
Transistor with a V:'irai of 120 

3 /$1.00 

Silicon Control Rectifiers 
i 

1 

ENJOY THE "MUSIC ONLY" FM PROGRAMS 

M. A. D. 
MUSIC ASSOCIATED'S DETECTOR 
for continuous, commercial -free music 

with ANY FM tuner or receiver 

+Ca 

Kit $49.50 Wired $75.00 Cover $4.95 List of FM 
stations with SCA authorization $1.00. For com- 
plete information write or call: 

MUSIC ASSOCIATED 
65 Glenwood Rd., 

Upper Montclair, N.I. 07043 
phone 201-744-3387 

INVENTORS: protect your ideas! Free "rec- 
ommended procedure ". WASHINGTON IN- 
VENTORS SERVICE, 422X Washington Build- 
ing, Washington, D.C. 20005 

INVENTIONS WANTED. Patented; Unpatented. 
GLOBAL MARKETING, 2420 -AE 77th Ave., Oak- 
land, Calif. 94605 

WANTED 

QUICK CASH . for Electronic EQUIPMENT, 
COMPONENTS, unused TUBES. Send list now! 
BARRY, 512 Broadway, New York, N. Y. 10012, 
212 WALKER 5 -7000. 

GENERAL 

ROOM TO LIVE. Pleasant, peaceful, S. Utah Mtn. 
Valley. Hunting country. 40 ac. Level, rich soil 
$1600, $50 down, $31 /mo., 6% int.. WEST 
LANDS, Dept. RE, P.O. Box 17407, Holladay, 
Utah 84117 

TREASURE HUNTERS! PROSPECTORS! Relco's 
new instruments detect buried gold, silver, 
coins. Kits, assembled models. Transistorized. 
Weighs 3 pounds. $19.95 up. Free catalog. REL- 
CO-A25, Box 10839, Houston, Texas 77018 

PLANS ANALOG COMPUTER programmed to 
make optimal strategy decisions in Blackjack. 
$5.00. D. TWEEDY, Box 11282 Santa Ana, Cali- 
fornia 92711 

JAPANESE NEW PRODUCTS MONTHLY! $1.00. 
Refundable. DEERE, 10639 Riverside, North 
Hollywood, Calif. 

AUDIO - HI -FI 

HI -FI COMPONENTS, Tape Recorders, at guaran- 
teed "WE will not be undersold" prices. 15 -day 
moneyback guarantee. Two -year warranty. NO 
Catalog. Quotations Free. HI- FIDELITY CENTER, 
239R East 149th St., N.Y., N.Y. 10451 

AUDIO COLOR ORGAN 
Watch music come alive in 
dazzling display of colors. See 
an ever changing color spectacu- 
lar in perfect harmony with 
your music. All solid state, 
beautiful walnut cabinet. com- 
pletely assembled, easy to con- 

nect to any H i- Fi. regular $79.95, special price only 
$38.80. Dealer inquiries invited. 

HAZELTON SCIENTIFIC COMPANY 
Box 163 Hazel Park, Michigan 48030 
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MARKET 
CENTER 

Tapemates makes available to you ALL 4 -TRACK 
STEREO TAPES. All labels -postpaid to your 
door -at tremendous savings. For free brochure 
write: TAPEMATES CLUB, 5280 RE West Pico 
Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90019. 

RENT 4 -track open reel tapes -all major labels 
-3.000 different -free brochure. STEREO - 
PARTI, 55 St. James Drive, Santa Rosa, Ca. 
95401 

WRITE for highest discounts on components, 
recorders, tapes, from franchised distributors. 
Send for FREE monthly specials. CARSTON, 
RFD #3, Route 7, Brookfield, Conn. 06804 

STEREO TAPE PLAYER OWNERS try recording 
tapes on your four or eight track tape player 
with an inexpensive easy to build converter, for 
plans with picture and diagram sennd $3.00 to 
TAB, P.O. Box 1212, Brenham, Texas 77833 

PHOTOFACTS, 221 sets. $49.50 for all. Supreme 
radio diagram manuals, 20 -pound carton, $9.95. 
BEITMAN, 1760 Balsam, Highland Park, III. 
60035 

RECORDS, Stereo, Hi -Fi. LP's $1.25, 5 for $5. 
45's five $1, 30 for $5. All new, never played, 
name brands. Sample one LP and one 45 for 
$1.50. WARREN ROY, 24 Straw La., Hicksville, 
N. Y. 11801 

give... 
so more will live 
HEART FUND 

SERVICE CLINIC 
I [YI ltíitt lied f runt page 90) 

ers (TI and T2) to replace the origi- 
nal. Hook the high- voltage secondaries 
in phase (the voltages will add). Dl- 

TI DI 

CT DO 
450 V CT 

NOT USE 

+ 03 

HV MINUS 
TO FILTER 

D3 are 1000 -piv 500 -nmA silicon recti- 
fiers. T1 and T2 will have a number of 
filament windings. (Not shown for 
clarity.) You may have to install a fila- 
ment transformer to supply the 2.5- 
volt heaters. 

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS f RECTIFIERS 
SEMICONDUCTORS f TRIACS 

ER 900 TRIGGER DIODES These 
bidirectional trigger diodes are one 
of the best and cheapest methods of 
triggering SCR's and triacs. 

31$1.00 

MOUNTING HDWE KITS 
These kits are used to mount our 
SCR's, zeners, & rectifiers etc. 

6 x 32 (3, 12 Amp rectifiers, 7 Amp 
SCR's) 6 sets /$1.00 

1/4 x 28 (20, 40 Amp rectifiers, 20 
Amp SCR's) 4 sets /$1.00 

PRV I AMP 
100 I .07 
200 .09 
400 I .12__ 

600 I 
.18 

800 I.22 
1000 .35 

EPDXY AND 
CONTROLLED 
AVALANCHE 
RECTIFIERS 

1 AMP 

N- CHANNEL PLASTIC TO -18 
FET'S. Low noise, low leakage, 
gate current, gain to 9000µ 
mhos. $ .80 

Send for our latest catalog featuring Transistors and Rectifiers; 325 Elm St., Cambridge, Mass. 

PRV 
100 
200 
300 
400 
500 

TRIACS 
5A 

I 
10A 

.90 I 
1.20 

1.40 I 
1.75 

1.75 I 2.25 
2.25 I 2.75 
2.60 I 3.25 

SQ -10A DISCRETE 
OPER. AMPL. MODULE 

Voltage Gain 60,000 Min. 
$4.95 each 

Silicon Power Rectifiers 
PRV 3A 

I 
12A I 

40A 
100 .09 1 .30 1 .75 
200 .16 I .50 I 1.25 
400 .20 I .70 I 1.50 
600 .30 I 1.00 I 

1.80 
800 .40 1 

1.25 
1000 .55 I 

1.50 

TO-66 pack Studs 

PRVI 3A 7A I 20A 70A 
50 .35 .45 .70 

100 .50 .65 1.00 4.00 
200 .70 .95 1.30 8.00 
300 .90 1.25 1.70 
400 1.20 1.60 2.10 12.00 
500 
600 
700 

1.50 2.00 2.50 
1.80 
2.20 

2.40 
2.80 

3.00 
5.00 

16.00 

Somerville, Mass. 02143 

Circle 139 on reader service card 

ALES 
Tel. (617) 547 -4005 
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Warmup buzz 
I've got a KCS -130 RCA chassis 

that "roars" loudly while it's warming 
up, then plays nicely afterward. The 
raster spreads out slowly and just 
barely misses covering the screen. - 
G. M., Jacksonville, Fla. 

You've got a classic case of warm - 
up buzz, which used to be very com- 
mon. The video i.f., etc., warms up 
too fast -before the keyed agc gets 
up to the point where it'll hold it 
down. This used to be called "inter - 
carrier buzz." 

Cure: simple. Disconnect the 
6DT6 sound detector plate resistor 

,r- 
FROM 
SOUND I.F. 

TRANS 

1 

6DT6 
SOUND DET 120 K 

QUAD 
COIL re 

101 
4.7K .047 

- 145V 
5600. 560K -M^ 

- BREAK Ì ,,../HERE 
T0+ 260V I v 

10 

pF 

470 
K 

.01 

VOL CONT 
IMEG 

B+ SOURCE -HP - TO AUDIO 
OUTPUT GRID 

1.2 MEG IMEG +540V 
BOOST 

from the +260 -volt tap, and hook it 
to the center of a voltage divider 
across the +540 -volt boost. Adjust 
the values of these resistors to give 
you about +260V, and the 6DT6 
will work just the same. However, it 
won't have any plate voltage until the 
boost voltage comes on, so it can't 
"roar." 

In this case, you just might have 
a slow- heating horizontal output tube. 
I'd try replacing that before I worked 
the sound detector over. 

Scope spot drifts 
The spot on my scope drifts off 

the screen after about 15 -20 minutes 
of operation. I can bring it back with 
the centering controls, but after a 
while away it goes again. Tubes 
changed, no help. What's going on 
here ? -F. D., New York, N.Y. 

Spot positioning on all scopes is 
a dc voltage effect. Fig. 1 shows the 
basic circuit used in your scope. The 
dc voltages applied to the pairs of 
deflection plates must be balanced to 
hold the beam in the center of the 
screen. If they change, the spot 
moves. 

You've probably got a resistor 
somewhere in that network that is 
changing value as it gets warmer. 
Since all resistors in the circuit can 
have the same effect, you'll have to 
check each one in turn. Try holding a 
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soldering -iron tip on each one, with 
the scope cold, and watch to see if 
this makes it drift sooner. If so, re- 
place that one and go on to the 
next. I'd recommend checking out 

SPOT 
POSITION 
CONTROL .01 

VERT OR 
HORIZ 
SWEEP 
OUTPUT 
TUBES 

.1 

B+ 

3.9 MEG 

4.0 MEG 
--1 

'11104 
MEG; /I 

3.9 MEG 

VERT 
DEFLECT- 
ION 
PLATES 

.1 

+400V 
-400V 

CRT 

H 

all resistors in the circuit on general 
principles. 

A small dc leakage in the 0.l -µF 
coupling capacitors could cause it, 
too. These might not be "thermally 
sensitive " -at least, not as much as 
the carbon resistors. Check them any- 
how. R -E 

FREE Catalog of TN 

SURPLUS ELECTRONIC BA 

Now B I G G E R a r d 
BETTER Than Ever! 

--MAIL THIS COUPON hC W - 

NAME: 

ADDRESS. 

CITY: STATE: ZIP: 

For your FREE copy, fill out coupon and mail' Dept. RE 

FAIR RADIO SAL : 
1016 E. EUREKA Box 1105 LIMA, OHIO 

S 
45802 

said 

MSye onepioblack 

PGycrhaendtelec 

. 

lA g$h5 kait 

s s(esmlbd l esd 

ta 

e 

M 

fador e 'o nLl6.? 
11 

29 
Brghly imurudwe 

manuals furnished. 

Experiment, build for knowledge, ha 
hobbyist or pro. Opens magic world 

computen, new math. etc. Hew SE 

include: Digital Building Blocks 

Musical Electrons ... Color S 

5 
"strings. for 
solid state. 
Es of KITS 

Otters .. 
Kits, etc 

Science Workshop Box 393 -RE Bethpage, 1. Y. 11114 

WIRELESS REMOTE CONTROL SWITCH 
Control garage :r base- 
ment lights from any- 
where in your home. 
Sends control signal thru 
house wiring. Controls 
any appliance u: to 500 

Watts. Regular $19.95. Special price $14.88. 
Free literature. Dealer inquiries invited. 

HAZELTON SCIENTIFIC COMPANY 
Box 163 Hazel Park, Michigan 48030 

CLASSIFIED COMMERCIAL RATE (for firms or individuals offering commercial products or ser- 
vices). 70¢ per word ... minimum 10 words. 
NON -COMMERCIAL RATE (for individuals who want to buy or sell personal items) 361¢ per 
word ... no minimum. 
Payment must accompany all ads except those placed by accredited advertising a :encies. 
10% discount on 12 consecutive insertions, if paid in advance. Misleading or objectionable 
ads not accepted. Copy for September issue must reach us before July 11. 
WORD COUNT: Include name and address. Name of city (Des Moines) or state (Nev York) 
counts as one word each. Zone or Zip Code numbers not counted. (We reserve the right o omit 
Zip Code if space does not permit.) Count each abbreviation, initial, single figure or group 
of figures or letters as a word. Symbols or groups such as 8 -10, COD, AC, etc., usant as 
one word. Hyphenated words count as two words. Minor over -wordage will be edited tr. match 
advance payment. 

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING ORDER FORM 

1 

6 

11 

16 

21 

26 

31 

2 

7 

12 

17 

22 

27 

32 

@ .30 Non -Commercial Rates) -$ 
No. of Words @ .70 Commercial Rate J 

Total Enclosed 
Payment must ac 

Insert time(s) company order un 
less placed 
through accred 

Starting with Issue ited advertising MAIL TO: RADIO.ELECTRONICS, CLASSIFIED 5D DEPT., 
agency 28 200 PARK AVE. SOUTH, NEW YORK, N. r. 10003 

3 

8 

13 

18 

23 

28 

33 

4 

9 

14 

19 

24 

29 

34 

]c 

NAMF 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE 211' 

SIGNATURF 
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For The Experimenter! 
International EX Crystal & EX Kits 

OSCILLATOR / RF MIXER / RF AMPLIFIER / POWER AMPLIFIER 

Type EX Crystal 
Available from 3,000 KHz to 60,000 KHz. Supplied only in 

HC 6/U holder. Calibration is ±.02% when operated in International 
OX circuit or its equivalent. (Specify frequency) 

OX OSCILLATOR 
Crystal controlled transistor type. 

Lo Kit 3,000 to 19,999 KHz $ Hi Kit 20,000 to 60,000 KHz 
(Specify when ordering) 

MXX -1 Transistor RF Mixer $3.50 
A single tuned circuit intended for signal con- 
version in the 3 to 170 MHz range. Harmonics 
of the OX oscillator are used for injection in 
the 60 to 170 MHz range. 

Lo Kit 3 to 20 MHz Hi Kit 20 to 170 MHz 
(Specify when ordering) 

MXX -1 41111, SAX -1 

100 

SAX -1 Transistor RF Amplifier $3.50 
A small signal amplifier to drive MXX -1 mixer. 
Single tuned input and link output. 

Lo Kit 3 to 20 MHz 
Hi Kit 20 to 170 MHz 
(Specify when ordering) 

PAX -1 Transistor RF Power Amplifier $3.75 
A single tuned output amplifier designed to 
follow the OX oscillator. Outputs up to 200 mw 
can be obtained depending on the frequency 
and voltage. Amplifier can be amplitude modu- 
lated for low power communication. Frequency 
range 3,000 to 30,000 KHz. 

BAX -1 Broadband Amplifier $3.75 
General purpose unit which may be used as a 
tuned or untuned amplifier in RF and audio 
applications 20 Hz to 150 MHz. Provides 6 
to 30 db gain. Ideal for SWL, Experimenter or 
Amateur. 

Write for complete catalog. 

INTERNATIONAL 

CRYSTAL MFG. CO., INC. 
10 NO LEE OKLA. CITY, OKLA. 73102 

Circle 148 on reader service card 
Circle 149 on reader service card ) 
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e RePlacé 

liiiiii 
44aP 

nd Ra. 

This new c splay stand is deceiving. It's 
more than a display stand. It's set up to operate 
like a store within your store for instant 
servicing. 

Here, within th_s unit, is a complete stock 
of all the wide range twist prongs you'll need 
plus micas, miniature electrolytics, ceramics, 
wide range tubulars and dipped paper Mylar.* 
The selection was based on an extensive stidy 
of all capacitors used in the replacement market. 
Now, with the Re- Place, you're in the capacitor 

replacement business. The Re -Place only takes 
2' x 5. :n space and you have all your prrts in 
order. 

Interested? Write for our new catalog on 
The Re- P1aceTM capacitor line. "The Repla ers" 
-the m:st complete line of replacement c apac- 
itors in the smallest possible package. 

CORNELL- 
DUBILIER 

Put your parts in order. 

*DuPcnt Trcemark 
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On a color TV Service Call... 
GO BY THE BOOK! 

Speed up your trouble- shooting and 
routine service adjustments on 15 

makes of 1967 and 1968 model color 
TV sets with this remarkable book. 
All the data you usually need on a 

color service call is right here. Just 
look up the chassis number of the 

set you're working on in the Chassis 
Index and you'll be guided to the 
proper sections of the Handbook. 
Chassis layouts...purity and con- 
vergence adjustments...and so 
much more...you'll find it indis- 
pensable for servicing color sets of 

recent make. The RCA Color TV 
Service Handbook (1A1759) is avail- 
able from your local RCA Tube 
Distributor. RCA Electronic Com- 
ponents, Harrison, N. J. 

RC,' 
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